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Voting Result— May 12, 1998 Town Meeting 190
Warrant 81
1998 Recipient of the
NH Governor's Volunteer Award
Nancy Parssinen
NH Governor Jeanne Sheehen presents
Governor's Award to Nancy Parssinen
Nancy Parssinen has served Newport as
a volunteer and educator over the past
30 years. From 1986-92, she served on
the Board of Tnistees for Richards Free
Library and a liaison for the Library Arts
Center (LAC). Retiring from the Library
Board in 1992, she became a member,
then President of the LAC Board of
Trustees, serving since 1995.
Nancy is a hands-on person who takes
the responsibility of the title to task. In
1970 when the cost ofpainting Richards
Library was about to strain the library
budget, Nancy was one of eight citizens who volunteered to paint. In addition to
painting the exterior, Nancy is referred to as Resident Painter for both the interior ofthe
Library and the LAC. She has in fact repainted most of the building. She also helps to
set up exhibitions and provides finishing touches to art shows and presentations.
Retired from teaching, Nancy has been on our Conservation Commission since 1 978 and
its Chairman since '84, working for the betterment of our community through the
stewardship ofgreen spaces, trees on the Common, our Town Forest, and all recreational
properties. She has also lead the Conservation Commission, working with our schools,
toward student management ofthe Town Forest. Many hours have been spent working
to upgrade trails to make them safer for an increase in recreational usage — building
plank bridges to cross wetlands, building steps to climb steep trails — all under a
substantial grant received for the benefit of the town of Newport. Nancy developed
another grant, initiating a program with UNH students, to develop a wetland study kit
and guide, available at Richards Library, for use in the Town Forest. Fourth grade
students went to the boardwalk withUNH students and tested activities and lesson plans.
Newport is fortunate to have such a devoted community advocate and environmental
steward, helping to preserve our natural resources. We are delighted to have nominated
Nancy Parssinen for the 1998 Governor's Award for Outstanding Adult Volunteer for
Sullivan County and even more delighted and proud that she has brought home this
prestigious award. The award presentation ceremonies were held in Bow, New





Photo: Courtesy of Corbett Family
Austin Corbett was born in Jamaica Plains, MA in 1909. He
came to Newport in 1946 from Belmont, MA where he had
already been involved in the oil business. He purchased Glen
Chapman's oil business, which was started in 1929 with one
220-gallon tank mounted on a pick-up truck. At that time, all
oil was delivered in five gallon cans, and it was not unusual to
deliver 300+ cans of oil, carrying them through deep snow. In
1933 Mr. Chapman bought land on Belknap Avenue from the
Edes Estate for a bulk plant.
In May 1946 Chapman sold the business to Austin Corbett.
Austin erected a 25,000 gallon tank on May 23, 1947, the
tallest tank in the valley — 39' 7". On January 1, 1948 he
purchased all the land and storage tanks of the Socony-Mobil
Oil Company, increasing storage by 150,000 gallons. He
continued with Corbett Oil Company in Newport for more
than 52 years, actively involved even after his retirement, when
his son, Phil, took over.
But he was more than Newport's oil man. His efforts went far
beyond the business he established. His efforts extended into the community. Those who started as
customers of Austin Corbett soon became his friends. He served in many capacities including as a
member of the Citizens Association, member of the Lions Club, former director of the YMCA, on
the Board ofDirectors at Sugar^ver Savings Bank, a Trustee ofthe Church ofthe Good Shepherd,
past President of the Newport Chamber of Commerce, and on the Board of Directors ofNewport
Hospital.
A resident ofhis adopted hometown ofNewport for 28 years, Austin Corbett died on January 9, 1999
at the age of 89. One of Newport's long-time, successful businessmen, Austin is remembered not
only as a businessman, but also as a friend — with a great sense of humor and compassion for his
fellow man. His best advice was that Godgave us two ears and one mouth, so we should listen more
than talk. It was his willingness to listen, his openness to communicate and his sense ofhumor that
so many people could relate to and will fondly remember.
Newport is proud to honor Austin Corbett for a lifetime of service to our community as a




Patten's Auto Body Shop, the building, made its debut
in the early 30's. . . an old barn was acquired, dismantled,
and used for materials to build 40 Court Street. It had
been used as a garage to store state highway trucks and
as a garage for Weed's. In 1958 it was sold to Walter
Patten and his brother, John. Since 1958, 40 Court St.
has been the site of Patten's Auto Body Shop.
Bom inNew York City in 1913, Walter Patten came to
Newport in 1922 when he was nine years old. A
resident of Newport for more than 75 years, he
attended school in North Newport.
Walt began doing body work in 1952 at Chase and
Avery Body Shop. In the fall of 1958, he and his
brother, John, began a partnership. They acquired a
wrecker and added wrecker service; they acquired
dealer plates and began selling used cars. What started
out as a small business with a service station and body shop was rapidly growing into
quite an enterprise. In the Spring of 1960 Walt became sole owner ofthe business. His
son, Michael, joined him and Patten's Auto Body became a father/son operation. Since
they had both worked on the Ski Patrol at Mt. Sunapee, and both were qualified first aid
attendants, they bought a fijlly equipped ambulance and in 1960 operated an ambulance
service fi"om Mt. Sunapee, adding another dimension and service to their business and to
the community. Patten 's is now run by third generation, Cory Patten, Walter grandson' s.
Well known as a fi"iend of all, serving his community and his country, Walter Patten was
a World War II Navy veteran, a member ofthe American Legion Post, Honorary member
ofNewport Jaycees, Vets' Club, Senior Citizens Center, a member and former President
of the Newport Lions Club, a member and former President of Mt. Sunapee Ski Club,
Civil Defense unit, and a special police officer for Newport PD for many years. He was
not a man to stand around and not be involved.
Walter J. Patten
Photo: from Family Archives
Known for his acts of kindness, enriching the lives of those who knew him, he was a
valued family and community member. It is Newport's privilege to recognize his civic
contributions and dedicate the 1998 Annual Town Report to Walter J. Patten.
Town of Newport
General Information
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BOARD OF SELECTMEN Term Expires
Gary E. Nichols, Chair May, 2001
Bert W. Spaulding, Sr., Vice Chair May, 1999
Robert M. Snow May, 1999
Bennie E. Nelson May, 2001
Arnold T. Greenleaf, Interim Selectman until May, 1999 May, 2000
LIBRARY TRUSTEE
Nancy H. Black May, 2000
MODERATOR
W. Howard Dunn May, 2000
SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLIST
Pamela J. Hoyt May, 2000
Martha E. Lovely May, 2002
Ella M. Casey May, 2004
TOWN CLERK
Karlene W. Stoddard :...... May, 1999
TOWN TREASURER
Jonathan A. Howard ......... May, 1999
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUND
Peter R. Lovely May, 2000
Louise K. Hastings May, 2001
C. Michael Sanderson May, 1999
Appointed Town Officials
TOWN MANAGER Daniel P. O'Neill
Executive Assistant Sharon H. Christie
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS Larry A. Wiggins
Airport Manager Albert A. Gobin
Cemetery Superintendent Brian T. Richardson
Highway Superintendent Fraser L. Michaud
Sewage Treatment Plant Superintendent Arnold L. Greenleaf
Water & Sewer Superintendent Robert K. Naylor
EMS DIVISION CHIEF/HEALTH OFFICER Brian W. Tracey
CIVIL DEFENSE CO-DIRECTORS David A. Hoyt
Peter M. Lamb
FINANCE DIRECTOR Paul J. Brown, C.P.A
FIRE CHIEF Peter M. Lamb
PLANNING & ZONING DIRECTOR David J. Jescavage
POLICE CHIEF David A. Hoyt
RECREATION &, PARKS DIRECTOR P.J. Lovely, Jr.
TAX COLLECTOR Daniel P. O'Neill
Senior Deputy Tax Collector Elaine Van Dusen





Peter Anastos, Chairman May, 200
1
Herbert Findeisen May, 2001
Peter Reynolds May, 1999
Larry Mason May, 200
Rocky Cusanelli May, 2000
Brad Sears, Alternate May, 1999
Gary Nichols, BOS Rep May, 1999
Larry Wiggins, Staff Rep May, 1999
Budget Advisory Committee
Lou Dean Franz, Chair May, 2000
Patrice Brewer May, 2001
Ella Casey May, 1999
Carl Fitz May, 2001
David Little May, 2000
Betty Avery May, 1999
Brad Sears May, 2000
Eve Spanos May, 2000
Anthony MacConnell May, 2000
John Lunn May, 2001
Ben Nelson, BOS Rep and Alternate May, 1999
Anthony MacConnell, School Board Rep May, 1999
Capital Improvement Program
Polly Andrews, Chair Gary Nichols, BOS Rep
Brian Stillson Ella Casey David McCrillis
Paul Brown David Jescavage Daniel O'Neill
CDBG Loan Advisory Committee
Anthony DiPadova Chairman
Ella Casey Don Lader
Anthony Maiola Mark Pitkin
Conservation Commission
Nancy Parssinen, Chair May, 2000
John Liberman May, 200
June Liberman May, 2001
Richard Brewer May, 2001
Fredrik Peyron May, 1999
Maellyn Urban May, 2000
Appointed Committee Members (Continued)
Economic Corporation of Newport (ECON)
Mary Lou Reed, President Daniel P. O'Neill, Vice President
Kathleen Hubert, Secretary Stephen Ensign, Treasurer
Richard Bates . Ella Casey
Stephen LaValley Stephen Marro, SCEDC Agent
Ken McCann Mark Pitkin
Paul Skarin Rick Thomas
Michael Work , Bert Spaulding, BOS Rep
Patryc Wiggins
Heritage Commission
Patrice Brewer, Chair May, 2001
Sharon Christie, Vice Chair May, 2001
Michael Dixon .... May, 2000
Roger Nelson, Secretary May, 2000
Betty Avery May, 1999
Jean MacConnell, Alternate May, 1999
Clifford Richer, Alternate May, 2001
John Lunn/Arnold GreenleafBOS Rep ... May, 1999
Joint Loss Management (Safety) Committee
Brad Lane, Chair Ken Dennis, Vice Chair
Kelly Butler, Secretary Shady Blackwell
Marie Brown Sharon Christie
Leo Goyette PJ Lovely
Dan O'Neill Ed Schinck
Brian Tracey Pete Lamb
Planning Board
W. Howard Dunn, Chair May, 2000
Jeffrey Kessler, Vice Chair May, 2001
Ella Casey May, 1999
Pauline Andrews May, 2001
Frederick Jones May, 2000
Karol Bentley May, 1999
Michael Clark, Alternate May, 1999
David Kibbey, Alternate May, 1999
Todd Stetson, Alternate May, 1999
Robert Snow, BOS Rep May, 1999
Bert Spaulding, Sr., Alternate BOS Rep May, 1999
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Appointed Committee Members (Continued)
Pollards Mill Covered Bridge Advisory Committee
Ken Dennis, Chairman . . . Andy Andrews Nick Kanakis, Secretary
ClifFRicher Peter Franklin Jim Lantz
Frank Luck Nick Catsam Rick Thomas
David Lain Ray Reid Paul Brown
David Jescavage Larry Wiggins . Arnold T. Greenleaf, Vice Chair
Recreation Advisory Council
Gary LaFountain, Sr. Chair May, 2000
Mary Maxfield May, 2001
Kathy Sarles , May, 1999
Roger Rosendahl May 1 999
Kelly Shultz May, 2000
Amanda Currier, Student Rep May 1 999
Recreation Facility Building Committee
Gary Nichols, Chairman PJ Lovely
Scott Blewitt James Lantz
Steve McKenney Rick Thomas
Sullivan County Regional Refuse Disposal District
Peter Franklin May, 1999
Daniel P. O'Neill May, 1999
Don Lader, Jr., Alternate May, 1999
John Lunn, Alternate May, 2000
Web Site Committee
John Lunn Dan O'Neill Gary Nichols
Paul Brown Sharon Christie Brian Stillson
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Anthony DiPadova, Chair May, 1999
Ben Nelson, BOS Rep May, 1999
Larry Mason May, 2001
Ken Dennis May, 2001
Virginia Irwin May, 2000




e-mail: sclcct@lo\\Ti.ncwport.iih.iis web site: www.town.newport.nh.us
The 1998 election brought new member, Ben Nelson to the Board. Gary Nichols was
elected Chair and John Lunn, Vice Chair. Bob Snow and Bert Spaulding, Sr. made up
the remainder of the Board.
The town-wide revaluation was finished, with all properties appraised and hearings
completed in October. At the recommendation ofMr. Spaulding, we had two hearings
which addressed most questions and averted problems. According to many, the process
was efficient and well done. We wish to thank all citizens for their cooperation.
The Maple Street bridge was completed in July. The bridge was widened to two lanes,
and the sight line was improved making for safe passage into Sunapee.
The town-wide housing improvement C.D.B.G. grant addresses many low to moderate
income homes this year, and there is still time to participate, if eligible. Please contact
the TOPAZ office.
The town saw the retirement John "Jack" Marcotte, after 38 years of fire service. Jack
served as firefighter, lieutenant, captain, deputy chief, and chief We wish him well and
are sure he will remained involved in the community. To find a replacement for this
position, a search committee of Peter Lovely, Lynn Merrill, Lori Barnes, David
McCrillis, Gary Nichols and Town Manager Dan O'Neill was established, which
narrowed a pool of20+ applicants down to six to be interviewed. After interviews and
deliberation, the committee recommended Peter Lamb ofLisbon, Maine, who accepted
the position beginning October 5*. Peter and his family moved here soon after.
With a continued shortage ofmanpower, both in the Fire and Ambulance Departments,
the two departments were merged under Chief Lamb in January. Volunteers in these
departments are necessary ifwe hope to keep providing emergency services at a level and
cost Newport citizens deserve. Please consider volunteering for your community.
The Central Street project should be completed by mid-summer. This will make travel
through town easier. One area of interest will be sidewalks. Plans call for simulated
brick pavers to match Main Street and to keep continuity in the downtown area.
In October, Vice Chairman John Lunn resigned from the Board. With regret, the Board
accepted his resignation. John had served both as Chair and Vice Chair during his five
year tenure. Arnold T. Greenleaf was appointed for the remainder of the year. Bert
Spaulding Sr. was elected to the position of Vice Chairman.
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Board of Selectmen (Cont'd)
The most pressing challenge this year deals with the possible sale and change of use of
the ash landfill by the Solid Waste Project. Funding for an independent study for run-off,
hazardous waste, and soil conditions has been requested. There has been an on-going
letter campaign to member towns soliciting support. State Representative Da Wiggins,
with support from Reps. Flint and Kibbey, has submitted HB #446, requiring any use of
town land for a solid waste landfill to comply with our zoning. In December a public
hearing was held where 200+ concerned citizens voiced opposition, and the Board voted
5-0 to oppose the sale of the ash landfill for a solid waste landfill.
At this year's Town Meeting, you will be asked to vote on zoning changes that deal with
the Shoreline Protection Act, construction ofhazardous waste sites, junk yards, and solid
waste landfills within 150' of the Sugar River. I encourage you to read about these
ordinances and vote the direction you feel Newport should follow.
After discovering the State ofNew Hampshire would help fund the project, the Board
voted to construct a covered bridge over the Sugar River at Pollards Mills. The selection
of a committee was not without some discord. The final committee included some
members of the original Corbin Bridge Committee and citizens from Pollards Mill.
According to the State, it may be as long as two years before funding is available. The
addition of another covered bridge in that location can only enhance the community.
We have been addressing potential problems relating to January 1 , 2000, better known
as Y2K. We don't want to over react, but we do want to be prepared. Finance Director
Paul Brown heads a committee looking at possible problems. Although they involve all
departments, the most obvious one is the Police computer. It is too old to be made Y2K
capable and software will not work after December 31, 1999. Chief Hoyt has applied
for a Federal grant, but even with the grant, a warrant article will be necessary to
complete an upgrade ofthe system. Other software has been updated, and the Town is
preparing the High School with the old Waste Treatment generator if power
transmissions should fail. I feel confident the town will be able to meet any obstacle that
may arise from this problem.
In closing, the Selectmen would like to thank all our dedicated employees for their
contribution and commitment to the town ofNewport. We would also thank the many
volunteers who give their time, energy, and ideas to the community to make it a better
place to live, work and visit. The future is bright and if we take advantage of the
opportunities created by the recent lease of Mt. Sunapee, our revitalized downtown,
increased educational opportunities provided by the Newport school system and the
School ofLifelong Learning, now located in Newport, we will enter the next millennium
a strong and vibrant community. Gary E. Nichols, Chair, Board of Selectmen
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Town Manager's
1998 Annual Town Report
e-mail: manager@town.newport.nh.us web site: www.town.newport.nh.us
Town Manager Executive Assistant
Daniel P. O'Neill Sharon H. Christie
Looking back over the current fiscal year, one issue jumps out as being most prominent
and grabbing the attention ofthe citizens ofNewport as well as occupying my time, that
issue is the potential conversion of the Ash Landfill to a municipal solid waste facility.
As I write this message, we still do not know what the NH/VT Solid Waste Project will
do about this issue. There has been tremendous community opposition voiced about the
potential conversion and this opposition has given the Board of Selectmen guidance in
the direction that the majority ofNewporters feel we should go, and that is to do what
is necessary to prevent a solid waste facility of the magnitude the Project is proposing
from ever happening in our community. The town's administrative efforts in this regard
have revolved around drafting land-use and zoning ordinances which will control the size
and magnitude of a solid waste facility, drafting by-laws that address environmental
safety and health concerns, and drafting legislation that has been introduced in Concord
that would give the town the ability to impose its zoning/land-use regulations upon the
NH/VT Solid Waste Project. Currently the project is exempt from complying with our
zoning ordinances because it is a municipal entity. I expect resolution of our legislative
efforts to be known by this summer, if not sooner.
On a more positive note, this year's annual report marked my ten year employment
anniversary with the town ofNewport. I was hired in November of 1988 and I recently
found out that I am the new record holder for Newport's Town Managers. Sharon
Christie, my assistant, has done some research dating back to the late '40's when the
town manager form of government was adopted in Newport and I encourage you to
read the research she has compiled. The tenure for town/city managers as a profession
across the country is less than half of the period of time that I have spent in Newport.
I'm not sure if I should attribute my longevity to being lucky or having had the
opportunity to work with many fine people over the course of these years who have
helped me with the difficuh issues we have dealt with. In any case, I am looking forward
to continuing in my position and working with fiiture Boards and the town staff
Daniel P. O'Neill, Town Manager
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Newport, NH Town Managers
1998 marked the 50* anniversary ofthe town manager form ofgovernment in Newport,
NH set in force by a vote in 1947 :
To see if the town will adopt the Town Managership plan as prescribed in the revised
laws of the State ofNew Hampshire, Chapter 55 and To see if the Town will vote to
transfer the powers and duties of the Office of Tax Collector to the Office of Town
Manager, as provided by Section 16 of Chapter 55, Revised Laws as amended by
Chapter 236, Laws of 1947, said transfer to take place ifand when the office of Town
Manager is established within said town.
Town Managers
1. LeonE. Fitts 1948-1949
2. Robert C. Violette 1950-1952
3. Alfred S. Harding 1952-1955
4. Harry B.Ripley 1955-1957
5. William M. Mimms 1958
6. Howard H. Reed 1958-1960
7. Alvin A. Heidner 1961-1970
8. Roberto. Home 1970-1972
9. James E. Hannigan 1973-1978
10. William K. Dugan 1978-1981
1 1
.
Paul J. Skowron 1 982- 1 983
1 2. Robert G. Home 1984-1987
13. Daniel P. O'Neill 1988-to date
Note:
During periods of transition, there were also Acting Town Managers who may have
served for a number of months before the next Town Manager was appointed
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Newport, NH Town Managers (cont'd)
The first few years may have been a little rocky under the Town Manager Plan. One year
after voting in a Town Manager form of government, Article 4 of the 1948 Town
Warrant read:
To see if the Town will vote to rescind its adoption of the Town
Managership Plan asprescribed in the RevisedLaws ofthe State ofNew
Hampshire, Chapter 55, andpass any vote in relation thereto.
In the 1948 Annual Town Report, while there is no Town Manager's Report or
Selectmen's Report to look back on the first year of the Town Managership, Leon E.
Fitts, Newport's first Town Manager, does submit a Health Officer's Report:
To the Board ofSelectmen and Citizens ofNewport:
Iwish to reportmy activities as Health Officerfor the Town ofNewport.
I also wish to express my thanksfor the fine cooperation ofMr. John
Peck of the State Division ofSanitary Inspection ofNewport. I have
worked very closely with Mr. Peck and have made inspections ofbarns
and dairies ofmilkproducers, both retail and wholesale. In general we
have found them to be in fair sanitary conditions but in many cases
there could be minor improvements that would assure our community a
better and healthier milk supply.
An inspection of all tourist homes, overnight camps, hotels, eating
places, drug andgrocery stores has been made at least once. . . I wish to
express my appreciation for the fine individual cooperation in
correcting some of the overlookedfeatures of their businesses.
In closing my report I wish to make this appeal to those citizens who
have madeprivate dumps in their backyard, use the river banks or their
neighborspropertyfor thispurpose. In this one instance, more damage
can be done to destroy community health than by allowing carriers of
communicable diseases the privilege ofcarrying on social activities....
In 1955, a petition again surfaced to revoke the adoption of the Town Manager Plan
containing 14 signatures, and was presented to Town Manager Alfi-ed Harding. But
citizens, or the majority of them at least, weren't always dissatisfied with the plan,
because the plan was voted in 1948 and the Town Manager form of government went
on to celebrate its 50* year of government in 1998.
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Report to The Citizens of District One
Raymond S. Burton, Councilor
State House, Room 207, Concord, NH
(603) 271-3632
The Governor and Executive Council have a constitutional and lawful duty to fill boards and
commissions with volunteer citizens. If interested, please send your resume to me or to the
Governor's Office, State House, 107 North Main Street, Concord, NH 03301.
Resources available to your town/city/countv include:
• $10 million through the Community Development Block Grant program at the Office of
State Planning. Call Jeff Taylor at 271-2155 to see ifyour town or area qualifies.
• $ 1 million available through the NH Attorney General's Office for innovative programs
for drug and law enforcement, stress programs/youth at risk, assistance to victims, and
special programs for victims of domestic violence. Call Mark Thompson at 271-3658.
• The NH National Guard Army, Gen. John Blair's Office (225-1200), has services such
as Drug Detection Dog, Presentations on Drug Demand Education and Career Workshops.
• The Office of Emergency Management (1-800-852-3792) is the proper call when an
emergency develops in your area such as floods, high winds, oil spills and ice jams.
• State and Federal Surplus items may be purchased at minimum cost. Call Art Haeussler
at 271-2602 for a list and newsletter.
• NH Correctional Industries has products/services such as street signs, vehicle decals,
printing, car repair, furniture, data entry, and web pages, call Peter McDonald (271 -1 875).
• People and businesses looking for work, vocational rehabilitation, job training programs
should call NH Employment Security at 1-800-852-3400.
• NH Department of Environmental Services has 20% grants for water/wastewater and
landfill closures; revolving loans has $35-50 million available (271-3505) for water/waste
water and landfill closure, and money for Household Waste Collection days (271-2905).
• Five Petroleum Funds cover oil spill cleanups/emergency response; reimbursement for
fuel cleanup in underground/above ground tanks; heating oil facilities (home owners); and
motor oil storage facilities (service stations/auto dealers). Call 271-3644. There is also a
grant for construction of used oil collection facilities and operator training (271-2942).
• Household Hazardous Waste Collection — Annual grants to cities and towns for
collection of household hazardous waste provide dollar for dollar matching funds up to a
total of 50% of the costs incurred (271-2047)
• NH Health & Human Services Department has numerous divisions, providing a variety
ofservices and assistance. . . mental health, public health, children and youth, etc. All ofthese
may be obtained by calling 1-800-852-3345.
NH State Government can be accessed by the general phone number at 271 - 1 1 1 and through
the State Webster Internet (http://www.state.nh.us). YourNH Govemment is at your service,
please call my office if can be of help (271-3632 or e-mail: rburton@gov. state, nh. usV




EMS Division Chief: Brian W. Tracey
EMS Volunteers
Christopher Amos William Carley Thomas Clough
Barbara Daly Dominick DePhillips Michael Dixon
Dianne Foumier John Galloway Leo Goyette
Jodie Gregory Keith Gregory Susan Gregory
Michael Hartwell Benjamin Holobowicz Danny Morse
Gary Nichols Melissa Patten Jennifer Szymkiewcz
Allen White Wenda White
In 1998, 986 emergency responses brought another busy year for ambulance personnel.
This is down slightly from the 1,018 calls in the previous year. However, call volume in
January and February suggests well over 1,000 responses again in calendar 1999.
This heavy demand on our dedicated, but small crew ofvolunteers has made it necessary
to pursue alternate methods of staffing. To best utilize available town resources, and to
ensure the continuation of timely, high quality emergency medical services, the
Ambulance Department was, in January, restructured as the EMS Division of the
Newport Fire Department. It is our hope that this merger will generate cross training and
increased volunteerism to bolster both Fire and EMS functions.
As Director ofNewport Ambulance Service for the past 15 years, and as the first EMS
Division Chief, I extend to ChiefLamb my best wishes and full support. Together with
our volunteers, we will strive to provide the best possible emergency medical services to
the citizens of Newport and those surrounding communities who rely on us for pre-
hospital care and transportation.
Again this year revenues exceeded our operating budget, generating a modest profit
which was returned to the general fund. Although our budget request is up slightly for
the upcoming fiscal year, we anticipate revenues will continue to offset expenses.
Increases are primarily in areas directly related to boosting our stafFnumbers and training.
Ifyou, or anyone you know, is interested in EMS, please get in touch with any member
of the Fire/EMS Service. We will be happy to answer your questions and to help with
training, if needed.
We wish to thank all those agencies and individuals who have assisted us this past year,
and especially the Newport Service Organization for their continuing and generous
support. Brian W. Tracey, EMS Division Chief
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CEMETERY & GROUNDS DEPARTMENT
1998 Annual Report
Superintendent Per Diem Laborers
Brian T. Richardson Timothy Temple Adam Temple
Keith Martin Shiloh Turgeon
The Cemetery & Grounds Department had 73 burials during 1998. During the first quarter
of 1 998, the department repaired and pamted park benches, picnic tables and trash receptacles,
removed a large tree in St. Patrick's Cemetery which fell during January's ice storm, assisted
with snow plowing, with a water main break and flow testing, and updated Cemetery maps
and index card system. We now have a duplicate copy of these records at the Town Office.
A survey of cemetery rates throughout the states was completed. The Town purchased the
Weld property adjacent to the North Newport Cemetery.
During the second quarter, the department did routine Spring clean up in all cemeteries, the
Commons and ballfields. A cemetery restoration needs survey was conducted. A number of
sunken graves in the old section of St. Patrick's Cemetery were repaired and a large tree stump
at the northeast comer ofPine Grove was removed in order to set a boundary marker. A large
tree was removed at Meadow Park because of beaver damage. We repaired damage on the
Common caused by parking cars during skating season. We re-seeded, limed and fertilized
the Common, repaired the sprinkler system at ARC, the drinking fountains at ARC and
Meadow Park, and planted tulip trees at the Ruger Parking Lot and Town Office. We spent
many hours cleaning and weeding Main Street, replacing pulleys and ropes to flag poles for
Memorial Day services, and cleaning, mowing and trimming the Sunapee Street area in
preparation for the Block Party and mural unveiling. The Cemetery Superintendent also
attended a seminar on Confined Space Entry.
During the third quarter, routine work continued. The $5 ,000 Maple St. Cemetery Restoration
Project was completed; 150 monuments were straightened and 215 monuments and comer
markers cleaned. The water line was repaired and a large section ofa pine tree that had fallen
was removed. On the Common a large stump was removed, the center of the Common was
seeded and fertilized to repair damage. On the Little Common, a new flower box was built
around the crab apple tree. An irrigation system was installed on the Little Common, the
center strip on Main Street and at the Ruger parking lot. We mowed, trimmed and cut brush
at Corbin Bridge Park for the Balloon Festival and spent many hours on the Main St. Project
mulching, planting, transplanting flowers, weeding, watering and fertilizing. The department
does a daily trash patrol on Main Street fi^om the traffic lights to the end ofthe Town Common.
W completed our Fall clean up program in all cemeteries and parks, removed the nativity
scene fi-om the Little Common (stored at the DPW Garage), repaired a number of sunken
graves at Pine Grove Cemetery, and I am currently working on a conceptual layout of the
newly acquired property in North Newport to bring it to a usable cemetery.




Nancy Parssinen, Chairman Jack Liberman, Secretary
June Liberman, Treasurer Richard Brewer Maellyn Urban
Commission members have continued working on the town forest trail system. The main
trail to the Pinnacle and the snowmobile trail from the water tower toward Guild was
cleared of debris from the January ice storm.
Information kiosks were erected behind the Newport Middle/High School and at the
Cheney Street and Summer Street trail heads. They include large maps and informative
booklets describing the attractions and detailing the trail system. An interpretive guide
to the wetlands boardwalk is available at the High School kiosk. We also placed signs at
each trail crossing in the forest to show where the trails lead.
During the past school year, Agriculture students from the Sugar River Valley Regional
Technical Center (SRVRTC) worked in the Town Forest, finishing the clearing of the
sugar bush and removing trees downed by ice. With our purchase of modern sugaring
equipment, and the completion of the sugar house by the Claremont SRVRTC Building
Construction students, the sugar bush is now ready for school tours.
Timber from the clearing was marketed or cut into cord wood. Timber funds were used
to purchase kiosks, signs and sugaring equipment.
The annual inspection of land on which the town holds conservation easements was
completed and the required reports were sent to the New Hampshire Forest Society.
Trees on the middle ofthe Common were professionally evaluated, fertilized and pruned.
The remaining third of the trees will be treated next year.
A number of Dredge and Fill applications were filed this year, each of which required
inspection and a follow-up report. Several wetland violations were checked on and
reports were sent to the Wetlands Board in Concord.
Maellyn Urban, Newport High School senior, joined the Commission this year through
the UNH Cooperative Extension Service Project SERVE (Students for Environmental
Resource Volunteerism & Education). She is helping us develop a plan for the
organization of a multi-community household hazardous waste pick up day.
Nancy Parssinen, Chairman
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Economic Corporation of Newport (ECON)
1998 Annual Report
Board of Directors
Mary Lou Reed, President Daniel P. O'Neill, Vice President
Kathleen Hubert, Secretary Stephen Ensign, Treasurer
Richard Bates Ella Casey Steven LaValley
Stephen Marro David McCrillis Mark Pitkin
Bert Spaulding, Sr William Steff Richard Thomas
Patryc Wiggins Michael Work
Most of this past year was spent finishing our strategic place marketing plan with Greg
Franklin. Following several small group work sessions, a community survey was sent to
registered voters. The purpose of the survey was to obtain a sense from the community
in what direction they wanted economic development to go. There were approximately
500 respondents. The results were turned over to Greg Franklin, which he incorporated
into his initial recommendations for our strategic place marketing plan.
On July 22, 1998, an informational meeting was held at the Sugar River Valley Regional
Technical Center to inform the community via the community access channel (NCTV)
about Mr. Franklin's initial recommendations. Mr. Franklin gave us his final report on
October 19, 1998. Some highlights from his recommendations are as follows:
1. Encourage community renewal. There is presently a broad-based
community participation in many activities that provide an indication of
"A latent civic pride."
2. Position Newport to compete. Where can we effectively compete? How
can Newport create an effective, competitive edge and how can Newport
differentiate itself from its competitors?
Mr. Franklin recommended that we position ourselves as the recreational center of
Western New Hampshire, growing and attracting businesses and events that focus on
recreation, products and activities. He went on further to give us a list of objectives and
details ofhow to implement these strategies with specific projects. Details ofthis plan can
be found in the Town Manager's Office.
Over the course of the previous year, representatives ofECON met with or responded to
several businesses interested in moving to or expanding in Newport. ECON is currently
working with local philanthropists who would like to help fiind a full-time Executive
Director for ECON. It is the Board's belief that a full-time person will be better able to
address Newport's economic and cultural revitalization. ECON continues to be the
beneficiary of State grant funding to Sullivan County Economic Development Council.
The State has awarded SCEDC $ 1 50,000 over a three year period; a portion ofthese funds








James Blood Lt. Peter Cadenhead
Lt. William Carley Lt. David Jones, Training Officer
Volunteer Firefighters
Christopher Amos Edward Bailey 2"^* Lt. John Barton
Robert Bmnt Kenneth Carleton Capt. Wayne Conroy
2"** Lt. Steven Dube, Sr Christopher Caspar Leo Goyette III
Dean Gregory Michael Hartwell James Hoadley
Joel Lussier Lt. Christopher Marcotte David McCrillis
Larry Ouellette 2"'' Lt. Michael Rastallis Jonathan Ryba
T^ Lt. C. Michael Sanderson .... William Stone Patrick Von Kannewurf
The Fire Department of the town ofNewport saw many changes in the past year. The
Department experienced the retirement of the Deputy Chief, Bruce MacDonald, and
ChiefJohn "Jack" Marcotte. Both men served the community well. Bruce retired with
over 20 years and Jack with over 38 years of service. With these changes the town
conducted a search for a new Chief, a community effort with representatives from the
community, town administration and from the Firefighters Association.
After reviewing many applicants.
Chief Peter Lamb was hired as
Newport's 1 1* Fire Chief Chief
Lamb brings many years of
service from volunteer, career
and administrative areas of the
fire service. His last community
was Lisbon, Maine. ChiefLamb
began working for the town in
October, 1998. His familyjoined
him after the holidays and now
resides in Newport.
EMT Training
Photo: Courtesy of Fire Department
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The Fire Department and its members have been serving the community for many years.
A decision to join the Fire Department involves issues such as dedication, commitment,
loyalty, and willingness to serve, and that commitment affects both the firefighter and his
family. The community in turn lends its support to raising the tax dollars needed to
support the Fire Department to operate effectively and also supports other Fire
Department endeavors such as fire prevention, the health fair, and fiind-raising efforts
such as the chicken barbecues at the Apple Pie Crafts Fair.
As the 1 1* Chief, I am proud to be
able to serve with so many
dedicated individuals and to
become part of a competent and
cooperative team, which continues
to develop skills by training and
education. During the past year,
firefighters and officers
participated in a total of 1,374.5
hours of training. In late
September, the entire Fire
Department traveled to the NH
Fire Academy in Concord to
participate in a training exercise
known as the Flashover
Simulator^ an exercise which
shows firefighters what the effects are when an entire room atmosphere becomes heated
to ignition temperature and the room and conXQwisflashover and ignite.
Several call and career personnel participated in an Emergency Medical Technician
course coordinated by Ambulance Director Brian Tracey. They should complete their
course and graduate in the first part of 1999. Each company also conducts training on
a monthly basis and the Department conducts monthly trainings or meetings as well.
The Fire Department anticipates changes in the next several years. The Ambulance
Sevice has merged with the Fire Department and will become the Emergency Medical
Service (EMS) Division of the Newport Fire Department. Operations will be overseen
by Chief Lamb, with Brian Tracey becoming the EMS Division Chief The Fire
Department has already tested and promoted Wayne Conroy to Deputy Chief It is
expected that candidates for the positions of Captain and two Lieutenants will be tested
and promoted within the fire operations division in the early spring of 1999.
Newport Firefighters participate in simulation
at NH Fire Academy in Concord
1998 Fire Department Photo
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It is hoped in the near future we will be able to build Department ranks in both divisions
with properly-trainedEMS and firefighting personnel to supplement the career personnel.
Also envisioned is that more public safety education within the schools and the
community will be achieved. There will be an opportunity for some personnel to be
"cross-trained" in both disciplines.
The following represents some of








49 Box Alarms/False Calls
1 Plane Crash
the activity for the 1998 calendar year. The
277 calls for emergency service. The breakdown
10 Vehicle Fires
7 Chimney Fires
7 Mutual Aid Received
24 Appliance/furnace
29 Good Intent/Odor Investigations
1 5 Carbon Monoxide Investigations
9 Emergency Medical Service Assists
13 Miscellaneous
Firefighter Bill Carley demonstrates
new Jaws of Life
1998 Fire Department Photo
The Department continues to work
with the Department of Inland &
Fisheries as a Deer Tagging Station.
This year the on-duty personnel
registered 91 deer (53 bucks and 38
does). The Department also has
several deputy Forest Fire Wardens,
who issue burning permits, inspect
burn barrels, and investigate
complaints involving the same. This
year Wardens issued over 550
permits. When burning is permitted,
even with a permit or when there is
snow cover, citizens must call the
station before and after burning.
As Chief of the Department, I look
forward to serving the town and being part ofthe community. The Fire Department and
its divisions are in the business ofproperly protecting our customers with the most
efficient and effective methods and equipment that our community provides. I wish to
thank all ofthe community— the residents, fire officers, firefighters, emergency medical
personnel, and their families, which make this town not only a good place to work, but






Excerpted from Newport Fire Department 1974 Centennial Book
A century of fire duty as an organized town-
sponsored service was marked when Newport
firemen received remuneration on the Annual
1974 Pay-Night supper, according to early
records. Although history often depends on
word-of-mouth accounts, usually with conflicting
dates, the year 1874 is substantiated in a worn,
handwritten copy ofthe ByLaws ofNewport Fire
Engine Co. No. 1, preserved at the Fire Station,
with a notation that ByLaws, as amended, were
approved March 8, 1874 by Chief Fire Ward
Charles Watts and Clerk P.L. Adams. A brief,
unsigned history ofthe department, on official fire
station stationery, states the present company was
formed in November 1874.
Fire fighters in Newport, who boasted not only about supervision under the nation's oldest chief,
but also possession ofone ofthe two oldest Hunnemen handtubs in existence dating from charter
days. Every man, woman and child was instinctively a bucket brigader, and in 1974 descendants
of early families still displayed personal buckets inscribed with family names.
The earliest mention of organized firefighting was in 1832 when a group of citizens, who had
purchased X\iQ Dexter by public subscription, incorporated as Engine Co. No. 1 on November 1 7"".
They included Jonathan Cutting, David B. Chapin, Naylor Starbird, and David Harris. A second
handtub, the Newport, was purchased in 1851 and still used in 1878. The Rapid, a new engine
equipped with hose, carriage and all the modern improvements, was purchased in 1 873 and cost
more than $2,000. Engine Co. No. 2 was formed to take charge of the new engine.
Handtub contests were the first evidence offiremen's efforts to relax from the seriousness oftheir
duty. Engine Co. No. 1 and 2 would vie with each other to be first at a fire. The reason was
because the first engine on the scene would pump directly onto the fire; the second engine had to
pump water for the first engine. Engine Co. No. 1 was stationed near the Elm Street bridge, in
a shed which later became the tramp house, and Engine Co. No. 2 was housed near the Old
County Court House (in 1998 our District Court) in a building which became the town gun house
and housed the town cannon.
Newport's first fire was the Benjamin Bragg house, site ofthe Fairbanks Homestead that burned
in a 1955 fire and now the site of the residence of Dr. and Mrs. Warren Franz.
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Through the years, extracurricular activities have
ranged from contests to a company show in
which fire eaters were — more or less —
transformed into Broadway singers and dancers
to the delight of audiences at traditional
Thanksgiving Eve dances. First as typical barn
dances, later as more formal balls and in the
1 970's years as cabaret-type affairs, these holiday
soirees provided funds for projects including
donations to the community, scholarships, and
aid to families of ill or deceased firemen.
Grand March at Firemen's Ball
Fire Department Photo
The introduction of steam, described by Chief
Lewis as an advancement in equipment, also
resulted in the first casualty. The first steam engine was purchased in 1886. Firefighter Rodney
Tilton was killed October 3, 1886 by the steam engine hose on the roof of the Chateau. Another
fireman, Arthur Ford, was killed in 1938 while on duty when a fire truck he was riding on was
sideswiped by a lumber truck.
In 1 892 because ofa 10-15 minute delay in producing steam, a heater for the steamer was bought.
The first motorized equipment was purchased in 1920. By 1929, the year the LaFrance pumper
was purchased— the department was fiilly motorized— the steamer, retired that year, was given
to the town to thaw sewer lines. A combination pumper was purchased in 1934, and in 1937 the
chemical unit, used to carry ladders, was wrecked during a town meeting day fire in 1937. There
were many who remembered ChiefLewis's plea at town meeting for a replacement— a Chevrolet
ladder truck— which was in service until it was replaced in 1972 by an aerial ladder. Pumpers
were added in 1946 and 1953. The company traded the 1934 combination and the 1929 engine
for another pumper in 1 957. In 1 974 equipment included the aerial ladder and the three pumpers.
An 1 896 report listed equipment as a Silsby steam engine, a hose wagon capacity 900'; a hose reel,
500'; a hose reel, 400'; a hose sleigh, 1,200'; a hook and ladder truck with a 55' extension ladder
and one 30' ladder, two 24' ladders, two 22' ladders, one 15' ladder and one 18' ladder, a supply
wagon, spanners, belts and nozzles, 2,800'/rubber hose, two hand engines (not in use), an electric
alarm system with one striker in Town Hall and seven small bells in houses and livery stables.
Oil suits were purchased in 1888, and rubber suits in 1901 . By 1896, all 38 department members
were equipped with suits and dress uniforms. In 1974 firemen had quick hitch equipment, boots,
helmets, masks, inhalators, dress uniforms. Department equipment included a rescue boat. Teams
for horse-drawn equipment were rented, although several warrants requested funds to purchase
teams. The names of Whittemore and Glynn received between $500-600 for team rentals.
Glynn's Livery Stable was located opposite the fire station, and owner John Glynn was a fireman.
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1928 Fire Department
Department Photo
The first mention of an alarm bell was the
Universalist Church bell, later Johnson's
Store. Purchased in 1896, the bell was
moved to the town hall. Through the years,
a bell ringer was a paid member of the
department. Originally, he was the fireman
who submitted the lowest bid. When south
end residents complained they couldn't hear
the alarm. Bell ringer Fred Moore, who lived
near South Church and had a tapper in his
home, rang the church bell for every fire. In
1 974 bell ringers tested the fire alarm prior
to every monthly meeting. Criticism of the
alarm horn, added to the 1894 Gamewell
Alarm System, was universal. Townspeople
compared it to a cow's bellowing, and
Newport House guests said it disturbed their sleep when it was tested every night at 8:45. In 1 974
it was sounded at 12:30 pm daily.
The location of Newport's first fire station cannot be determined from records. Capt. Shepard
believed the first station was in the oldgreen building— in 1974 the Water Department sheds in
Court Square. Wherever it was located in 1 894, it was on soil thai heaved in the winter, and
Selectmen recommended the building be moved and a concrete floor installed. Repairs listed in
the 1895 report included installation of walls below the frost line, a concrete floor, engine room
sheathing, and a north end addition. The first mention of a fire house in the water sheds was in
the 1905 report. The engine house had been repaired and moved to the rear ofCentral School
to make roomfor an addition to Town Hall. The move may have become more ofa necessity than
a recommendation because the engine house in Court Square suffered damage in a bad fire in
1904. Selectmen were pleased with the new station because o^accessfrom bothfront and rear.
The present firehouse on Sunapee Street was built in 1912 and cost $12,899.73. The new station
was poorly planned andpoorly constructed, said Capt. Shepard, who moved into the station in
1914 and served as captain from 1921 to 1940. Bothfloors in the upstairs meeting room were
laid in the same direction and with green lumber, so when they dried, you could look down
through huge holes and see the street levelfloor. Foryears, I expectedapparatus tofall through
the streetfloor into the basement. Ofcourse, when the station was built, the equipment included
only hand or horse-drawn tubs, not modern heavy equipment. But the floor was never too strong
and it was further weakened when they had to cut a hole in it to install the 1, 000 gallon
compressed air tankfor the air whistle in the basement, a tank too large to move in any other
way. The main floor was strengthened in the 1 960's, and a new concrete floor was completed in
1974. An addition to the engine house on the east side was also completed in the 1960's.
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Elected by fellow firefighters to the position of Fire Chief, Charles Watts, who approved the
ByLaws, served as ChiefEngineer, Fire Ward, and Fire Chiefaccording to town reports. Defeated
in 1879 by Elexis J. Graves, he was elected Chief again in 1880. Chief Graves served again in
1882, bowed to John B. Cooper in 1883, but won the election in 1886 and served until he was
succeeded in 1889 by Frank Latimer. ChiefLewis was named in 1912 and when he died in 1948,
he was succeeded by his captain, Herbert Wright. Chief Wright, who joined the department in
1913, retired in 1965, and from that year until appointment ofChiefWright's son, Herb, in 1970,
Edward J. Karr, a descendant of both Chief Lewis and Chief Latimer, headed the department.
The original ByLaws specified the election ofa foreman, assistant foreman, two pipemen, leading
hosemen, steward and a clerk, who also served as treasurer. Later elections included a moderator
and two suction hosemen. Chief Watt's company had 22 firemen. By the time Chief Herbert
Wright took over, the department included a chief, captain, four lieutenants and 36 call men. The
1974 roster also included an assistant chiefand four assistant lieutenants from the ranks ofthe 39
call men. In 1998 the fi.re roster numbered 26.
In 1895 the need for a larger and better supply of water, for protection against fire and for
domestic use, resulted in the creation of a public water supply at Gilman Pond and the initiation
of our hydrant system. More than 200 hydrants throughout the Newport area existed in 1974.
Today there are 263 hydrants servicing our town.
Firemen originally received 200 an hour for fighting fires, and the first ByLaws required them to
meet at the station house to inspect and test equipment the first Saturdays of April, July, October
and January. An amendment required monthly meetings on the first Saturday and firemen absent
without excuse were fined 500.
Training of firemen had been important since the days when these men tested their handtubs each
month either at the canal or in one ofthe three reservoirs located at the north end ofthe common,
^ at the south end oftown and in the park near the9 jVI TlF^i^^"^ post office. Early field days, initiated in 1 908 and
PP y^-.m&^^ '^ ^ .^<^ j^gljj annually on Labor Day, combined training
with community events, featuring parades,
exhibitions, hose and ladder races for firemen,
relays, ballgames and dances. Sunapee firemen
were guests in 1910 and participated in a tug-of-
war with Newport on the Syndicate Campus.
The prize was a box of cigars donated by Sam
Lewis. Other Fire Department social events
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Emphasis on training for fire fighting gradually changed to emphasis on fire prevention with a need
for equipment designed for machine-age fires and for men qualified not only to handle the
equipment and fight the fires but to analyze fire fighting.
In-depth training was initiated by Chief Karr in 1966 when the town and department were under
fire, so to speak, by theNH Board ofUnderwriters— 47 recommendations were made to correct
faults in our water, fire and building departments, fire alarm system, fire prevention and
conflagration hazard. When Chief Karr retired in 1970, recommendations addressed through the
combined efforts of Town Manager Alvin Heidner, Selectmen, and Chief Karr and his officers
included 12 Water Department corrections, a training program with Capt. Arthur Gokas as
Drillmaster, new hose, air masks, turret gun, salvage equipment, a 1,200 gallon tanker, testing
programs for fire boxes, pumpers and hose, a second firehouse telephone, repairs to the station
including strengthening the floor, an addition to the fire station and hiring a full-time Fire Chief
ChiefWright, who became Newport's first full-time chief, fulfilled two other recommendations—
replacement ofthe old ladder truck and reconstruction ofthe station floor. He announced progress
in systematic and frequent building inspections to acquaint firemen with local fire hazard
conditions, partially completed in 1 967. The new Plectron alarm system, which can be moved from
house to house to alert firemen, was installed after Chief Wright was appointed.
The department has been honored at least five times as it was host for the NH Firemen's Assn
Annual meetings, and each time a Newport Chiefhas been elected to head the state association for
the ensuing year. NH Fire Prevention Officer James Q. Ricard had the highest praise for the
performance ofNewport firemen during the Grantham Mountain fire which was fought for weeks
during the summer of 1953.
Newport Firefighters Association
The Newport Firefighters Association was
officially founded in 1982 when bylaws were
estabUshed forming an organization to support
Newport Firefighters and the Newport Fire
Department. With a separate savings account set
up under the Newport Firefighters Association,
moneys from fund-raisers could more easily
augment the town budget process and go directly
towards the purchase of needed fire fighting
equipment. Items such as gloves, batteries and
hose were often procured through the efforts of
the Newport Firefighters Association. Over the
years, the Association has taken on the dual roles
as the official fundraiser and goodwill
Firefighters Leo Goyette & Peter Cadenhead
raising funds at the 1998 Apple Pie Crafts Fair
Photo: Courtesy of Doris Nelson
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ambassador for the Newport Fire Department. While looking after and providing for its own
members in time of need, sickness, or injury; the Newport Firefighters Association has also taken
a very proactive role in promoting and supporting town activities. The Association has become
a mainstay at the annual Apple Pie Crafts Fair, serving between 300-350 barbecue chickens every
year— rain or shine. At the New England Artists Trust Congress, the Association provided the
meal at the opening festivities to over 600 artists, visitors and area citizens. The recent fundraising
drive and refurbishment of the Dexter was organized by the Newport Firefighters Association.
Association members volunteer their time and talents for activities ranging from stringing
Christmas lights to driving apparatus in Town parades. Money raised through the year is used for
scholarships, donations to various local and national charities, and helps to provide an annual
dinner recognizing the support and understanding of spouses — for those general alarms that
always seem to occur just before a well-planned family event. In Summary, the Newport
Firefighters Association works together with the Newport Fire Department in making our town
a better and safer place to hve and work. David McCrillis, NFA President
Special recognition and thanks go out to lifetime honorary members EdKarr and
Artie Demeis who continue to volunteer countless hours on behalfofthe Newport
Firefighters Association.
Major fires have been numerous in Newport through the years. It is a credit to the department
that, despite these fires, many more Hves have been saved than
lost and that few firemen have suffered serious injuries.
Newport firemen have also been commended for their respect
for property, destroying as little as possible in combating
difficult fires to reach, and for their conscientious response,
night or day, in all kinds of weather, without thought for
personal danger or for their own clothing and equipment which
they themselves must replace.
No history would be complete without listing at least some of
the major fires recalled by some of the men. Fires listed in the
Wheeler history were mostly barn fires, and it is interesting to
note that many were termed minor. Among a few termed
major through the years were the Town Hall fire; the Gamash
Block; the Richards Block; the Newport House; the Winston
Hotel; and the fire which destroyed a hotel at the same site.
Since 1974, the Corbin Covered Bridge and the Eagle Block
would have to be added to this list of major fires which have
significantly impacted the Newport community.
Firefighters turn out in force to
fight 1972 Winston Hotel Fire
Department Photo
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Significant Fires in Newport's History
From early times, fires were uninvited guests that caused worry, expense and injury, and
threatened life on earth as settlers knew it. In 1 832 when Engine Co. No. 1 was formed
and the hand-tub Dexter purchased, an early regulation required that fire buckets be kept
in every village house. Prior to the organization ofNewport' s volunteer Fire Department
in 1874, these buckets, wells and rivers were highly depended upon to fight fires.
Wintertime was especially suitable for fires. As the mercury plunged and snow fell, fires
were stoked and our Fire Engine Company was on the alert. Chimney fires were
common and one photograph in the Fire Department archives referred to the Annua/
Chimney Fire at Laurel and Church. . . But fires were not just limited to the wintertime.
Once the iron horse arrived, embers from locomotives, puffing through the countryside,
started many fires. People began using slate on their roofs as a fire prevention method,
both because of the flying embers from the train and embers from their own fireplaces.
There were also careless smokers, children playing with matches, lanterns, lightning,
weather, mechanical malfiinction, tragic accidents, incendiaries and arsonists including
one Newport firefighter, George Ira, who always knew where thefire was.
There is no doubt that fire has shaped the landscape of our town, and it is important as
we look back at significant fires that we credit our firefighters who volunteered —
selflessly and courageously— in rescue efforts to save our property and our lives.
First Fire
Wheeler's History ofNewport).
The first building burned in town was the house of Benjamin Bragg which stood on the
site later occupied by the George Fairbanks dwelling at the corner of Elm and Pine
Streets and which burned in 1955. (See account)
Old Newport Academy Fire March, 1843
Thefollowing isfrom a March 1843 Argus, reprinted in the July 31, 1897: (Wheeler
indicates the fire was November 2, 1843.)
FIRE AND NARROWESCAPE. During the high wind on Friday morning last a fire
was discovered in the building used by the Congregational church in this village as a
vestry & by the south district as a school-house; which was destroyed together with a
row ofhorse sheds belonging to the meeting house. Several children had gathered in
the upper room of the building before school hours and had built afire in the stove.
The older boys soon discovered that the stair-way was onfire, the onlypassagefrom the
room. They succeeded in getting out all the children except one, the youngest son of
Rev. John Woods, pastor ofthe South Church. By the time the alarm became general.
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the stairs were inflames and the room filled with smoke. Some young men, procured
a ladder, dashed in the window and rescued the child. The little fellow was nearly
suffocatedandwouldnot have survivedmanymoments in the building. By the exertions
of the firemen and citizens, the beautiful church and adjacent buildings were saved.
Great praise is due the young men who saved the childfrom the horrid death, as well
as to our citizens generallyfor theirpromptitude. Perhaps it may not be uninteresting
to... know that this building was the venerable oldNewport Academy in which some of
the most brilliant scholars of the land received theirfirst impulse. The child rescued
was Charles Woods; his rescuer James Harris.
Sugar River House and Amos Little Residence — November 1, 1867
Wheeler's History ofNewport
It was said to be the most destructive fire
that happened in town prior to 1 879, and
it occurred on the night ofNovember 1,
1 867 and began in some shavings in the
rear of the Sugar River House, destroy-
ing the hotel, barn, and attached
buildings; the store of Whitney & Sibley
on the south; and the house and buildings
of Ethan Chase, on the north. It was
reported to be arson. The Bicentennial
Booklet refers to the Little residence,
built in 1819, which burned in this fire.
In 1879 the Whitney Store, Phenix
Hotel, Woodbury's Block and Dudley
Building stood here. The Amos Little residence site became Silsby & Johnson Hardware
Store, then the Winston Hotel. The Winston Hotel would burn in a destructive fire in
1972 (see account), and the block then become the site of First Citizens Bank.
Fatal Fire on Claremont Road— May, 1873
excerpted from Argus Archives
1 873 was a particularly bad year for fires, judging by available accounts. In May, fire
broke out in a barn owned by S.L. Bowers on the Claremont Road. Flames appeared
from the barn roof adjoining the house and immediately spread to the house. Had it not
beenfor the effective work of the engine, and the stillness of the night, the adjoining
buildings might have been destroyed. Firemen and volunteers worked hard and were
credited for stopping the fire's progress. But this particular fire took more of a toll. It
caused the deaths oftwo young men, Charles Richards and a man named Williams. Both
men were fighting the fire when the chimney fell on them. Richards was killed instantly,
while Williams survived only a few short hours. Richards was the 26 year old son of
Sylvanus Richards and had been in the shoe business in Newport with Silas Kempton.
He was a steady and industriousyoung man and his loss is much deplored.
Comer of Sugar River House and
Amos Little Residence, mid 1800's
from 1961 Bicentennial Booklet
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KIBBYS INJURED AS BARNS BURN— JUNE 1873
excerpted from Argus Archives
Also in 1873, two bams in the north part of town, owned by Austin L. Kibby and his
sons, William and Orren,, were burned, together with most of their farming tools, and
four hogs. They had great difficulty saving their other buildings, and they fought bravely.
All ofthem were severely burned trying to save the property. The origin of the fire was
unknown, and although they were insured for $500, losses amounted to $2000.
Stevens Fire Water Shortage— September 1873
excerpted from Sept. 26, 1873 Argus
In September, 1 873 another alarm in the south part of town revealed the buildings of
Edward Stevens were in flames. When first discovered, the fire was confined to the barn
connected to the two story house by an ell. The barn and ell were engulfed in fire before
the firemen arrived; and the main house might have been saved had they had access to
water. But a sufficient supply ofwater was not within reach ofthe hose. Barely enough
water could be drawn from two or three wells to protect neighboring property, while
little could be done to save the burning premises, soon reduced to ashes.
Eagle Block Fire— November, 1873
Excerpted from Argus Archives
In mid November, 1873 fire struck again — this time in the livery stable occupied by
M.S. Jackson, near the Main Street bridge. It soon spread to the large ell of the Eagle
Block adjoining the stable. Before it was discovered, the fire had made such headway
that it was impossible to save the stable, Gillmore's Building, or the wood part of the
Eagle Block, all of which were entirely consumed by fire. The Eagle Block, although
badly damaged, was saved because of its brick walls and tin roof The stables, owned
by S. L. Bowers, were insured for $1400. Jackson had six horses, a large quantity of
hay, sleighs, harnesses, etc. all of which were destroyed, but he too was well insured.
S.H. Edes, Gillmore and residents ofthe Eagle Block all suffered substantial losses. One
tenant of the Eagle Block lost a piano, all his household fijrniture, and barely escaped
with his family. Losses were felt most by the families who occupied the premises and
who were not insured. What made it even worse was that much ofwhat was saved from
the fire was stolen as fast as it was rescued. (See also 1993 Eagle Block fire)
Nettleton Fire— September 21, 1878
from Wheeler's History ofNewport
On September 21, 1878, the village saw-mill, all its machinery and lumber, two
dwellings, an ell and a barn, belonging to the Daniel Nettleton estate, a large wooden
structure belonging to L. Whittemore and E.E. Stearns, with machinery, lumber, and a
large quantity of rakes belonging to Alexander & Perkins, and the dwelling and barn of
John Flanagan, — all situated in a group between the railroad and river — were
destroyed. In addition, the railroad bridge was damaged, and grain, hay and livestock
were lost.
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Lear & Maxfield's Blacksmith Shop— March 12, 1885
from Argus Archives
The third fire in four nights occurred March 12, 1885, when Newport was aroused again
by the dread cry of fire. Lear & Maxfield's blacksmith shop was ablaze. J.C. Grandy
sounded the first alarm, aroused by the loud cracking of flames and the glare of Hght in
his room just across the street. Bells soon took up the alarm and the department
responded promptly. No. 2 drew up to the Diamond Mill dam at 12: 10 a.m. and water
coursed through the hose in a few minutes, but before it reached theflames, the machine
gave out and would neither draw nor force water. It took about half an hour to
determine the difficulty, anchor ice about the valves and apply the remedy, hot water.
No. 1 experienced the same problem. With sparks falling fast and fiirious on neighboring
buildings, this was an anxious time for firemen and property owners. When the machines
finally worked, everyone breathed easier. Flames spread to Edmund Wheeler's barn
(Main & Elm) and John Town's house, but were promptly put out. To add to the fright,
fire broke out in a bed in Mr. Lear's bedroom, ignited from sparks that whirled in when
they opened the window to see where the fire was. The burning bedding was quickly
hustled out the window. Mr. Lear had a valuable 3 year old colt hitched in the shop,
which he was able to rescue. The owners suffered a great loss on the building, stock,
tools, etc. and there was no insurance. However, their books were in the safe and came
out in good condition except for charred covers, and a large amount of horse shoes, bar
iron, etc. was salvaged fi'om the debris and stored in the basement ofthe Diamond Mill.
Town Hall Fire— June 27, 1885
Excerpted from Edes
Talesfrom the History ofNewport
Pay attention to me now...because I'm
going to take you back to a Newport
you do not know. The year is 1885.
The month is June. Eight years earlier
the town moved a house from the site
of the Town Hall, to make room for a
new building, designed to house
County offices (T' floor), Town Hall
above, and on the 3''* floor two halls
— one for the Odd Fellows, the other
for our Civil War veterans, then the
GAR. (Quite a hike up! With no
elevator, one might wonder about
locating the old boys on the top floor.)
Just north ofthis building stood the BankBuilding, the original home ofthe First Nation-
al Bank ofNewport and its companion, Newport Savings Bank... The Lewis Block site
was taken up by a large wooden building, the Nettleton Block, extending up to Sunapee
St. In the middle ofMain Street, opposite the Newport House, was a large reservoir.
0>r) Nettleton Block, Bank Building, and
Dr. Swett's house (inside white fence)
from the 1961 Bicentennial Booklet
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Newport's firefighting equipment consisted
of two hand tubs, the Dexter, Engine 1
,
and the Torrent, Engine 2. There were, of
course, no fire hydrants and wouldn't be
for a few years. There existed then a keen
rivalry between Engine 1 and 2. In fact, in
their eagerness to be first to arrive at a fire,
No. 1 on one occasion took a wheel off
No. 2, in order to get in where they wanted
to be. These old hand pumps did a very
respectablejob pumping water, but at great
expense of man-power— frequent relays
ofmen being required to man the "brakes"
as the long poles were called, running the
length of the contraption on either side,
with 8-10 men each to pull them up and
down — action necessary to fiarnish the
power to throw the stream. Certain men
were Fire Wards, provided with 6' red
poles, with the power to order any citizen to take his turn on the brakes. This
Ward did by touching citizens on the shoulder with his wand...
Newport's First Town Hall 1872-
Photo from Wheeler's History;.
1885
the Fire
Saturday night, June 27* was the 9* graduation for Newport's High School, and the
school was turning out a class of eight. Graduation was a big community event, and the
hall was packed. Finally Rev. Halsey Leavitt of the Baptist Church pronounced the
Benediction. These solemn words were the last to be spoken in the old Town Hall...
Upstairs in the gabled Nettleton Block was the town's newspaper, the NH Argus &
Spectator. Law offices of the Hon. Albert Scripture Wait were located there including
one ofthe finest libraries in the state. Nobody ever knew just how this fire started— or
wouldn't tell. But it was generally agreed that it started in the attic of the Nettleton
Block, three doors and two buildings away from the Town Hall. Fire inspections hadn't
yet been heard of Anyway, the alarm was raised about 1 a.m. There were no hydrants
and no fire alarm and wouldn't be until afl:er the Eagle Mills burned seven or eight years
later. Whoever discovered a fire just stuck his head out and yelled, and whoever heard
the yelling ran to the nearest bell-rope and rang it. In this case, it was the Town Hall
bell.... Newport soon found that big trouble was afoot and turned out in force.
Right back ofthe Town Hall there used to be an engine house, and I guess it was there
in 1885. Old Dexter was kept in a little house south of Cowr/ House Common... Both
pieces and firefighters were on the scene. No rivalry this time— everyone knew New-
port had the fight of its life on its hands. But before any one knew what was happening,
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and at a moment when pumpers were about played out, it was discovered the fire was
actually nibbling at the Town Hall.
That was the signal for a wild scrambling. The Nettleton Block and the Bank Building
became lesser concerns. . . Soon 20 men were busy inside the new Town Hall, removing
stuff from the top floor halls, but the effort had to be abandoned. There was a new
concert grand piano in the main hall, and it was eased over to the fire escape. Just then
with a horrid roar, the roof started caving in. Firefighters now knew it was time to
rescue themselves. The new Chickering concert grand, left to its own devices, rolled
majestically down the fire escape and landed all in one piece at the bottom. Nobody was
seriously hurt, but many got the scare of their lives...
The loss was summed up at about $75,000, not including loss ofCounty records and 60
years worth ofArgus files. It was a thing not easily reckoned in money. Damages finally
came to the not-inconsiderable sum of $100,000.
It was three years before all losses were adjusted, plans drawn up and the new Town Hall
built. Citizens, inclined to be discouraged over interest in public affairs, will be interested
to know that it took four town meetings before enough attendance secured a legal vote
to use the $20,000 insurance money to rebuild. With the hall in ruins, the town met in
the roller skating rink on Pearl Street, opposite Calvin Brown's summer hotel. A new
building at last appeared, built on the same foundation as the old one, and on somewhat
the same lines— only better. The town did not again try to stretch a point and provide
halls above the auditorium and Main Street entrances were reduced to one. The architect
was Hira R. Beckwith of Claremont. Newport must have heaved a sigh of reliefwhen
the last brick was in place, for it expected Claremont to renew its contest and try to
secure the status of County Seat.
AFTERMATH — You can be sure
the morning of June 28, 1885 would
have been a bad time to try to borrow
money in Newport. An immense
billboard, covering the ruins of the old
Bank Building eventually gave way to
new construction when Col. Samuel
DeWolfLewis built the 3-story DeWolf
Block. Edes mentions several people
known as Ellenburgers {refugeesfrom
Ellenburg, NY, he explains) that helped
with construction. The very next year,
losing little time and using brick, the
Lewis Block, was built...Ruins of Newport's first Town Hall 1885
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
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Riverside Stock Farm c 1897
Courtesy of Rodeschin Family
Newport Fire Engine Company's First Fatality— October 3. 1886
from Argus Archives
Fire brought death to our Fire Engine
Company in 1886 when 2"^^ Assistant
Foreman Rodney Tilton, age 38,
became the first firefighter to be killed
in action. A call had been made to
investigate a chimney fire and
explosion at the Fred Lathrop
residence. C. H. Watts went out and
found a hole in the chimney the size of
four bricks and a fire underway. He
returned to the village to sound an
alarm. No. 2 jumper carried the 1400'
hose used in practice the day before
and laid out to dry. It had to be
reloaded. No. 1 jumper carrying a 600' hose went ahead. Both needed to be hitched up
to horses at Glynn's Livery Stable across the street from the fire house. The jumpers
arrived at the fire as the steamer was ready to work. Pumping from the river, one hose
line was laid inside the house and another carried onto the roof of the ell. The fire ran
through the main building and the entire roof of the ell, but it was soon under control,
causing more damage by water than fire and fortunately, covered by insurance.
Rodney Tilton had been 2"'' Assistant Foreman during the first year of the company's
existence, and the night before, had been re-elected to a second year. Ordinarily, he
directed the operations ofthe jumper and the eight men who manned it. But this day, he
went ahead with the reserve jumper, laid the hose, and lent a hand where needed. Tilton
found himselfon the roofofthe porch with John Johnson. Up above on the ell roofwere
Frank Chellis and C.P. Fletcher. There were no roof ladders and even though the roof
was not steep, it did not allow firefighters sure footing while handling a heavy line of
hose. The men above lost their foothold and then their grip on the hose. The hose fell
menacingly, striking the men below, severely injuring Johnson, and fatally injuring Tilton.
The Newport Engine House and apparatus were draped in mourning for 60 days. Mr.
Tilton was buried in North Newport with honors, and the Newport Steam Fire Engine
Company, with sorrowingfire engineersandfiremen, didescort duty... From the service
at the Baptist Church, a longprocession wended its way to Northville where the remains
were laid away with tender hands and heavy hearts. It was the steamer's first time on
the job, and it did a creditable job, hut the satisfaction... was lost in the sense ofregret
over thefatal accident ofafireman. There was a sense that ifthe house h^Qnproperly
laddered, the accident would not have occurred. . . They had ladders back at the Engine
House, but the practice was to send back for them if needed and not carry them on the
initial run. After that, few cared to mount a roofwithout ladders to insure their safety.
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Newport's First Railroad Station
from Edes Book ofOld Ne^vport 1909
Village Railroad Station Fire— April 17, 1897
from Argus Archives
Newport's first railroad station, built
circa 1871, was destroyed by fire on
April 17, 1897. Although the fire was
of unknown origin, it was reportedly
set by tramps... as several were noticed
near there the night before in an
intoxicated state. The fire started
outside of the building and the Fire
Department responded with its usual
alacrity but flames spread rapidly
despite their attempt to save the
building. Station Master Rounsevel
reported losses of$25 (desk, chairs and other fiarniture). Gertrude Tilton, the telegraph
operator, and N.S. Tandy, owner of an express business at the depot, also reported
losses between $35-60.
A passenger car was sent up as a temporary building, petitioned off into a ticket room
and a waiting room. The old station had served the community for 26 years, but now its
replacement was rumored to be a blessing in disguise. The community was a heaver user
ofthe train, and felt Newport deserved a nice and commodiouspassenger depot which
would he a credit to the town and the company.
Seven months later, the new depot was near finished and referred to as a gem of a
building. Inside there was a waiting room, heated by five radiators, elegant settees with
a capacityfor sitting a goodly number and one of thefinest rooms to befound in any
depot in the state. Thusfrom its ashes has come into existence the neat and attractive
structure which adorns Railroad Square.
Fire Hydrants Save Cheney Street Property— October 8, 1897
from Argus Arcliives
No one on Main Street could miss the fire on October 8, 1897. Even before the last
alarm sounded, Cheney Street was brilliantly illuminated. It did not take long for the Fire
Department to arrive at the Spooner residence on Cheney Street. Three streams ofwater
were soon falling on the flames in the hay-loft of the barn. In just 55 minutes from the
sound of the alarm, fire apparatus was back in the Engine House... What makes this
particular fire of interest is the fact that considering the fire was located in the hayloft of
the bam in several tons of hay and straw, and flames had burst through the roof before
the alarm was sounded, the record was said to be a remarkable one. Credit was given
to having access to ample water fi*om fire hydrants Every man in the company must
have carrieda level headandsteady nerve, andmade every movement tell. Indeed, the
record of the occurrence not only demonstrates this much, but it also shows that the
Newport hydrant system is a remarkable one and unsurpassed by any in the state.
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Engine House Fire— March 26, 1904
from Newport's 1905 Annual Report and Argus Archives
Eugene Dandros discovered a serious blaze in the roofofthe engine house about 8 p.m.
on March 26, 1904. A terrific wind was blowing at the time, reducing the stream of
water nearly one-halfand greatly hindering efforts to reach the fire in the tower. During
the fire, a small blaze broke out on the roofofthe old schoolhouse (now District Court),
but it was quickly extinguished. It took nearly two hours to put out the flames, and the
tower and the west side ofthe roof ofthe engine house were badly damaged. The cause
was later believed to be electric light wires. The engine house needed to be moved to
make room for an addition to the town hall, and after the fire, it was moved to its present
site, altered and added to. With the entire building at the new location heated, accessible
fi"om fi*ont and rear, with a basement providing a place to store the fire alarm system...
the department was never so wellprepared tofurnish efficient andadequateprotection
for the town.
Gamash & Emerson Fire, Feb 3, 1917
from the Argus Archives
Newport suffered from one of the worst
fires in many years in 1917 as the
temperature dropped to 16 degrees
below zero. On the way to his store in
Kom Alley, Franklin Rowell noticed a
blaze in the basement of the Gamash
Block and immediately called in an
alarm. He then yelled to M/M George
Gamash, who barely had time to get out
of their T^ floor apartment, escaping in
their night clothes. Davis Shoe and
Hourihan's Clothing stores on the first
floor were a total loss as was the dental
office ofDr. P.E. Ladeau. The Emerson
Block, next to the Gamash, caught fire and for sometime looked doomed. Excellent
work on the part ofthe Fire Department confined the fire to the top floor. The building,
however, was flooded with water. The street floor and basement occupied by
Chandler's Dry Goods Store was completely soaked with water and nearly a complete
loss. The second floor was occupied by the real estate and insurance office of Kendall
& Stockwell and by Loyal Barton, Civil engineer. Mr. Barton lost some valuable
instruments and drawings... The rest of the floor was a tenement, occupied by M/M
A.E. Rogers, who saved the most of their furniture and clothing. The third floor
occupied by Stanley Osborne was practically a total loss. For a long time it seemed that
the fire would reach the railroad station, taking everything in its path, but it was under
control by 11 a.m. The weather was so cold that many of the firemen were badly
frostbitten and suffered from exposure.
Newport Firemen, 1917 Gamash/Emerson Fire
Photo from Town Archives
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1919 Richards Block Fire
Photo: Courtesy of Lake Sunapee Bank
Richards Block Fire— November 1919
from Argus Archives
Built in 1873, Newport's largest block
lost two top stories in 1919 when the
worst fire loss since 1885 town hall
fire. The two upper floors of the
Richards Block were totally destroyed,
and stores on the ground had heavy
water damage. No one knows how the
fire started, but it appears to have been
in the rear of Dr. Libby's office, under
the floor, as a hole ten feet square was
burned here, and the floor was not
burned through at any other place. In
the middle of the night tenant Jennie Blodgett was awakened by a crackling and could
see through the glass in the door that the hallway was already on fire. Austin Yeaton,
night telephone operator, woke about the same time. He rang in an alarm and made his
escape via the flat roof and fire escape, as did Mrs. Blodgett and her son.
When the firemen arrived, they found a large fire. Chief Lewis used ten lines of hose,
totaling 1 800 feet. Even with this tremendous amount ofwater, fire continued to spread
through the large building, and by 5 pm the whole upper section was a fiamace. Hard
work by firemen prevented the fire from spreading fiarther and kept it out of Judge
Barton's office, Waldron's studio, the telephone office, and the first floor.
Ernest Miller (Miller's Store) succeeded in removing most ofhis stock ofmen's clothing.
Loveir s Drugstore suffered more damage; his stock could not be easily moved. On the
2"** floor, Dr. Libby lost his dental equipment. Frank Chellis lost valuable law books and
papers. The Draper Co. was particularly unfortunate. They had moved their office from
North Newport two days before the fire and lost everything. Fred Pollard's office
salvaged many insurance records after the fire was extinguished. Karl Waldron, in the
old Ross studio, had water damage to several valuable cameras. The rear rooms,
occupied by Judge Bernard Carey, Mrs. Wakefield and Mrs. Blodgett, were demolished.
The telephone office was badly damaged, but not destroyed. About 5 p.m. Manager
Charles Adams climbed in a window and kept up telephone service while standing in 6-8
inches ofwater. Nothing on the upper floor was saved. The Odd Fellows and the Grand
Army ofthe Republic lost everything. Under the direction ofD. Sidney Rollins, manager
of the building, the debris was promptly cleaned up and business resumed. Total loss
was estimated between $100,000-125,000. All of the businesses were well insured.
THEARGUS is able to say, on the best authority, that the owners ofthe
building have nopresent intention ofcutting it down to two stories when
it is rebuilt, although there has been a persistent rumor to that effect.
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Wheeler Block Restaurant— August 11, 1921
from Republican Champion Archives
Wheeler Block had a narrow escape in 1 92 1 when a fire started in the kitchen of the
Boston Restaurant, run by Canachelos & Vabakos, in the rear of the block. It was
discovered quickly enough that it did not burn the main part of the building, but the
kitchen had heavy damage. The account stated the fire a\a.Tmfailed to work the big bell,
but struck in the Engine House and on all the house tappers, so people were somewhat
mystified when the motor chemical appeared, before any alarm was rung in. The
chemical crew, Capt. Shepard, Shattuck, Wright andHoyt, all over-seas soldiers by the
way, did wonderful work, succeeded in getting a hydrant line into the building in
addition to a chemical line, before the other men arrived, and checked the fire just at
the moment when the whole restaurant was on the point ofbreaking intoflames. Heat
from the fire cracked the plate glass windows on Main Street. The upper floor suffered
only smoke damage. Martin 's grocery store was wet down some but his loss, covered
by insurance, would not be great. The restaurant was also well insured. In 1 845 at this
site the north wing of the old Baldwin House, standing on the ground now occupied by
Wheeler's Block, was also consumed by fire.
Green Road Fatal Fire — November 21, 1926
from Argus Archives
A fire that started in a barn at the Frank Whitney residence, 2 1 Green Road, quickly
spread to the adjoining house in 1926. A neighbor discovered the fire about 5 a.m. and
reported it. The Fire Department arrived quickly and spent three hours fighting the blaze
that destroyed the bam, two automobiles, and nearly ruined the house. Neighboring
properties were menaced by sparks and flying embers. It was thought the fire originated
in the barn, either from pipe ashes or a lantern. Firefighters were hampered in their
efforts to locate Mr. Whitney because of thick smoke. He was found in the northeast
bedroom and had died from asphyxiation. Born in Newport in 1 865, the son of George
F. Whitney II and Azuba Wheeler, he was a merchant, married to Carrie Newell, who
had died two months before. His only survivers were an aunt, Amanda Edes, and several
cousins.
Winston Hotel Damaged by Fire— December 26, 1929
from Argus Archives
In 1929 a loss estimated at $10,000 was caused by fire at the Winston Hotel. The fire
started after midnight and worked its way into guests rooms on the 2"'^ floor. Cleo
Franklin called in an alarm and woke the hotel' s 50 guests. The blaze made considerable
headway before the Fire Department arrived. Chief Lewis was in Boston at the time
arranging for repairs to the fire alarm system which had been disrupted by an ice storm.
Captain Harold Shepard was in charge in his absence. Selectman Sidney Whittemore
fractured a rib when hit by a ladder while helping fight the fire. The blaze attracted a
large crowd who were impressed with the work of the firemen under the direction of
Captain Shepard, and soon the blaze was under control. The hotel had just been sold a
few weeks prior to the fire to Houpis and Franklin and repairs were quickly made.
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Brampton Fire— June 25, 1937
from Argus Archives
A spectacular blaze started by children playing with matches caused a large loss to the
warehouse ofBrampton Woolen Co. on Central Street on June 25, 1937. The fire broke out
suddenly in the former gristmill, and damage ran into thousands of dollars. The Fire
Department had barely left the station house when the building was all ablaze. Dense dark
clouds ofsmoke poured out from all corners ofthe wooden building, filled with bales ofwool
and rayon. The Fire Department was commended for extinguishing the flames after the fire
had made such headway, considering they were very badly hampered in their efforts by the
smoke. Within two hours, the main part ofthe fire was out. Firemen were stationed near the
building all night and the next day to keep the burning bales from causing any more damage.
Large crowds of people stood in the smoke-filled streets watching. PoHce ChiefFred Gunn
learned that children who had been playing near the fire site had been lighting matches and
caused the fire. All were under 10 years of age.
2ND Newport Fireman Killed in Line of Duty— November 3, 1938
from Argus Archives
For the second time in the history of our Fire Department, the flag at the fire station was
lowered to half mast and the fire bell tolled for a Newport firefighter killed in action. Call
Fireman Arthur Ford, 26, died on duty from injuries he received in a collision between the Fire
Department combination truck en route to a call in Croydon. The Fire Department was
holding its monthly meeting at the time ofthe call and the combination truck was immediately
sent out. On the way, a short distance beyond Croydon Flat, the fire truck and lumber truck
collided, injuring fireman Richard Wright and throwing Ford, who had been riding on the
running board on the left side, to the ground, causing fatal injuries. The call turned out to be
a false alarm. The truck driver was charged with reckless driving with death resulting.
Summer Street Fire Causes Two Deaths— January 16, 1939
from Argus Archives
Two men lost their lives in one ofNewport's worst fires when the residence ofLeon Colby
(the old Sargent Farm) at 167 Summer Street, burned to the ground, trapping Archie Eaton
(69) and Ben Carter (71) in the upstairs offthe IVi story farmhouse. Firemen quickly concen-
trated on rescuing the two men and were able to find Carter near a window and remove him.
He was taken to Carrie Wright Hospital where he later died. Leon Colby had gone down
cellar to light the ftimace. While down there, he heard noises and went upstairs to investigate.
He found the kitchen on fire, called the operator, then made his way to the barn for a ladder
to rescue the members of his family. They were sleeping on the second floor. He rescued his
father. Mason, who was recuperating fi-om surgery, then rescued his wife and three children.
Mason, Maxine and Gladys, by taking them down the ladder from the porch roof Flames had
made too much headway by this time, however, for him to reach his uncle and father-in-law.
Nothing in the house was saved. Fifteen hundred and fifty feet ofhose had to be laid out from
the hydrant at the top ofWinter Street hill to fight the fire, and the -0 temperature hampered
the firemen considerably. The fire was thought to have started from an oil burning stove.
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Second 1939 Fire Caused Two More Deaths — April 21, 1939
from Argus Archives
The second double-death fire to strike Newport within a period offour months was made even
more horrible because the victims were young children. The fire was first noticed on
Claremont Hill about 1 :20 a.m. by a neighbor, Jack Kelley, who called in an alarm and rushed
to the house with a ladder. At about the same time, Mrs. Florence Scovell and her 16 year old
daughter, Priscilla, both sleeping on the ground floor, awoke and found the kitchen and the
rear ofthe building in flames. The daughter rushed out the front door. But the mother, who
attempted to reach two other daughters, ages 8 and 1 0, sleeping upstairs, had to make her
escape through a kitchen window and barely avoided being burned herself A fourth daughter,
age 4, was visiting relatives. When the Fire Department arrived, one hose was focused on the
comer of the house where the children were. But flames had made such headway, nothing
could be done to save the trapped children, and the house was too far gone to save anything.
Heavy tar paper on the house caused dense black smoke and a fire of intense heat, and
hampered firemen in quelling the blaze. The flames could be seen from all over town.
JOHNSON BLOCK RUINED— November 27, 1942
from Argus Archives
Another disastrous fire occurred November 27, 1 942 when an alarm was rung in one morning
just as a contingent of WWII draftees, accompanied by the high school band, was being
escorted to the railroad station. Two explosions blew out the plate glass windows in the front
of the Johnson block on Main Street. The entire Fire Department was on the scene
immediately and soon had six streams of water on the fire, but it was nine hours before the
blaze was under control, and many firefighters were on duty a long time after that. The
reservoir at Oilman Pond was lowered more than 30", and East Mountain residents were
without water.
Mr/Mrs. Johnson first realized the block was on fire around 7 am when they awoke and found
the building surrounded by smoke. The family made their escape clad in night clothes with
their cat. The family dog was not so lucky. For several hours, huge volumes of smoke
poured from the building, which was completely ruined. Only the four walls remained
standing. The block was two stories in height with a basement, and occupied by the Ben
Franklin Stores, the Johnson family apartment upstairs, and Delaney's barber shop
downstairs. Originally the Unitarian Church, it was purchased by John W. Johnson in 1 896
and operated as a 5 & 10 cent and retail merchandise for the better part ofthe next 100 years.
All during the morning as rain and intermittent snow fell, crowds ofpeople gathered to watch
the Fire Department in its grim task. Police were diverting traffic; the Red Cross were serving
firemen coffee and stew. Firemen Frank Winter received an injury to his arm as he attempted
to break a window, requiring stitches. Mr. Johnson's loss was great. The building was
remodeled one year before and the fire destroyed all of that, his home on the upstairs level,
and the store below which included a large Christmas stock. At the height of the fire, two
other alarms came in requiring attention— a fire in an oil truck and then a chimney fire.
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1950 What Not Shop Fire
from 1974 Fire Centennial Booklet
What Not Shop Fire— August 10. 1950
from Argus Archives
Children playing with matches caused
another fire that destroyed the What-Not
Shop on South Main Street in 1950.
Damage was estimated at $30,000
including damage to the Lafayette next
door, both of which were owned by
Edward Lehr, who was preparing to close
when a fire began in an ell at the rear of
the building. Grover Gillingham (Gillie's
Garage) phoned in an alarm which brough
all four pieces of equipment to battle the
blaze. Hoses were laid from a hydrant
and from the Sugar River. Heat from the
flames could be felt inside neighboring
houses. Claremont sent a truck and eight firemen, summon by ChiefHerb Wright when
Newport ran short of hose. This was the first use of a reciprocal aid pact signed by
Newport, Claremont and Windsor, Vermont.
Neighbors used garden hoses on the 2-story Newton-Hubbard building until firemen
arrived, and while they kept the fire from spreading, the roof of the Lafayette, built in
1825, caught fire. When firemen had first arrived, flames had alaready broken through
the roof of the What-Not Shop and spread throughout the entire exterior. Leaping
skyward to a height of 100', flames also menaced the Newton-Hubbard House. Sixty
firemen fought for V/i hours before the fire was brought under control.
Fanned by a brisk breeze, flames ignited tree foliage, sending up a hissing, red column of
fire. Great clouds of smoke poured from the shop as flames ate their way through the
building, feeding on anything that stood in its way. Two oil drums outside the building
wall exploded and added new impetus to the fire. Within three minutes, the smallfire at
the rear of the building changed to a roaring inferno sendingflames shooting into the
air. Firemen used heavy sheets of tin to shield themselves from the heat.
The Lafayette, one ofthe finest older houses in town, was built by James Breck, an early
merchant, and got its name when Breck entertained the Marquis de Lafayette in 1825.
Breck left Newport circa 1850, and his residence became the property ofWilliam Dunton,
once a partner in Sibley Scythes. Dunton married a sister of Austin Corbin, founder of
the great park that bears his name. After Dunton' s death, the house passed to a daughter,
Mary Bostwick, and on her death, the house became the property ofHarold Reed. Too
valuable commercially to be used solely as a residence, it became the Lafayette, a tourist
home. The Lafayette would soon be purchased and moved to Quechee, Vermont.
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Fairbanks Homestead Fire
Fairbanks Homestead, c. 1950
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
January 2M955
from Argus Archives
A 1955 fire in the butler's pantry of the
Nicholas Mahoney residence, comer of
Pine and Elm, caused extensive damage.
When the alarm sounded, heavy clouds of
smoke had already appeared and flames
were creeping up the walls of all three
floors ofthe 12 room house. ChiefWright
led 32 men to the fire where they battled
intense heat and dense smoke, wearing
oxygen masks to fight flames. From the
pantry, the fire circled the kitchen and
dining room, raced through the partitions
to the 2"*^ floor, melting the plumbing and
continuing its destruction to the 3'^'* floor
and out the roof Firemen groped blindly in the thick smoke, breaking attic windows to
ventilate the house. So much water was poured into the house that firemen dug a hole
in a second floor baseboard to allow the water to drain. Everything was damaged, either
from fire, smoke, water or falling plaster. The Mahoneys, who purchased the home in
1950 from the Estate of Harold Fairbanks, were publishers of the Argus, and were at
work at the time ofthe fire. The house was built in 1 9 1 2 by George Arlington Fairbanks,
local woolen manufacturer and banker, and was occupied by the Fairbanks family until
1949. Today it is the site of the residence of Dr. & Mrs. Warren Franz.
A Landmark Disappears— October 8, 1960
(See also October 3, 1886)
from Argus & Rodeschin Family Archives
For at least the second time, the historic
landmark known to Newporters as the
Chateau, was ravaged by fire in 1960. It
had suffered substantial damage in an
1886 fire during which a firefighter lost
his life. At that time, the Chateau was the
private residence of the Lathrop family.
In the 1890's the Chateau was known as
the Riverside Stock Farm, breeding and
racing horses. In October 1897, reports
were 1,000 people were in Newport to
witness two important horse races. It
was subsequently owned and run by the
Kimball brothers as Riverside Stock
Farm. In 1923 it was purchased by Severin Rodeschin, who for many years operated it
1960 Chateau Fire
from Fire Department Archives
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as a hotel/restaurant. From an early Chateau brochure, the inn advertised 50 acres of
beautiful country...part of the Chateau Estate, enjoy a restful, comfortable
vacation...horseback riding, boating, fishing, tennis, croquet, golfand excursions to the
lake. . . large rooms,furnishedluxuriouslyandpleasantly designed. The Chateau catered
to the wants of all. Fresh vegetables, eggs, milk and cream from their own farm,
prepared by a French chef in ways to satisfy the most discriminating taste... excellent
train service. For more information, call Newport 318.
The Chateau had also been a poultry farm and tourist home. Seven Rodeschin children
were raised there, without the modern conveniences of electricity and central heating. In
the 1950's when mothers entered the workforce, the Chateau became an early day care
center. On October 8, 1960, passerbys reported fire at the Chateau. No one was living
in the dwelling at the time. It was owned by William Rodeschin and had been owned by
the Rodeschin family since 1923. Although insured, it was a total loss.
Lightning Strike at Hackwell Lumber Yard— July 19, 1964
from Argus Archives
Lightning struck the Hackwell Lumber
yard on a summer afternoon in 1964,
exploding into a fire that destroyed
135,000 board feet of lumber, valued at
$10,000, and injuring five Newport
firefighters. Jean Wilcox sounded an
alarm around 2:30 p.m. Over at the Little
Red School House across the street,
^/^^ Clara Wright saw the lightning bolt strike
/ , / and smoke rise immediately. Three
1964 Lightning Fire at Hackwell Lumber pieces of fire equipment and 36 men
Fire Department Photo responded. Urgent calls were dispatched
to Sunapee and Claremont for assistance;
both sent equipment and manpower. Capt. Edward Karr was in charge in the absence of
the vacationing Fire Chief Chief Wright recalled playing golf in Newport that day and
noticing the smoke not very far away. Chief Wright later relieved Capt. Karr. Lt. Paul
Benner had been the first fireman on the scene and took charge until Capt. Karr's arrival.
A total of 1 ,700 feet oflVi" hose was laid, with 600 feet of 1 Vi' hose attached to a pump
at a pond 2,000 feet away. Lack ofwater and intense heat hampered firemen. Two PAK
tank trucks helped to carry 30,000 gallons of water to the scene from a hydrant at the
Primary School on Sunapee Street. Chief Wright expressed appreciation to volunteers
who provided the fire fighters with sandwiches and ice water. Five firefighters were
injured. Jack Marcotte suffered a burned leg when his pants caught fire. Tony Maiola
broke a finger when he fell off a pile of lumber. Christopher Richardson, not a member
ofthe Fire Department, was badly burned on the face and arm. Fred Jones received a cut
on his leg. And William Lantas bruised his hand when a hose coupling broke.
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Fire Brings Down the Newport House— December 25. 1965
A fire that began on Christmas night 1 965
destroyed the Newport House in the
worst fire in a quarter century. Peter
Murray, a hotel guest, went to his room
on the second floor, and found it full of
smoke. He ran down to the desk clerk,
Howard Bailey, who tried unsuccessfully
to put the fire out, then called the Fire
Department. Charles Robertson pulled
the fire alarm, but by the time he reached
the room, fire prevented him fi-om going
in. Almost immediately Fire Department
volunteers arrived, attacked the fire, and
believed they had put it out.
from Argus Archives
Newport House Dec 25, 1965
Fire Department Photo
But the flames had already spread inside the partitions of the century-old building and to
the upper stories. Fire Chief Edward Karr, T' Lt. Paul Benner, Armand Connor and
James Lewis, Manager of the hotel, began a room-by-room check to be sure all guests
were out. They kicked in locked doors on the T"^ floor, found them all vacant, then did
the same on the 3'^'' floor. Smoke was thick and Mr. Connor was temporarily overcome.
Taken to the fire station across the street and revived, he then returned to fight the fire.
Fire ChiefEd Karr called for assistance from Claremont, and in 10 minutes Chief Paul
Lovejoy was on the scene with Claremont fire apparatus and eight firefighters. The blaze
spread rapidly and a short time later. Chief Karr called Sunapee. Sunapee Fire Chief
David Sherburne responded with more equipment and men. Even though there were 10
lines pouring water on the flames, it wasn't enough. Sunapee' s pumper went down to the
Sugar River next to the Eagle Block and began pumping through 1 1 00 feet ofhose, while
a Newport pumper pumped from the river behind Teddy's Restaurant. Traffic was
rerouted so there would be free routes for all hose lines, some of which crossed several
streets between hydrants or the river and the fire.
By 1 a.m. the fire was under control. Claremont was dismissed and then Sunapee. By
3 p.m. Sunday afl:emoon, 20 hours after the fire started, it was declared safe enough to
leave, but at 3 a.m. Monday, firemen answered a call that smoke was again coming from
the building. Wives of volunteer firemen worked through the second night of the fire
making sandwiches at the station. The Winston Hotel and Green Bonnet provided coffee.
Heavy rain had poured down on Newport all day. Later it turned to snow, helping to
prevent the spread of the fire to nearby buildings. The wind from the north also helped
to reduce the danger to the neighboring Methodist Church.
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Von Ryan 's Express had just started to roll in the Newport Theater. Cleona DuPont was
in the ticket booth and Robert O'Connor was at the door. A crowd of 94 persons had
settled back to enjoy the movie. Suddenly the house lights brightened, the screen went
blank and Manager Lewis calmly told the theater patrons the hotel was onfire, and they
would he well advised to leave. John Coyne, operating the film from the projection
booth, was notified ofthe fire and pulled all the emergency switches. Mr. Lewis reported
all 94 patrons left the theater without any sign of panic, although water was already
coming down through the ceiling ofthe theater lobby, directly beneath the burning hotel.
The building was owned by Sam and James Saggiotes and leased to John and Spiro
Latchis. The theater sustained little damage, and for the next decade or so, the movie
theater continued operating. On a rainy night, patrons could still smell the fire. The
decision about disposition ofthe hotel itselfwould be left to John and Spiro Latchis, since
their lease gave them an option to buy the building, assessed in 1965 at halfof its $75,000
value, and insured. Even in 1965, it would have cost much more than $75,000 to rebuild.
The only contents salvaged was a grandfather clock from the lobby and a typewriter.
Those who had rooms on the 2"'' floor included Wallace Thompson, Harvey Colby, Mrs.
Hiller, Mr. Murray (in whose room the fire started), T.R. Patton, Richard Bailey and Leon
Baker. Those on the V^ floor were George Russell, Mahlon Norton, Edward Frye, James
Coronis, and Kneeland Nichols. In 1965 the hotel had a capacity of 64 guests.
Despite the heavy drain caused by the Newport House fire, water in Oilman Pond rose
from heavy rains and melting snow. When firefighters turned 10 lines of hose onto the
fire, the automatic valve in the Unity Road valve house opened wide, allowing a maximum
flow of water from Oilman Pond. By 9 p.m. Water Superintendent Wesley Kendall
opened the booster pump at Pollards Mills to push water into the lines at fiall capacity.
Chief Karr said his department was not at all handicapped by lack of water during the
fire. Col. Alvin Heidner, Town Manager, said this fire showed that ahhough the town has
an adequate water supply, the lines were not capable ofmaintaining pressure in all areas,
and during this fire caused a sharp drop in water pressure, leaving four areas without
water: Newport Hospital, Summit Road, Columbus Circle and Maple Street Extension.
The Newport House was built by Col. William Cheney in 1814. It was later purchased
and greatly enlarged by Capt. Joel Nettleton. The original building burned in 1860, and
that year a new structure was built that Newporters came to know in the 20* century.
The new Newport House was inaugurated with a brilliant leap-year party in 1860.
Purchased in 1866 by EL. Putney, the French roofand observatory were added in 1871,
and a large addition at the north in 1 874, nearly doubling its capacity. It was three stories
high, 120 feet long, 44 feet deep and had 100 rooms. In 1984, the one story remains of
the once grand Newport House was purchased by Sturm Ruger& Co. and removed from
the site. In 1998, the site serves as a municipal parking lot.
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The Winston Hotel
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
The Winston Hotel Fire— October 19, 1972
from the Bicentennial Booklet and Argus Archives
On the corner of Main and West stood a
fine colonial residence and shop owned by
Amos Little. It was destroyed by fire in
1867 (see account). Ruflis and George
Dudley then built a large house and
barber shop here, with a restaurant in the
basement— and to the south a dry goods
store was built. In time the two buildings
became one. Damaged by fire, but
salvaged by William Childs, it was turned
into a hotel. The restaurant was moved
up to where the dry goods store was; the
barber shop became the hotel lobby; and
an ell with 14 rooms was added. Mr. Childs named his hotel The Winston, in tribute to
novelist Winston Churchill in whose book, Coniston, Newport appears as Brampton. In
1 929 Childs sold to Cleo Franklin and Nicholas Houpis, and in time Cleo Franklin became
sole owner. The FrankHn family owned this property through 1972.
Ed Brooks was reading a book in his room when he was distracted by a funny odor. He
went downstairs and asked night watchman Harold Smith if he smelled smoke. It was 1
a.m. He looked around, then went to the kitchen where he found what he was looking
for. Dispatcher Paul Reamon received the fire alarm. He called Chief Wright. Back at
the hotel, Mr. Smith and Brooks woke the hotel's 1 5 residents. Twenty minutes after Mr.
Brooks smelled smoke, all residents were safely out of the hotel. Chief Wright and
Firefighter Mike Andosca arrived, doused the blaze with water, and thought that was the
end of it. Then they heard a big rumble and knew it wasn't. The rumble was the sound
offire spreading upwards through the partitions ofthe hotel. More trucks and manpower
were needed. Another alarm was sounded, ringing in homes of 12 firemen. Other
firefighters were alerted by the fire horn. Sunapee was called and sent 1 7 firefighters, an
aerial ladder and two pumpers. Claremont dispatched four men and a pumper.
Charles Gokas, Edward Karr, Harley Norris and Mike Andosca, strapped to the top of
the 65 foot ladder truck, took turns pouring water into the burning hotel while heavy
smoke blew in their faces. The $4,000 second-hand ladder truck paid for itselfduring this
fire. Firemen pumped water out ofhydrants and the Sugar River through 5,000' of hose.
Nearly 3,000 gallons per minute were pumped into the fire— 700,000 gallons in all. At
4 a.m. high school students Kris Richardson, Don Ray, Brad Hemingway, Craig Williams,
Robert Turgeon, Henry Bellow, and Freddie and Ronald Campbell arrived to help the
firemen. Restaurants opened to supply coffee. Wives made sandwiches. By 5 a.m. the
blaze was under control, but the Winston was a total loss. All that remained was a
waterlogged, charcoal shell of the hotel that once was.
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Firefighters who fought this fire were ChiefWright, Capt. Arthur Gokas, Lt. Olin Perry,
Lt. John Marcotte, Lt. Anthony Maiola, Lt. Armand Connor, Deputy Chief Leonard
Rochford, Pvt. Vom Swain, Alec Lantas, Russell Colson, Norman LaCroix, Norman
Glazier, Walter Dodge, Howard Bartlett, John Feenstra, Donald Morrow, John
Grantham, Russell Dodge, Wilfi-ed Potter, Ron Johnson, Kenneth Connor, Albie Willis,
Mike Andosca, Dana Lantas, Sam Spear, William Lantas, Arthur Demeis, Nick Haserlat,
William MacDonald, Robert Rollins, Paul Reamon, James Johnson, Chris Coronis, James
Bridgeo, Charles Gokas, Harley Norris, Edward A. Karr, Gerald Gallant, Chleele Morrill,
Glen Partlow and Ken Dresser, and many firefighters fi-om Sunapee and Claremont.
One ofman '5 worst enemies, which defied the bucket brigaders, has now defied more
sophisticatedfire-fighting equipment and destroyed a landmark... The wheel ofhistory
may again turnfull circle, but ifanother chapter should tell ofanother building at the
site, this time perhaps offire-proofconstruction, it can never erase... its charredpast.
May 25, 1993— Corbin Covered Bridge
Tom Clough Photo
Corbin Covered Bridge Destroyed by Arson— May 25, 1993
excerpted from town records
Long echoing tunnels, worn by heavy iron
horse shoes, covered bridges are in the
valleys, between the hills and along back
roads. Roads that lead to them pass
through some towns that have lost their
bridges — other towns have been more
fortunate. On May 25, 1993, the Corbin
Covered Bridge became the third NH
covered bridge in as many months to be
destroyed by arson. Built c. 1835, it was
a Town lattice truss structure. Newport
citizens reacted by pledging their support
to return the covered bridge to its
previous home, hiring Master Bridgewright Arnold Graton & Associates to replicate the
original covered Bridge. Using 19* century methods, the historical crafi:smen rebuilt
Newport's only remaining highway covered bridge in 1994. Newport has two other
covered bridges — two of the eight remaining railroad covered bridges in the country.
Rebuilding the Corbin Covered Bridge raised the level ofcommunity spirit which became
the impetus for a historic homecoming celebration. The journey home of the Corbin
Covered Bridge across the Sugar River, pulled by oxen, provided our community with a
unique opportunity to be part ofhistory. People fi^om all over the country came to watch.
Descendants ofnative-born banking baron, Austin Corbin, for whom the bridge is named,
joined 10,000 people who came to witness the three day event. The homecoming ofthe
Corbin Covered Bridge not only created a spirit of community, the momentum created
by the bridge building lent itself to continued community action to build upon our
community's heritage and to identify fijrther resources to celebrate and preserve.
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Eagle Block Fire— July 25, 1993
from Argus Archives and Edes Family History
The Eagle Block was built as a hotel in
1 826, constructed ofhome-made brick—
distinguished from commercial brick by
its smaller size— and from local clay—
because it did not turn white and was
considered better. John Silver is credited
with the fine brick work shown in 1 lofty
arches and 5 tall chimneys, serving 15
fireplaces which heated the building. The
Eagle was a pretty comfortable hotel for
its time and invited travelers to stop and
sample its hospitality. Later under Edes
ownership, it was converted to stores, ^^^ ^^^'^ ^^^^^
offices and tenements — the Eagle Block — and most of the old hotel was lost or
covered up. Remnants ofthe hotel kitchen with 5' fireplace, brick ovens and kettle crane
could be found in the basement. The hotel bar was also there and had its own entrance.
With a ballroom on the 3"* floor, wide hallways on the first two floors, two impressive
piazzas across the front, and hotel sign, a mighty wooden bronze eagle which marked the
place for 74 years, this grand old building had a rich history.
Disaster struck the Eagle Block heavy blows. In 1 873 it was damaged by fire, destroying
the hotel barn, and in 1 934 the upper floors were badly damaged. Both times heroic work
byfiremen saved the building. Then in 1 93 8 the great hurricane leveled three ofthe giant
chimneys, rolled up the iron rooflike a rug, andpitched it into the backyard. Again it
was restored and went on with its appointed task offurnishing shelter to Newport 's
population. A prominent Newport landmark since 1 826, the Eagle Block refiised to go
down. It stands still as a tribute to its craftsmanship and to that of the early 1800's.
Once a common buildingfound inprosperous communities up anddown the Connecticut
River Valley, the Eagle Block is now the last surviving Federal Style brick hotel of its
kind and era in NH. Built in J826, it was a tavern and hotel...a time ofstage coaches
andwagons bringing travelers togatheringplaces. . . Important historically, the building
of the Eagle Hotel settled once andfor all where Newport's town center would be
located. Jim Garvin, NH Architectural Historian
The Eagle Block has been a powerfial presence in Newport. The Edes family conducted
business here for 100 years. Residents have worried about both its demolition and its
unsightly appearance. While Newport struggles to preserve its Main Street, every
disappearance of a historical building affects its appearance. Each property is important
and worthy of preserving, and this one— the stoic Eagle Block— in particular. It is the
oldest building on Main Street and one of the oldest vestiges of history in our town.
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Newport Fire Chiefs
1. 1874-1878 Charles Watts
1 880- 1 88
1
-Chief Engineer, Fire Ward and First Fire Chief
•Elected by fellow firefighters
•Approved first ByLaws
2. 1879, 1882, Elexis Graves
1 886- 1 890 -Defeated Charles Watts in 1 879 election for Fire Chief
3 1883-1886 John Cooper
•Elected by fellow firefighters
4. 1891-1912 Frank Latimer
•Paid $30 in 1897 as Chief and $72 for janitorial work
5. 1912-1948 George E. Lewis*
•Prominent Newport Banker
•Believed to be oldest (age 86) active chief in the nation
•Dept. becomes fially motorized during his term (1920-
1929)
6 1948-1965 Herbert H. Wright
•Firefighter for 50+ years
7. 1965-1970 Edward J. Karr
•Descendant of both Chief Lewis and Chief Latimer
•Firefighter for 36 years
•Initiated in depth training program for firefighters
8. 1970-1985 E. James Wright
•First fijll-time Fire Chief
9 1985-1989 Armand T. Connor*
•Firefighter for 35 years,
10. 1990-1998 John J. Marcotte
•See page 53
11 1998- Peter M, Lamb
•Newport welcomes ChiefLamb
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Newport's 10™ Fire Chief
Jack Marcotte Retires in 1998
Charles Robertson & Jack Marcotte
(Arrow marks dog's head)
*Fire Department Photo
In the past, the Fire Department stored a boat
overhead in the fire station which could be
quickly dropped on a fire truck if a drowning
emergency was received. Firefighters are
often called upon in emergencies other than
fighting fires, and early in Jack Marcotte'
s
career, these skills were put to use to rescue
man's best friend. In March, 1963 Newport
Firemen Charles Robertson and son. Jack
Marcotte, inched their way out over the Mill
Pond ice on Sunapee Street to reach Laddie,
the collie dog owned by M/M Kenneth
Woodard. The dog had broken through thin
ice and his plight was made known when someone called the Fire Station early one
morning. A boat was used to break away the thin ice and then by means of a ladder and
the boat, Jack was able to reach Laddie. Laddie was taken, still in the boat, to the
Woodard' s home— a rescue with a happy ending.
A firefighter for 38 years and a life-long
resident ofNewport, Jack Marcotte stepped
in as Acting Fire Chief after the death of
Chief Armand Connor. At that point he had
served 30 years in the Newport Fire
Department, 20 of which were at officer
level. He was appointed Newport's 10* Fire
Chiefon February 20, 1 990, selected because
ofhis unique skills and background necessary
for fire services and for his ability to lead the
Fire Department. Laddie is Rescued*
Jack retired in 1998 after many years of service
to the Town ofNewport. We thank him for all
those years and wish him enjoyment and good
health in his retirement.
Back with the Woodard Family^ 53
In Appreciation of Newport Firefighters
Firefighters display the kind ofself-sacrifice, loyalty and commitment to their community that
impels them to risk loss of wages and personal safety. They give their time and energy to
train and develop skills necessary to deliver a high level ofcommunity service in emergency
situations. In a spirit ofcooperation, they accept total discipline and no matter how dangerous
or difficult the task, they promptly respond in all emergencies, following orders without
question. This is effective firefighting and it is what protects us and our property.
The town ofNewport wishes to acknowledge that commitment and to pay tribute to Newport
firefighters. The following list was compiled from group photographs, histories, and
association records through research by E. James Wright and Madlon Karr. Prior to 1 909
there are no firemen's rosters, only mention of former Fire Chiefs in some histories. The
names on this list include members of the Fire Department from the time Charles Watt























































































































































































































































































Patrice Brewer, Chairman Sharon Christie, Vice Chair
Roger Nelson, Secretary/Treasurer Betty Avery
Michael Dixon, Alternate .... Jean MacConnell, Alternate Cliff Richer, Alternate
John Lunn, Selectman's Rep Arnold Greenleaf, Selectmen's Rep
The Heritage Commission continues to execute the purpose ofthe Historic District Ordinance
by preserving and safeguarding Newport' s heritage through its support ofvarious projects and
initiatives dedicated to maintaining the cultural, social, economic, political and architectural
history within our two Historic Districts. The role of the Commission is to conserve property
values in these districts, promote civic beauty, and strengthen the historic heritage for the
education, pleasure, and welfare of the town's citizens.
In continuing its support ofthe revitalization ofMain Street, we approved a proposal from the
Newport Opera House Assn. for a sign identifying the Opera House as the Newport Opera
House Performance Center. As part of the Newport Historical Identification Project, the
Commission requested authorization from owners ofhistoric buildings within our two Historic
Districts, to affix brass plaques on said buildings, identifying each as an historic landmark in
Newport, citing the original owner and date of construction.
To promote economic, cultural and recreational growth in Newport the Commission, along
with the Historical Society and Conservation Commission, met with our Planning Board and
the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission in March to brainstorm a list
of cultural, conservation and heritage projects that should be pursued to develop cultural and
recreational growth and tourism in Newport.
In May, our chairman attended the Planning and Zoning Conference at the NH Technical
Institute in Concord and participated in the workshop Master Plans: Preparing the Historic
Preservation Chapter, which illustrated how to survey and identify historic places to
incorporate into a community's Master Plan. And during August, Sharon Christie conducted
copious research for the Historical Identification Project on the structures in the Historic
District and Business District to ensure historical accuracy ofeach in regards to original owner
and date of construction.
In the Fall, the Hollis (NH) Historic Commission requested our assistance with completing
surveys and inventories based on Newport's experience with a Heritage Commission as part
of their proposal to their town that it establish a Heritage Commission. The Commission also
approved a request by the Newport School District to erect a sign on the southeast comer of
the Towle School property identifying the School as Towle Elementary School.
The Commission meets on the first Thursday of February, May, September and November.
Other meetings are scheduled as needed. During 1998 a major goal of the Commission was
to complete the Newport Historical Identification Project grant. This was an enormous task
undertaken primarily by Sharon Christie, and on behalfofthe Commission, I congratulate her
on a job extremely well-done and appreciate her diligent research and dedication to this
project. 56 Patrice Brewer, Chairman
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
1998 ANisfUAL Report
Superintendent Truck Driver/Equipment Operators
Fraser L. Michaud Larry A. Glidden
Wilbur G. Martin
Working Forman Stephen B Carley
Steven M. Dube, Sr. Michael E. Patten
Leo L. Goyette, n
1998 began with the January 8-9 ice storm that devastated surrounding towns and
paralyzed areas all the way to Canada. We were very fortunate in only having parts of
three roads closed. Springfield Road and Blueberry Ridge Road were opened by tree
crews and PSNH, while the Highway Department struggled to keep the Cornish Turnpike
open. In addition to daily maintenance and seasonal operations, the crew was involved in
the following projects:
Chandlers Mill Road received much needed attention with the installation of500' offabric
and new gravel in mud-problem areas, replacement of a major culvert with a 6' arched
pipe, and the installation of 1600* of guardrail contracted with Highway Steel Company.
F.W. Whitcomb Corp. reconstructed the Maple Street Extension Bridge. The Town crew
closed the Belknap Avenue Bridge for 10 days for repairs to the abutments. The rest of
our bridges received their annual pressure washing.
Our crew did the prep work and final shoulder gravel for the 1 998 Paving Project, as well
as shimmed Fletcher Road. Birchwood Grove, Jefferson Avenue, Camel Hump Road,
Killamey Lane, Shannon Court, Airport Road, part ofMaple Street and Pine Street were
paved by contract. Ditching and test pits were dug on 1 Vi miles ofBlueberry Ridge Road
in preparation for fiiture road improvements. Past drainage problems were addressed by
ditching and installing culverts on East Mountain Road, Cornish Turnpike, Sand Hill
Road, Springfield Road, Oak Street and Schoolhouse Road. A L5 mile roadside tree
cutting, trimming and ditching project was begun on another section of East Mountain
Road to improve drainage and let sunlight onto the road.
Computer upgrading and recalibration for the truck sanders has continued as planned. The
department purchased a 10-ton vibratory roll from Federal Surplus and purchased a used
12-ton trailer to haul it with, valuable additions to our gravel road grading program as the
grader did not have to keep regrading roads. We also used the roll with the vibratory
turned off for our paving work.
The year went out rather quietly with only four storms in December, but you'll have to
tune in next year to find out how the winter actually went.




Roger Nelson, President Ema McCormick, Vice President
Harold Perkins, Secretary Sharon Christie, Treasurer
Harold Perkins, Museum Curator Ray Reid, Historian
The goal ofthe Newport Historical Society includes preserving, protecting and teaching
about Newport's historical past. We remain dedicated to this aim.
We encourage anyone who is interested in Newport's history to join us at our monthly
meetings, held on the third Thursday of each month at the Sugar River Savings Bank
community room.
The museum is up and running due to the tremendous efforts ofour new curator, Harold
Perkins. Some ofthe displays during the past year have included The Spanish American
War, Governor Francis Murphy and the schools ofNewport during the 1940's. We still
need help in cataloging all ofour currently held materials as well as more documents and
artifacts which are regularly contributed.
A variety oftopics ofinterest were presented at meetings ofthe Historical Society during
the past year. They included Charles Chalk who portrays a living history ofwhat life was
like as an 1 8* century Mountain Man living and trapping out west. The presentation was
held at the Opera House and was well attended. Other programs included Sharon Parsons
describing the New Hampshire School History curriculum being used in New Hampshire
public schools, and Brad Sears and Jeff Albright, ChiefMechanical Officer, narrating the
restoration ofthe Flying Yankee railroad train, currently being rehabilitated in Clar^mont,
New Hampshire. This is an immense project of historical significance initiated by the
State ofNew Hampshire with restoration by the Claremont Concord Railroad. A State
Committee, the Flying Yankee Restoration Group, is overseeing this project.
We are issuing an invitation to anyone in the Newport or surrounding area that would be
interested in presenting a program dealing with any historical topic at fijture meetings.
Ifyou have a desire to help us and have a topic which may be of interest, please contact
the Historical Society by mail at PO Box 413, Newport, NH 03773.
We still make an urgent plea to all Newport residents to contact us if you have any
material or artifacts that illustrate the history of Newport and would like to see them
preserved for future generations to see and appreciate.
Roger Nelson, President
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Joint Loss Management Committee
1998 Annual "Safety" Report
Brad Lane, Building Inspector, Chair Ken Dennis, Buildings, Vice Chair
Kelly Butler, Water/Sewer, Secretary Shady Blackwell, Police
Marie Brown, Police Sharon Christie, Town Office . . . Leo Goyette IQ, Highway
PJ Lovely, Recreation Dan O'Neill, Town Manager . . Ed Schinck, Public Works
Brian Tracey, Ambulance .... Steven Dube Sr., Highway Peter Lamb, Fire Chief
The Joint Loss Management (Safety) Committee has had an active year. Brad Lane, Ken
Dennis and Kelly Butler attended an excellent Reenergizing Your Joint Loss Committee
meeting in February.
Each week in April the Committee held a noon bag-lunch program titled Cruising into
Fitness with different guest speakers. Programs covered during this period were: Self
Care, Nutrition, Death & Dying, Blood Pressure & Cardiovascular Concerns, Diabetes,
and a Final Lunch Celebration. Also in April, Bob Naylor and Kelly Butler coordinated
a confined space certification training for the Water/Sewer/Highway Departments. In
May, Kelly organized a Tail-Gate Safety Meeting with Compensation Funds Bill Cote
as speaker. Highway had a Safety Training on Flagging. In June an employee health
screening was organized by Elaine Van Dusen for 1 8 town and county employees. Sue
Gregory did CPR Training, knowing that CPR can make the difference between life and
death. Safety Committee members participated in the Health and Safety Fair in June,
organized by Sue Gregory and Brian Tracey. In July a Physical Training Screening,
organized by P.J. Lovely, was set up for town employees.
The Safety Committee meets to review injury reports and reduce injuries.
Recommendations are made to provide a safer work environment and to plan safety and
health-related training. Safety tips are posted on bulletin boards, and the committee does
yearly safety inspections oftown-owned buildings to identify safety hazards.
Some training topics we have considered for future programs are aerobics,
nutrition/exercise, health and smoking, the Dare program, alternative health, work
station review, cardiovascular concerns, first aid in the workplace, building and fire
safety, health and safety newsletter, workplace humor, personal protective equipment,
CPR/emergency first aid training, and firefighter safety.
I would Hke to thank the members ofthe committee for their active participation on this
committee and involvement in leading or participating in programs. It is our focus to
educate town employees on heahh and safety practices that can be beneficial to them.
We seek to make the town ofNewport a safe and healthy place to work.
Brad Lane, Chairman
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Lake Sunapee Region Visiting Nurse Assocution
1998 Annual Report
Depot Square, Newport
Lake Sunapee Region Visiting Nurse Association cares for people where they most want to
be, at home with their family and friends. The tradition of home care that began over 100
years ago has evolved into a highly sophisticated health care delivery system through
partnerships with other providers and new medical technology available in the home setting.
What matters most is that home care partners with families, physicians and the community
to promote healing and independence; to care for and support individuals and families at the
end of life; and to encourage community welhiess and education.
LSRVNA has cared for many Newporters this year. In support of our mission and despite
fiscal constraints that include cuts in Medicare funding, more than $100,000 was provided
in care during 1998. Newport residents received more than $42,000 ofthat care— $33,000
for well-child services, home visits in high risk situations, and parent-child support group
services. Home care and Hospice patients received $9,000 in fi-ee and subsidized care.
Proportionally, residents in the town of Newport received the largest amount of free care
within the 17 towns we serve. We believe this is evidence of the strong commitment of
LSRVNA to Newport residents and hope that town officials will consider this commitment
when making decisions regarding town appropriations to LSRVNA.
Services provided for the people of Newport
Home Health & Hospice Care 9,303 Visits made to 183 Patients
Hospice Care 365 Visits made to 7 Patients
Community ClinicAVellness program 502 Individuals Served
Long Term Care 16,315 Hours of Care to 50 Patients
Family Health Services & Climes 480 Visits made
School-age child care/after schl/summer 6 Children Served
Some of the community benefits provided by Lake Sunapee Region VNA include health
education programs on CPR, First Aid and Parenting, Parent-Child support group,
Bereavement support groups, Hospice Volunteer Training, Participation in local health fairs
and career days. Vaccines, Meeting room space. Clinical experience for nursing students.
Speakers Bureau, Toddler Car Seats for needy families. Medication assistance for needy
children, screening clinics, and donations of food to the Newport Food Pantry
Community support is a vital component ofthis care system because it enables us to provide
services to those who lack insurance or resources. The Board ofTrustees, staffvolunteers and
especially the patients and families who receive care and services appreciate the continued
support of the town of Newport.







Nancy Parssinen, President Jean MacConnell, Vice President
Richard Cretarola, Treasurer Anne Kathan, Secretary
Lauri McCrillis W. Howard Dunn
Gina Kanakis Ted Niboli
Connie Jones Roberta Giroux
Carl Fitz Pat Rude
"Awesome! Cool!" is the reaction from the hundreds ofNewport school children who
experienced the Library Arts Center' s programs, whether it was crawling into the big tent
of a traveling planetarium to learn about the night sky, or entering the show filled floor
to ceiling with kids' art as the theme from Titanic plays on the sound system. The
Library Arts Center has served Newport and the surrounding area as a cultural center for
the visual and performing arts for over 30 years. It is unique in the Library-Arts
connection, having existed since 1967 with a separate Board of Trustees and separate
budget in the building owned by the Richards Free Library. The LAC mission is to
promote regional artists and offer residents and visitors the opportunity to observe, study
and participate in the arts. The LAC and other cultural institutions are key to the
economic momentum ofNewport, using culture to build community and help make the
town an attractive place to live, work and visit.
In 1998 the Library Arts Center brought in over 200 school children to experience the
Montshire Museum's Star Lab Planetarium during January. February 6-March 14
featured over 90 works in the show Winter: Celebrate the Season. Winter Carnival
special events included a photo contest ofthe "Best Shot" taken ofthe historic ice storm.
The LAC studio was a busy place with the Sunapee Street mural project using the space.
Reading. Writing...and Art. March 20-April 25 included work by every child in the
grades K-5 classes ofPatti Warren. We counted 658 pieces. Kathy Hicklin Bott, teacher
at Newport Middle High School, and John Bott, Professor of Art at Colby Sawyer
College, had an exhibit of recent work May 1-30, while the Backstage Gallery was
devoted to the Newport Camera Club's annual exhibit.
The summer season began June 5-July 1 1 with Exploring Form in Clav. works by Jon
Keenan, Don Campbell, Kathy Hanson and Al Jaeger, combined with the photography
ofElsa Voelcker. The Carriage House Studio Painters, the ongoing LAC art group led
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by Aidron Duckworth, hung their show in the Backstage Gallery. A raku workshop by
Jon Keenan culminated with a firing ceremony and Japanese banquet on July 1 5 . Digital
Art was the forward looking theme for Virtual Visions July 1 7-August 29. A grant from
the Newport Charitable Fund and generous donations from the PC Connection helped
the LAC update the computer for the millennium, and Sugar River Online donated
service on the Internet. A symposium on computer art featured nationally renowned
artist, Dorothy Krause.
Thanks to a donation from the Friends ofRichards Free Library, the Library Arts Center
brings first class children's entertainment free to the public each summer— Kid's Pop,
Stories and Stuff, the Little Red Wagon from UNH, and Dan Grady's Marvelous
Marionettes were featured in the 1998 season. The biggest event on the Newport
Common, the Apple Pie Craft Fair, combined with the Richard's Library Festival, was
held August IT^. Bakers from town donated over 100 home-made apple pies for sale.
People were lined up to get a taste ofthe Apple Pie Contest winners. Early morning fair
goers were treated to a tethered ride in a hot air balloon high over the Common.
Leaf and Limb , September 4-October 10, combined fine fiarniture by the NH Furniture
Masters with autumn paintings and pastels by several artists. During October, we had
the Divorce the Violence quilt, created by women in prison, and The Clothesline Project
sponsored by Women's Supportive Services. The LAC Juried Regional Exhibit held
October 16-November 14, is an event that draws entries from seasoned professionals and
dedicated amateurs alike. Artists' ages ranged from 16-90. For the second year, the
Dickens Fair was held at the Newport Middle High School gymnasium on December 5*.
The 1998 season was capped off by a wonderfial show Once Upon a Time.Childrens
Book Illustration, November 20-December 19, with original art by favorites such as
Tomie dePaola and Erick Ingraham, along with the private collection of Emily Bush
Drew. Over 700 children visited and had a hands-on lesson during the exhibit. Heidi
Bartlett and Helen Skarin decorated for the holiday Gallery of Gifts.
The Governor's Award for Volunteerism was given to Nancy Parssinen, LAC President,
for her years ofwork on the Conservation Commission, the Richards Free Library Board,
and the Library Arts Center Board. Nancy stepped down at the end of 1998, and the
LAC will miss her leadership and willingness to take on any task, from helping with grant
writing to painting the gallery. The LAC could not proceed without the many volunteers
who help with mailings, hanging shows, gallery sitting, and doing in-kind service for fiind
raisers and other events.




Peter Franklin, Representative Daniel P. O'Neill, Representative
The past year has continued to be one of turmoil for the NH/VT Solid Waste Project.
The Executive Committee and management of the Project initiated a request for
proposals in the latter part of 1998 from private companies that would be interested in
privatizing the Newport Ash Landfill and possibly converting it to a municipal solid
waste facility.
Proposals were received from Casella Waste Management and Waste Systems
International (WSI). WSI was selected to propose a more detailed concept of
privatization and the town ofNewport and many ofthe surrounding communities voiced
objections to the potential conversion of the landfill.
NHA^T Solid Waste Project's actions motivated the town to initiate legislative efforts
to compel the project to comply with Newport's zoning and land-use regulations, and
the town also developed enhanced zoning regulations and the shore line protection act,
which are part of this year's town warrant.
At this point in time, the town is optimistic about being able to prevent this conversion.
However, the joint meeting of the NH/VT Districts have not met to make the final
recommendation. On April 8* the Sullivan County Solid Waste District voted to oppose
any sale, lease, or conversion to municipal solid waste at the Newport Ash Landfill site.
In next year's report, we hope to be able to inform you we were successfijl in our efforts
this preceding year.
Peter Franklin, Representative





Chief of Police Administrative Secretary Canine
David A. Hoyt Victoria Orvis Cito
Full Time Officers
Deputy Chief Shady Blackwell IQ Lieutenant James R. Brown
Sergeant Denis O'Sulhvan Sergeant Eric Daignault
Patrolman Richard G. Lee Patrolman Michael Nelson
Patrolman Craig Robertson Patrolman William Tibbits
Patrolman Bradley Nelson Patrolman William Russell!
Detective Thomas Anderson SRO James Burroughs
Part-Time Officers




Marie Brown John Taylor Susan Gregory Kevin Boucher
Part-Time Communication Specialists
Amy Maslin Christine Almstrom
The year 1 998 was a busy year for the Police Department. We have continued programs such
as the Bicycle Patrol, Park & Walk, and K-9, and small rewards for kids obeying laws and
practicing safety habits.
The amount of general service calls continues to increase. A large increase in the number of
burglaries was seen and sl Burglary Ring was apprehended after surveillance was done. The
investigation into the ring by Newport resulted in the solving of over thirty burglaries in
Newport and surrounding towns.
A 49. 1% increase in juvenile cases was brought to Court this year. It is difficult to pinpoint
the exact reason for such an increase. Overall, the Police Department was responsible for
prosecuting 45% of the cases heard in District Court. It has added 8 more court days to the
upcoming year. In 1999, District Court is scheduled to hear cases for 100 days. This has
been steadily rising each year. Time spent on post arrest is equal to ifnot greater today than
it ever was. In future years, it will be mandated that a bar certified attomey prosecute District
Court cases. Currently done by Police, who argue cases and motions against lawyers, our
prosecutor. Deputy Chief Blackwell, has received high praise from area attorneys for his
motivation and training in prosecution. As one attomey put it, // is nice to argue a point of
law on its merits and not because it 's us against them.
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A second detective was added to the force, resulting in more crimes being solved and a
greater conviction rate. Another addition was the School Resource Officer who came on
board in September. Officer Burroughs attended the Police Academy, graduating in
November. During November and December, Officer Burroughs talked to school employees
and assisted in drafting emergency plans.
In 1998 , over $194,000 in federal grants was received. The grants will fund two full-time
and one part-time sworn officers, and one non-sworn employee for three years. Other grants
received from Highway Safety Agency funded walking patrols and radar patrols.
Three old cruisers, each with over 110,000 miles, were traded in for three new cruisers.
There will be no new cruisers bought for three years. The bicycle patrol unit received two 24
speed Diamond Back full suspension bicycles donated by Skinners Ski & Sports and Pattens
Truck Works.
A third cruiser video camera was donated by a local business. Video cameras have resulted
in a reduction of court trials and frivolous complaints filed against police. When shown a
video of their contact with police, complainants apologize for trying to make a false claim.
Because ofnecessary training, certification, hours, and type ot work, finding qualified people
who are willing to work on a part-time basis in Communications and/or as a police officer
continues to be a problem. Part-time positions require the same training and skills as full-time
positions, but most people work a primary full-time job. If anyone is interested in part-time
work as a Communication Specialist or police officer, please contact Lt. Brown.
This year Sgt. Eric Daignauh and Ptl. William Tibbits started a youth oriented Police Explorer
Program. The post involves local youths from ages 14-21, interested in law enforcement as
a career. Explorers meet on a regular basis and are instructed and trained in all aspects of
police work. They learn motor vehicle laws, criminal law, town ordinances, department
policies and procedures, laws of arrest, search and seizure, as well as hands-on
communications and dispatching training. They ride with police officers and will be involved
in directing traffic and crowd control at local functions. They participate in state-wide
gatherings and in friendly competitions with other posts. They have their own command
structure to help develop leadership and organizational skills. If you know of anyone
interested in this program, have them contact Sgt. Daignault or Ptl. Tibbits.
This year we have asked for funding to update our computer system. The present computer
is not Y2K compatible and will not function after December 31, 1999. We are asking for
proper upgrades and equipment to make us Y2K compatible and bring us into the fiiture.
I would like to thank all agencies, businesses, organizations and citizens who have assisted











asst.other police agen . 319
asst.prob/parole 381
asst.soc.serv.agencies . . 25
asst. Sheriffs office .... 7
attempt to locate .... 186






check on welfare 80
child neglect 5
civil prob 77
compl.on tn employee . . 27
criminal mischief .... 272
criminal threatning ... 119
criminal trespass 25




discharging firewks .... 1
disobeying pol. officer . . 16
disorderly conduct .... 56
disorderly cond w/mv ... 3
dog bites 24
dog nuisance (bark'g) . 286
domestic 146
drug violations ...... 52
DWI 74
election law viol 1
em msg 33
escape from custody .... 1
emerg. lockouts 8
family offenses 11





health/safety concerns . . 6
house checks 186
illegal junkyards 8
illegal poss/fireworks ... 1
illegal poss/alcohol .... 13
illegal dischg.fi'a 26













m/v off road 51
m/v complaint 370
military bkgmd ck .... 18




neighborhd dispute .... 58
noise compl 181
obst crim inv 4
OHRV compl 26
op after susp/revo .... 59
open doors 310
other escorts 29
park & walk 83
parking complaint . . . 249
pistol permits 86
police rep req 182
power outages 5









rec/poss stolen prop ... 10
ref to other agencies ... 94
relays 73
repossession 46



















unwanted subject .... 176
uncontrollable child ... 65
viol of prot order 21
warrant arrest 144
weapon violation 10
wires down in road .... 38
wiretapping 1
Calls midnt-8 am .... 17%
Calls 8 am-4 pm .... 37%
Calls 4 pm-midnt . . . 46%
Busiest hour 5 pm
Slowest hour 4 am
Highest amount ofmv
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Director of Public Works
Larry A. Wiggins
Secretary Chief Mechanic Mechanic Public Works Laborers
Judy Schinck Edward Schinck James Gagner Terry Temple
James Hoadley
The Public Works Department consists of the Highway, Water & Sewer and Cemetery &
Grounds Departments, the Sewage Treatment Plant and the Public Works Garage Vehicle
Maintenance personnel. In addition to the normal maintenance activities, 1 998 found the
department involved in numerous projects. A brief description ofthe progress and status
of those projects is as follows:
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
The Pleasant Street Infrastructure Improvement Project was completed as the construction
contract punch-list items were addressed and final requisitions were processed by
summer's end.
With input from the area businesses, the department prepared a design plan and a
construction contract package for the second phase of lighting and sidewalk
improvements in the Main Street area from Depot Street to Pearl Street. This project is
scheduled for construction in the early spring of 1 999.
F.L. Merrill Construction, Inc. was awarded the contract for the Central Street Project.
Merrill Construction completed the embankment construction and the masonry retaining
wall prior to shutdown for the winter season. In addition to constructing new water and
sewer mains, the project includes construction ofnew storm drainage systems, sidewalks
and a new street surface. Project completion is scheduled for August of 1999.
As required by theNH Dept. ofEnvironmental Services (NHDES), Jaworski Geotech, Inc.
(JGI) performed additional groundwater sampling of the existing monitoring wells at the
Meadow Park Site (Former Town Garage). After reviewing the results ofthe groundwater
sampling, the NHDES required further soil characterization testing. With the NHDES
approval, the department executed a contract with JGI to perform further soil testing. The
testing was completed in the latter part of 1998 and the report was submitted to the
NHDES for review. Initial test results appear to indicate the need to excavate some soil
in the area of the former Town fuel storage tanks.
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NICOM Coatings Corporation was contracted to re-stripe the Airport runway with
striations. This work was completed in the latter part of June, 1998.
A proposed layout ofthe Public Works Garage was developed which would accommodate
the following needs: (a). Allow the Water & Sewer Department to relocate from the
Pollards Mills facility to the Public Works Garage as requested by the NHDES. (b)
Consolidate operations by having all superintendents at one facility, (c) Provide archives
and record drawings storage as requested by the Board of Selectmen, (d) Provide the
space required for the department's computer operations and technical library, (e) Main-
tain equivalent equipment storage area as presently exists. The proposed plan was
submitted to the Buildings Department for budget considerations. The proposed changes
would significantly reduce operational costs and increase operations efficiency.
WATER & SEWER
In early 1 998, the department conducted a test ofthe water system to evaluate the system's
capability if the 2.5MG Water Storage Tank was off line for rehabilitation. In the latter
part of 1998, the department made preparations with regard to the Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) application for the construction of new precast,
prestressed concrete water tank. The Department prepared and issued requests for
Statements of Qualifications and Requests for Proposals from engineering firms to
engineer the tank if the CDBG was awarded. Technical proposals in response to the
Requests for Proposals were received in early 1 999.
To continue with the Sodium Silicate Program, plans are underway to construct a
permanent sodium silicate facility as an addition to the existing chlorine building in Unity.
The department prepared building and site plans, obtained a building permit from the
Town ofUnity and forwarded those approved plans to Black & Veatch for engineering of
the sodium silicate system.
The Sugar River Hydro Project submitted plans prepared by the H.L. Turner Group to
relocate the water and sewer mains in the Cross Street area to allow construction of a
penstock routed under Cross Street. Both water and sewer mains were rerouted by the end
of 1998 with the department performing design review and construction inspection
supervision duties.
Continuing with the Industrial Pretreatment Program, the Town's consultant, Steams &
Wheler, developed a Lagoon Monitoring Program which would test influent, effluent and
sludge over a one-year period. The lagoon monitoring program would develop a baseline
history of the Waste Water Treatment Plant operations to assist in the development of





Construction ofthe Maple Street Extension Bridge Project was started in May of 1 998 and
the bridge was open to traffic in late July, 1998. The total cost for engineering,
construction and testing on the project was $225,159.06. In accordance with the NH
Department of Transportation's (NHDOT) Bridge Aid Program, the Town will be
reimbursed for 80% ofall project costs including reimbursement for department manhours
to perform construction inspection and contract administration duties. After
reimbursement, the Town's final cost for the project will be approximately $40,000.
As the initial step in the replacement of the Pollards Mills Bridge, the department
requested a preliminary estimate from the NHDOT to reconstruct the Pollards Mills
Bridge with a conventional bridge via theNHDOT Bridge Aid Program. In addition to the
NHDOT's estimate, two proposals were received to replace the bridge with a single-lane
covered bridge. The NHDOT has since stated that covered bridges are eligible for bridge
aid. Funding of engineering at the 1999 Town Meeting places the bridge in the Bridge
Aid Program and the NHDOT would then determine what year construction funds are
available.
After bid evaluation. United Construction was awarded the contract to overlay the streets
in the Birchwood Grove area and several other miscellaneous streets in town. The bid
package included paving of the parking lot at the north end of the High School. The
department designed and contracted subgrade preparation and removal of unsuitable
materials in the parking lot to allow paving to be completed prior to the start of school.
MISCELLANEOUS
The Public Works Department underwent the following changes:
Personnel changes were as follows; Steven Dube was promoted to Highway Foreman,
however, later left to join the Fire Department. Michael E. Patten was promoted from
Truck Driver/Equipment Operator to Highway Foreman to replace Steven Dube. Leo
Goyette, DI was promoted from Public Works Laborer to Truck Driver/Equipment
Operator in the Highway Department.
Staff training and development achievements were as follows; Michael Denno became
a certified Backflow Prevention Device Inspector and also obtained Grade I Collection
Systems Operator Certification. Michael McGill also obtained Collection Systems
Operator Grade I Certification.
The Highway Department purchased a 10-ton vibratory roll from Federal Surplus. The
department is fortunate to have this equipment and it should provide significant cost
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P.J. Lovely, Director . Scott Blewitt, Recreation Supervisor
Bethany Rexford, Secretary John Hopkins, After School Staff
Mike Martin, After School Staff & Day Camp Counselor
Pat McNamara, After School Staff Trevor Fratzel, After School Staff
Kathy Neault, Day Camp Director Colleen O'Connor, Day Camp Staff
Jodie Byers, Day Camp Staff Brett Cossaboon, Day Camp Staff
Jennifer Johnston, Day Camp Staff Jennifer Karr, Swim Instructor
Crystal Swenson, Jr., Counselor Meghan Shomphe, Counselor
Dustin Holmes, Jr., Counselor 120+ Volunteers
What a year! 1998 was as successful as ever! Much of the success is attributed to our 120+
volunteers giving their heart and soul by dedicating their time and effort for the kids. No price tag
could be put upon their outstanding contributions.
1998 highlighted many new programs including our T' Annual Basketball Camp which attracted
27 boys and girls for a week of skill, drills and fun. A Junior High Baseball Team was introduced
this year to work in cooperation with the Babe Ruth program. With all games scheduled out of
town because oflack of field space, it still proved to be successful. The Sugar River Boys Rugby
Team in only its second year qualified 5* in New England. A High School Girls Team will be
added in 1999.
Senior Weight Training was introduced at the Senior Center with Lilyan Wright as instructor.
This program's goal is to prevent osteoporosis in our older generation. Along with her aerobics
class, Lilyan has brought the senior population to a higher level of fitness.
Many projects are on the horizon for the Rec Department, School and community. There are
many organizations spearheading those projects. First is the Lions Club, who is donating $25,000
to help resurface the track. The Lions Club built the track complex 13 years ago and with their
generosity we can give it much needed TLC. Go Lions!
The Rotary Club and Town have put together a plan to improve Meadow Park, locally known as
Horsey Park. Improvements will be some barbecue pits, picnic tables, more trees and upgraded
playground equipment. A long term goal will be an upgraded concession stand with bathrooms,
changing facility, and storage. Three cheers for the Rotary Club!
The most popular program offered this year was the After-School Program. This free drop-in
program attracted 500+ kids throughout the 1998-99 school year. Considering this program's
apparent success and need, we will be altering the After-School Program to accommodate these
huge numbers. We will be working with Towle School and Friends ofYouth to develop an After-
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School Program for kids Grades 1-3. It will focus more on socialization, interaction and
cooperation with age-appropriate settings and activities. Also, high schoolers will be getting their
own gym hours, so they can do their own thing with their own peers. Grades 4-8 will remain in
the after-school time slot. This will give us a chance to organize more activities, and have better
structure for the after-school experience. After all, we don't just want a place for them to go, we
want a worthwhile place for them to go.
The Men's Softball League spearheaded a lighting program to light their main softball field. This
field is not only used by the men but the Rec Center Girls and the High School Girls JV and
Varsity squads.
Our soccer program numbers reached near 200. The School system will be offering JV soccer for
boys and girls for the first time in history. Field space will be needed, as options are being
considered. These numbers reflect a growing trend of the popularity of soccer in America.
Many thanks goes out to all our volunteers, local businesses and Town Departments who have
supported us this past year. Your help is crucial to our success. To my staff*, thanks for ajob well
done!
PJ Lovely, Director of Recreation
Richards Free Library
1998 Annual Report
e-mail: rfl@sugar-river.net web page: www.sugar-river.net/~rfl
Trustees
Stephen Davis, Chair Rebecca Nelson, Co-Chair
Calista Thurlow, Secretary Nancy Black, Treasurer
Nelson Aldrich Patricia Davis
Lou Dean Franz Karen Little Anthony MacConnell
Library Staff
Andrea Thorpe, Library Director Victoria Carl, Assistant Librarian
Lorreen Keating, Children's Librarian Janice Brehio, Library Assistant
Harriet Davis, Administrative Assistant Catherine Britt, Technology Assistant
Maellyn Urban, Page Justin Shull, Page
The Library was featured in the national media in 1998. In August, the Boston Globe ran a story
about the authorship of the poem Mary 's Lamb. The story was picked up by the Associated
Press, Good Morning America Sunday Edition, and People Magazine. In December, Newport's
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own John Berry characterized the library as impressive in a Library Journal editorial detailing the
renaissance ofthe American public library. The media coverage encouraged friends from all over
the country to contact the library.
In October, Tracy Kidder appeared on the stage ofthe Newport Opera House to receive the 42"'*
Annual Sarah Josepha Hale Award. In recent years, the library is pleased with the increased
community support of this literary event.
In 1998, 390 people attend the Library's 20 aduk programs, which included lectures, author visits
and book discussions. Authors Jodi Picoult and Janet Evanovich participated in discussions of
their books. Patrick O'Grady signed copies ofhis book on the Corbin Covered Bridge, Replicate.
A Favorite Poem program was a big hit and will be repeated in 1999.
The Children's Librarian served 2,887 children in 180 programs. These included pre-schooler
story hours, after school specials and school visits. The summer reading program registered 187
children who logged over 700 hours of reading during a five-week period. Again, the library
thanks Lee McGray, who continues to fijnd this important service in memory of his mother.
Over 65% ofthe population hold a library card and use it to check out materials from the 35,000
items in the library's collection. The library circulated an all-time high of 53,143 items. Videos
are the fastest growing part of the circulating collection. Patrons use of the library's Internet
computers increased in 1998. The library now has three public and two staffcomputers linked to
the Internet thanks to a free router from Cabletron, free 58K Frame Relay Access for two years
from Bell Atlantic and a grant from the Newport Fund. The library allows patrons with e-mail
addresses on the web to access those accounts from the library.
1998 brought changes to the library staff. Long-time Children's Librarian, Sandra Trybulski and
the irrepressible Desk Librarian, Cindy Williams, left the library to try new things. In October,
Janice Brehio became the new smiling face at the Circulation Desk, and Lorreen Keating took over
the reins of the Children's Department in November.
A project to paint the exterior of the library began in the Fall of 1998 and will continue in 1999.
The interior was enhanced by new shelving purchased by the Friends of the Library for the
library's growing collection ofdonated paperbacks. Mary Jane Cross began a program to restore
the paintings in the library's collection. We thank her for her generosity and expertise.
The library thanks its many volunteers and supporters. Their time and money enable the library
to continue to offer a wide range of library services. The staff of the library encourages citizens
to use their beautifiil, historic and up-to-date facility to answer their information and recreational




Arnold L. Greenleaf, Superintendent Wendell Berry, Plant Operator
Plant operators spent the first part of 1998 repairing equipment; 1971 vintage lighting and
electrical fixtures throughout the plant needed to be replaced before causing problems.
Anwhere we could, lighting and fixtures were upgraded with safer, more energy efficient
items. We attended classes for computer training, lab work, safety and risk management
throughout the year to maintain our operator certification.
Work on the latest upgrade, the installation of the influent Auger Monster, was started m
September. It took the rest of the year to construct a gantry to move the individual
components, prepare the influent channel for the actual installation, and get the necessary
material ready. Time wise, it appears that it will be in March of 1 999 before the equipment
is fiilly operational. Once that is accomplished, plant personnel will investigate options
available to upgrade the existing grit removal system, improving the removal of sand, silt and
other fine inorganic matter that is building up in the lagoon sludge. Any process that we
choose will need to be capable of allowing us to recycle the sludge back through the plant to
reduce the volume present in the lagoons at this time. Levels of sludge depths present need
to be reduced before they cause compliance problems with the Discharge Permit.
Plant personnel spent a great deal of time at Breakneck Road landfill clearing brush from
property lines and wells. The lower edge ofthe site was re-surveyed in anticipation ofmaking
a boundary line adjustment to facilitate town access to the existing monitoring wells. Wells
and surface water sites were inspected and sampled twice for the year.
The Industrial Pretreatment Program (IPP) work is ongoing. In the interim, all sewer users,
especially commercial/industrial users, should be aware that new regulations will be much
more restrictive than before. An awareness ofwhat is discharged is needed as well as making
necessary changes to restrict materials which do not belong in the process. An extra effort on
everyone's part is needed to eliminate disposal of any volatile, petroleum, hazardous or toxic
compounds into the sewer system, impacting the treatment system.
For those interested in weather data, our annual recorded rainfall here at the plant was 39.01".
That was 4.7" more moisture for the year than we received in 1997 and 1.25" less than our 27
year average of 40.27". This is the first year since the 1971 startup of the plant we actually
had a higher recorded rainfall than the previous year. The actual flow to the plant was less
than recorded in that same previous year. Work on tightening the sewer system is starting to
show if this trend continues. While the decrease in flow for the year was welcome, we still
handled over 649,700 gallons per day (GPD) flow into the plant, 3 7,000 GPD less than we had
in 1997. 1997 figures are in parentheses.
Wastewate 237,164,500 (250,707,000)
Septage 79,500 (44,900)
Arnold L. Greenleaf, Superintendent
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18 Tremont Square, Moody Building
Claremont, NH 03743
In 1998 we lost the services of three out offour staff that had been with SCEDC for 12
years. Judy Quimby left our employ after three years as the Business Resource person.
After seven years, Suzette Chamberlain left for employment in the private sector, and our
Administrative Assistant position has been impossible to keep filled, indicative ofthe tight
labor market and the overall experiences all employers are seeing.
In spite this, we have enjoyed some great success. We were fortunate to extend our
Capacity Building Grant with Office of State Planning that will allow us to keep three fiill-
time people. This grant is for three years at $150,000 total. As proof of compliance
SCEDC was able to take credit for an additional 1 16 jobs in the County.
We were notified by the Rural Development Agency that we were being issued a grant
for $60,000 to recapitalize our revolving loan ftind. This will enable us to make several
more small business loans to qualified applicants. It also raises the total RLF to
approximately $1.2 million in revenues.
Our Revolving Loan Fund Program issued two more loans to local business in need of
gap financing. This is fimding where the total amount is not met by a financial institution
but SCEDC can fiilfill that gap to complete the fiinding needs. One was issued to a firm
in Langdon and the other to a firm in Charlestown.
We have worked with 1 8 business inquiries regarding locating in Sullivan County, and we
are still working with many 1997 leads. This is an indication of the tremendous amount
oftime and staff resources needed for finalization of a client's decision where to locate.
In some instances, it can take over two years for a final determination.
Sullivan County has recognized the value oiregional economic offices since 1986. The
rest ofNH has recognized our success over the past year via the implementation of an
additional 14 regional offices, modeled very closely to SCEDC operations. This is truly
a commendation by the rest ofthe State that we have been moving in the right direction
for some time. Our success is measured by many factors, including data gathering,
recruitment efforts that are successful, business assistance and educational programs, a
one-stop resource center for business questions, grant and administration work, job
creation, and a great many other features that most regions of the state never enjoyed.
It remains a pleasure to serve the County in this capacity.
Stephen A. Marro, Executive Director
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Planning Director Building Inspector
David Jescavage Brad Lane
Department Secretary Rehabilitation Specialist
Carole Carley Brad Lane
The Town Office ofPlanning and Zoning (TOP. A.Z.) Annual Report is organized according
to the different functions that the office is responsible for and includes reports for the Planning
Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment.
Building Inspector
Permits
The Building Inspector issued 1 76 building permits in 1998 for a total estimated construction
cost of $1,944,996.01. Eighty-nine of the building permits were for new construction with
an estimated cost of $1,328,831.40. Eighty-seven building permits were for remodeling,
renovation and small structures with a total estimated cost of $616,164.61. Twenty
demolition permits were issued for buildings with an estimated value of $502,069.00.
Twenty-four certificates ofoccupancy were issued. The Town received fees totaling $6,006.35
for building and demolition permits and $500.00 in occupancy fees for a total of $6,506.35 for
all of these various permits.
Other Activities
The Building hispector conducted approximately 530 code inspections for the year. He also
served on the Board of Housing Appeals with the Deputy Fire Chief and Health Officer.
Concerns involving building code, fire code, and safety issues in older structures were
investigated by the Board ofHousing Appeals. The Building Inspector also attended a variety
ofworkshops conceming building regulations which were conducted by organizations that he
belongs to such as the New Hampshire Building Officials Association, the New England
Building Officials Association, and the International Association of Electrical hispectors.
Building Inspector, Brad Lane, was elected to the Board ofDirectors ofNH Building Officials
and is certified as a One and Two Family Combination, Electrical, Building, Plumbing and
Mechanical Inspector by the Building Officials and Administrators International, Inc.
Planning Board
Pubhc Hearings
The planning board held twelve public hearings and two public discussions on voluntary
mergers. Five of the public hearings were for site plan review, five were for annexations and
two were for minor subdivision to create residential lots. The site plan reviews included anew
storage building, a new auto sales site, an addition to a retail building and two amendments
to existing site plans. All applications were approved by the board. Voluntary mergers are
allowed where existing abutting parcels of land under common ownership and which comply
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with the zoning regulations are proposed for merger into a single lot by the owner. Both
voluntary merger proposals were approved.
The board also held eight informational sessions to advise prospective developers as to
whether or not their proposals would require site plan review.
Other Activities
The planning board continued its review of the zoning ordinance revision which was
completed in the fall. After the ordinance is retyped, the board will set a date for a public
hearing on the complete revision sometime in 1999. A special Town Meeting will be held in
1 999 to vote on the final version of the revised ordinance. The board's Capital Improvement
Program (C.I.P) Committee also reviewed and finalized the 1999-2005 Capital
Improvements Program during this year.
The board held a special meeting in March with a representative from the Upper Valley Lake
Sunapee Regional Planning Commission and members of the Heritage Commission and
Conservation Commission. The purpose of the meeting was to initiate a study of cultural,
historical and natural features that the various boards consider important to the Town character
and worthy of preserving. This project is being done in each town in the state by the regional
planning commissions. The results will be used to support legislation and fiind a statewide
program to provide assistance to towns for protecting these important features.
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Public Hearings
The ZBA held thirteen public hearings in 1 998. Twelve were for special exceptions and one
was for a variance. All were granted. The special exception approvals included such things
as an off-premise sign, expansion ofnon-conforming buildings, a family home care business,
an animal shelter (commercial kennel), a firewood business, and an auto and truck sales
business among others. The variance was granted for an expanded off-premise sign.
C.D.B.G. Programs
Program Goals
Monies from C.D.B.G. grants are used to improve housing conditions for low to moderate
income people and also benefit the Town by improving the tax base and injecting money into
the local economy. Typical renovations have consisted of electrical and plumbing systems
replacement, new roofs, porches and stairs, refinishing floors, walls and ceilings, and structural
repairs. In addition, energy-efficient measures such as heating systems, building insulation,
pipe and hot water tank insulation, weather stripping, setback thermostats and water saving
devices were implemented. The property owners, through sweat equity, put in time, money
or materials to help maximize the work that could be done on each project. Owners of
residential property in a C.D.B.G. target area who wish to participate in the housing
rehabilitation program or to receive more information may call this office at 863-6278 during
regular business hours.
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Since 1989, the Town has received over $2,470,000 in C.D.B.G. funds for housing
rehabilitation, pubhc facility projects, infrastructure improvements and feasibihty grants.
1997 Town Wide Target Area
The Town Wide C.D.B.G. project received apphcations for 19 single family homes. Advisory
Committee approval was given to seventeen units. Two single family homeowners decided to
withdraw from the program. A total of seventeen units were put under contract and rehabilitated
exceeding the original goal of twelve units. The project ran through June 30, 1998 and was
successfully completed.
1998 Town Wide Target Area
T.O.P.A.Z. wrote another appHcation for a $350,000 town-wide housing rehabilitation grant which
was awarded to the Town in April of 1 998 to improve the conditions ofsingle family, owner-occupied
homes throughout the Town. Owners must meet the HUD income eligibility guidelines. Any single
family homeowner anywhere in Town who is interested in learning more about the housing
rehabilitation program should contact the planning office at 863-6278 during regular business hours.
By the end of 1998, eighteen applications to this program had been received out of which two
applicants withdrew. Sixteen home inspections have been done for this project. Advisory Committee
approval has been given on twelve units and eleven units have been put out to bid. Contracts have
been signed on nine units and work has been completed on one. Additional funds are still available
for additional participants and are granted on a first-come, first served basis to eligible homeowners.
Miscellaneous
Other responsibilities ofT.O.P.A.Z. include providing advice and assistance to Town Departments and
the Planning and Zoning Boards, assisting permit applicants, providing information to the public,
serving as the Planning and Zoning liaison with Town Counsel, obtaining planning and zoning
information from the N.H. Department of Historic Resources, and the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee
Regional Planning commission, and enforcement ofthe site plan, subdivision, zoning regulations, and
the building code.
All T.O.P.A.Z. personnel attended professional seminars for the purpose of enhancing and updating
their knowledge and skills in order to provide more beneficial service to the Town. During 1998,
Department Secretary, Carole Carley, received training in Windows 95 and C.D.B.G. Grant
Applications. Building Inspector, Brad Lane, attended meetings and seminars of NH Building
Officials, Granite State Electrical Inspectors, and NH Plumbing Heating and Cooling Contractors. In
1998, Planning Director, David Jescavage, attended numerous planning workshops and land use law
seminars.
The support and encouragement given by other Town officials and citizens is greatly appreciated.
Public participation at all Planning and Zoning Board meetings is strongly encouraged.
David J. Jescavage, Director
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Kelly Butler Michael Denno Michael McGill
We continue to see system-wide improvement in water quality due to the water pipe
corrosion control and water quality improvement program begun in April 1997 .
In our water meter program, we have replaced about 85% ofthe industrial water meters
with electronic reading capability and upgraded reliability.
At the Water Treatment Plant we removed and replaced filter sand for one of our three
filter beds and installed radio telemetry equipment between our remote continuous
monitoring equipment and our alarm system.
The Wastewater Pumping Stations required several repairs. These included replacement
of mechanical seals, and repairs of part of the punip control system at the Sunapee
Station.
The Department is coordinating with the Central Street project contractors to operate
valves and hydrants, sample water, locate water and sewer lines and help inspect work.
The Department replaced 50 feet of 85 year old clay sewer line with new PVC pipe
behind the High School.
Newport Water and Sewer Department personnel received professional development
training in water distribution, water meters, laboratory techniques, water storage,
corrosion control, backflow prevention, rules and enforcement, personnel safety, leak
detection, and source protection. Michael Denno, Water & Sewer Utilities Technician,
obtained his Backflow Inspection Certification.
All ofNewport Water Department's Utility Technicians are certified by the State ofNew
Hampshire in both water treatment operations and water distribution operations.
Water and Sewer Department personnel conducted training for confined spaces safety
again this year for Newport employees.
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The Newport Water Department has detailed information available on the Internet at:
http://town.newport.nh.us/waterdep.htm. In addition, in 1998 we began an annual
consumer report and will distribute another report in 1999.
Our future goals include upgrading the 2.5 million gallon water tank, continuing
replacement of old water and sewer mains, repairs of sewer defects, and improving our
filter cleaning process. Our continuing goals include water quality improvements,
improved customer service and continued infrastructure improvements.
The Water Filtration Facility continues to produce high quality water. Water production
in 1998 was just 0.56 % less than 1997.
Annual Water Production (Gallons)
Total Flow 214,111,100
Maximum Daily Flow 764,600
Average Flow Per Day 586,442
The Newport Water Department had no permit violations in 1 998. The water produced






New Water Service 1
Road Repairs 8
Sewer System Repairs 4
Test Meters 32
Water Main Repairs 5





Service Taps to Main 2
Sewer Unplugged 14
Water Leaks Repaired 6
Water Quality Calls 13
Water Turned On 12
I would like to thank the Utility Technicians for their hard work and dedication and other
Town departments for their assistance in the past year. I would also like to thank our
water and sewer customers for their input and suggestions. We always welcome
suggestions and will do our best to answer any water or wastewater questions you may
have.




e-mail: welfare"tfltown.newport,nh.us web site: ^^'\<^town.pewport.ph.us
Community Alliance CEO Coordinator
Kevin B. Cooney Regina DeBoer
The Community Alliance of Human Services continues to successfully administer the
Newport Town Assistance Program located at the Alliance Family Center at 135 Elm
Street.
In 1998 Newport received 178 requests for assistance, which is a significant decrease
from 1997 when 319 applications were processed. In addition to monetary assistance,
the Alliance is able to provide residents with access to our other services including the
Family Support program. Information and Assistance, Early Intervention, Child Care,
Family Empowerment, and transportation services. The Alliance makes every effort to
offer non-monetary assistance to those families and individuals who are not found eligible
for Town Assistance according to the criteria set by the town. Referrals to the Newport
Food Pantry and Partners in Health are two examples of non-fmancial assistance
available to Newport residents in need.
Town assistance funds provide for the basic needs of resident individuals and families.
Assistance is provided in the areas of rent or shelter, fuel, medical and electricity. The
town assistance staff is available in person or via phone for consultations.
An important aspect ofthe Newport Town Assistance program is the reimbursement and
work program. Residents who are determined able are required to pay the town back
for assistance rendered. The staff takes this responsibility seriously and has recouped
$6,067 in 1998.





for the Newport Town Meeting of May 11, 1999
State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town ofNewport in the County of SulHvan in said state, quahfied to
vote on Town affairs:
You are hereby notified and warned to meet at the Town Hall in said Town ofNewport on the
second Tuesday ofMay, 1 999, at nine o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects:
(Polls shall open for the reception of ballots on Articles 1-7 at 9:00 a.m. and shall not be closed
earlier than 7:00 p.m. and the business part of the meeting shall start at 6:00 p.m.)
ARTICLE 1 To elect two (2) Selectmen for three (3) year terms.
ARTICLE 2 To elect a Selectman for a one (1) year term.
ARTICLE 3 To elect a Town Clerk for a three (3) year term.
ARTICLE 4 To elect a Town Treasurer for a three (3) year term.
ARTICLE 5 To elect a Trustee of Trust Funds for a three (3) year term.
ARTICLE 6 To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Zoning Amendment #1 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance.
Amend the Town Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Maps 1 and 2 by creating a
Shoreland Protection (SP) Ordinance and District. The main purpose of the
ordinance is to protect the quality of public waters within the Town. Public
waters are defined as the main branch ofthe Sugar River fi-om the Sunapee town
line to the Claremont city line.
The Shoreland Protection (SP) District is an overlay district which is
superimposed over the existing conventional zoning districts. The boundary
lines parallel the main branch ofthe Sugar River at a distance of 250 feet from
each shoreline with the following exception:
(a) where a lot of record containing an existing solid waste facility lies within
2500 feet of the shoreline of the main branch of the Sugar River, the
boundary line ofthe SP District shall parallel the shoreline at a distance of
1000 feet.
The permitted uses which are listed in each respective zoning district underlying
the Shoreland Protection District stay the same. The special exception uses
which are listed in each respective zoning district underlying the Shoreland
Protection District stay the same.
Prohibited uses within the Shoreland Protection District include the
establishment or expansion of:
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1. hazardous waste facilities 3. commercial junkyards
2. solid waste facilities 4. salt storage yards.
Restricted uses within the Shoreland Protection District include an existing solid
waste facility which is located within 1000 feet of the shoreline of the main
branch of the Sugar River under this ordinance. It may continue to operate
under an existing D.E.S. permit, provided it does not cause degradation to an
area in excess of that area under the D.E.S. permit. A restricted use also
includes a requirement that no existing solid waste facility shall place solid
waste within 1000 feet of the shoreline of the main branch of the Sugar River
under this ordinance except as expressly permitted under an existing D.E.S.
permit. However, subject to permitting conditions under RSA 149-M: 10, any
solid waste facility may be allowed to erect accessory structures and conduct
other activities consistent with the operation of the facility within 1000 feet of
the shoreline ofthe main branch ofthe Sugar River under this ordinance. These
activities include filling, grading and installing monitoring wells and other
drainage structures as is consistent with the solid waste permit issued by the
D.E.S. Under no circumstances shall the toe ofany slope encroach within 1000
feet of the shoreline of the main branch of the Sugar River. The Shoreland
Protection Ordinance also establishes review standards exclusively for these
restricted uses. Definitions ofkeywords as well as enforcement procedures and
penalties for violations are also provided. (Approved by the Planning Board.)
RATIONALE: Creating the Shoreland Protection (SP) Ordinance and District
would help protect the water quality in the main branch of the Sugar River by
prohibiting hazardous waste facilities, solid waste facilities, commercial
junkyards, and salt storage yards within 250 feet of the shoreline. Where an
existing solid waste facility is located adjacent to the river, this distance
increases to 1000 feet from the shoreline at that location. If approved, this
amendment would also prohibit the expansion ofany existing solid waste facility
within 1000 feet of the shoreline of the main branch of the Sugar River and
would require state agencies and municipal entities to comply with the Shoreland
Protection (SP) Ordinance.
ARTICLE 7 To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Zoning Amendment #2 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance.
Amend the Town Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map 2 by creating a Waste
Disposal (WD) Ordinance and District. The proposed WD District consists of
the entire lot 708 ofTax Map 38 (this lot is the current site oftheNHAT Solid
Waste Project's ash landfill).
The purpose of the ordinance is to provide a safe, sanitary, and well-regulated
location for the disposal of solid waste and ash products. The ordinance
establishes standards and requirements for the development ofa landfill site that
are more stringent than existing state requirements and allows certain uses to
take place within the Waste Disposal (WD) District. Permitted uses within the
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WD District include: ash landfill, stump dump, and accessory buildings and
uses. Special exception uses within the WD District include: solid waste
landfill, transfer station, construction and demolition facility, recycling facility,
biosolids composting facility, mixed uses and accessory buildings and uses. The
following uses and substances are expressly prohibited within theWD District:
Vertical stacking or "piggybacking" of landfill cells, all types of nuclear or
radioactive waste, all types of medical waste, all types of petrochemical waste
products, all types of hazardous waste as defined by NHDES and EPA
regulations and all types of wet cell batteries.
The definition ofash has been changed to "a waste by-product resulting from the
burning of municipal solid waste at the Claremont. N.H. waste to energy
incinerator." A bird hazard study requirement includes birds originating at
nearby water courses and water bodies. In addition, the forest cover standard
in setback areas requires all setback areas to consist ofan existing forested area
except for a distance of50 feet around accessory buildings to screen the landfill
area fi^om public rights-of-way and parklands and trials and from abutting
private lots of record. The ordinance also contains numerous definitions ofkey
words and establishes minimum construction setbacks and maximum lot
coverage requirements for the WD District. Enforcement procedures and
penalties for violations are also provided. (Approved by the Planning Board.)
RATIONALE: The proper disposal of municipal solid waste and ash is of
paramount importance to the well being ofthe Town's residents and the general
public. The Waste Disposal (WD) Ordinance establishes standards to minimize
the degradation ofthe natural environment from the disposal of solid waste and
ash in landfills and to maximize the number ofpublic benefits resulting from the
proper disposal of solid waste and ash. The boundaries of the Waste Disposal
(WD) District coincide with those of the ash landfill site of the NHA^T Solid
Waste Project. If approved, this amendment would ensure the long term
protection of the Town's residents and the general public by controlling the
disposal of solid waste and ash within Newport.
ARTICLE 8 To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to convey any real
estate acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's deed; such conveyance shall be
by deed following public auction or the property may be sold by advertised
sealed bids or may be otherwise disposed ofasjustice may require as determined
by the Board of Selectmen pursuant to RSA 80:80.
ARTICLE 9 To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to dispose of its
surplus equipment and/or vehicles no longer needed.
ARTICLE 10 To see if the Town shall vote to accept the donation of a restored antique
"McClintock Street Clock" fi-om George Smith and Roy Malool and to place
said clock on the little common.
ARTICLE 11 To see ifthe Town will reaffirm the 1 997 Town Meeting vote to withdraw from
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the Sullivan County Refuse Disposal District ("District") on June 1 , 2007. This
being the day the current contract with Wheelabrator ends. This article will be
brought forward for reaffirmation each year until withdrawal.
ARTICLE 12 To see how the Town will vote on the following question:
"Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 40: 13 to allow official ballot voting on
all issues before the Town of Newport." (By Petition)
ARTICLE 13 To see ifthe Town will vote to ratify the cost items ofthe police union contract
for the period July 1, 1999 to June 30, 2001.
ARTICLE 14 To see if the Town will vote to ratify the cost items of the public works union
contract for the period July 1, 1999 to June 30, 2001.
ARTICLE 15 To see if the Town will vote to approve and adopt the proposed budget, raise
and appropriate the sums contained in the report and listed in the budget and
take any action thereon. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget
Advisory Committee.)
^
ARTICLE 16 To see ifthe Towti will raise and appropriate the sum ofTwenty-Five Thousand
($25,000) Dollars for the purpose ofpolice department computer hardware and
software upgrades for compliance with the Year 2000. (Recommended by the
Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 17 To see ifthe Town will raise and appropriate the sum ofOne Hundred Fourteen









and to further authorize the withdrawal of Forty-Two Thousand ($42,000)
Dollars from the Highway Capital Reserve Fund. (Recommended by the
Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 18 To see ifthe Town will raise and appropriate the sum ofTwenty-Two Thousand
Two Hundred Eighty-Three ($22,283) Dollars for fire station heating system
repair/modification. (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget
Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 19 To see ifthe Town will raise and appropriate the sum ofTwenty-Five Thousand
($25,000) Dollars for building modifications at the public works garage, said
sum to consist ofNine Thousand Three Hundred Seventy-Five ($9,376) Dollars
from the General Fund and Seven Thousand Eight Hundred Twelve ($7,812)
Dollars each from the Water and Sewer Funds. (Recommended by the Board
of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.)
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ARTICLE 20 To see ifthe Town will raise and appropriate the sum ofTwenty-Five Thousand
($25,000) Dollars for the second phase ofthe Main Street Project. This is a non-
lapsing article per RSA 32:3 VI and will not lapse until the completion of the
project or five years, whichever is sooner. (Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen or the Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 21 To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Forty
Thousand ($140,000) Dollars for the rehabilitation of Blueberry Ridge Road.
This is a non-lapsing article per RSA 32:3 VI and will not lapse until the
completion ofthe project or five years, whichever is sooner. (Recommended
by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 22 To see ifthe Town will raise and appropriate the sum of Eighty-Five Thousand
fhree Hundred Eight ($85,000) Dollars for engineering and construction
services ofthe Pollards Mill Road bridge. This is a non-lapsing article per RSA
32:3 VI and will not lapse until the completion of the project or five years,
whichever is sooner.(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget
Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 23 To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of Nine Thousand
($9,000) Dollars fi^om the Water Fund for sand replacement at the water
treatment plant. (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget
Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 24 To see ifthe Town will raise and appropriate the sum of Eight Thousand Nine
Hundred ($8,900) Dollars for the purpose of funding the disposal ofhazardous
waste to be collected at a Nev^port Conservation Commission sponsored
Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day. (By Petition)(Recommended by
the Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 25 To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand
($4,000) Dollars for the Community Youth Advocates program. These fiands
will be utilized in a variety of ways for Newport youth involved in any of the
support programs offered by this agency, including court diversion, community
service, crises care, resource centers, recreation, education, and training.
(By Petition)(Recommended by the Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 26 To hear and/or accept reports ofor appoint any committees, auditors or agents
necessary to transact the business of the Town and to transact any other
business which may legally come before said meeting.
Gary E. Nichols, Chairman
Bert W. Spaulding, Sr., Vice Chair
Arnold Greenleaf, Sr., Selectman
Bennie Nelson, Selectman
Robert M. Snow, Selectman
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Land Use Change Taxes 1,000 1,000 1,000
Yield Taxes 25,000 25.000 25,000
Pa>Tnent in Lieu of Taxes 37,000 37,000 37,000
Excavation Activity Tax 20,400 20,400
Penalties & hiterest 170,000 170,000 170,000
Total Taxes 233,000 253,400 253,400
Licenses and Permits:
Motor Vehicle Permits 600,000 638,600 638,600
Building Permits 8,000 7,000 7,000
Other Licenses and Permits 13,300 14,300 14,300
Total Licenses and Permits 621,300 659,900 659,900
Intergovermnental Revenues 499,512 618,535 618,535
Charges for Service:
Income from Departments 253,000 303,497 303,497
Garbage/Refuse 50,000 40,000 40,000
Water Department 1,465,156 459,541 459,541
Sewer Department 675,544 614,325 614,325
Airport 31,800 17,040 17,040
Library 36,950 36,950
Total Charges for Service 2,475,500 1,471,353 1,471,353
Miscellaneous:
Sale of Property 1,000 24,000 24,000
Interest on Investments 60,000 60,000 60,000
Rent of Property 29,000 35,000 35,000
Transfer from Trust Funds 20,000 20,000 20,000
Other Miscellaneous 110,797 84,400 84,400
Miscellaneous - Capital Projects Fund 75,000
Total Miscellaneous 295,797 223,400 223,400
Other Financing Sources:
Transfer from Capital Reserve - General 17,000 42,000 42,000
Use of Fund Balance - General Fund 445,530 225,000 225,000
Use of Fund Balance - Airport Fund 10,682
Use of Fund Balance - Capital Projects Fund 14,000
Total Other Financing Sources 487,212 267,000 267,000
TOTAL REVEhTUES $4,612,321 $3,493,588 $3,493,588
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Executive $105,032 $100,627 $100,627
Election/Registration 48,871 48,871 48,871
Financial Administration 195,599 190,479 190,479
Legal 20,000 25,000 25,000
Personnel Administration 528,814 549,021 549,021
Town Office of Planning and Zoning 78,478 94,413 94,413
General Govenunent Buildings 162,906 174,980 174,980
Cemeteries 83,703 89,668 89,668
Insurance 5,000 4,000 4,000
Advertising & Regional Associations 3,402 4,271 4,271
Other General Government 29,500 94,500 94,500
Total General Government 1,261,305 1,375,830 1,375,830
Public Safety:
Police 600,108 609,153 609,153
Emergeny Communications 160,930 158,954 158,954
Prosecution 49,000 53,979 53,979
Ambulance Department 149,991 172,459 172,459
Fire Department 294,328 291,188 291,188
Building Inspection 8,575 8,975 8,975
Emergency Management 1,872 2,296 2,296
Total Public Safety 1,264,804 1,297,004 1.297,004
Highways and Streets:
Public Works Garage 158,804 161,239 161,239
Highways and Streets 464,501 437,935 437,935
Bridges 3,900 3,900 3,900
Street Lighting 64,400 63,000 63,000
Airport 22,482 17,040 17,040
Total Highways and Streets 714,087 683,114 683,114
Sanitation:
Solid Waste Collection 50,000 40,000 40,000
Sewer Department 406,073 402,352 402,352
Total Sanitation 456,073 442,352 442,352
Water Department 380,427 369,912 369,912
Health:
Health Administration 5,530 5,530 5,530
Health Agency 22,358 21,700 21,700
Total Health 27,888 27,230 27,230
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Welfare Administration 15,500 15,500 15,500
Welfare Direct Assistance 65,000 50,000 50,000
Total Welfare 80,500 65,500 65,500
Culture and Recreation:
Recreation 133,682 144,111 144,111
Library 154,035 198,010 198,010
Patriotic Purposes 2,500 2,500 2,500
Total Patriotic Purposes 290.217 344,621 344,621
Conservation Administration 3,000 3,000 3,000
Debt Service:
Pricipal LTD 165,400 165,400 165,400
Interest LTD 42,969 32,214 32,214
Tax Anticipation Interest 100 100 100
Water Fund Debt 80,491 78,500 78.500
Sewer Fund Debt 218,036 209,844 209,844
Debt Service 506,996 486,058 486,058
Capital Outlay:
General Fund Articles 257,269 445,494 445,494
Water Fund Articles 1,004,238 11,129 11,129
Sewer Fimd Articles 51,435 2,129 2,129
Airport Fund Articles 20,000
Capital Projects Fund Articles 89,000
Capital Outlay 1,421,942 458,752 458,752
Petition Articles 30,000 12,900
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $6,437,239 $5,553,373 $5,566,273
Add:
War Service Credits 48,200 48,400 48,400
Overlay 251,009 150,000 150,000
Less:
Estimated Revenues 4,612,321 3,493,588 3,493,588
Estimated Property Taxes







One of Newport's oldest artifacts
1815 Hunneman Pumper, the Dexter
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Finance Director










Robert J. Mills, Maintenance
Sylvia Kowalczyk, Custodian
The Finance Department has had a year of stabilhy in which we were able to work on two
major projects while maintaining a high level of performance in our daily operations. We
were also able to review some of our operating procedures and make improvements
whenever possible.
The first project was working in conjunction with the Tax and Assessing Departments on
the completion and implementation of the revaluation. With the work between the
departments, the revaluation process was successful and the transition to the new values
was virtually seamless.
The second project was the review ofour computer systems and other equipment for Year
2000 (Y2k) compliance. The scope of this project became larger when I was appointed
Y2k coordinator for the Town. The working plan for the Y2k assessment and preparation
is two fold. The first is to assess, correct, or plan contingencies for any problems the
Town may face with the January 1, 2000 date change and its effect on computer systems
and other equipment with potential embedded chip problems. The Town's computer
systems have been reviewed and those which are not Y2k compliant have been scheduled
for upgrade/replacement. The Police Department will need approval of a special article
at Town Meeting for their upgrade. The second phase is assessing how Newport as a
community (local and state government, business, and citizens) will be effected by the date
change and plan accordingly, through corrective action or contingency planning.
Accordingly, the primary goal for the upcoming year is preparation for and transition to
the Year 2000. We will also be continuing the development of a Standard Operating
Procedures manual.









Property Taxes $2,108,303 $2,363,651 $255,348 12.11%
Land Use Change Taxes 1,000 9.760 8,760 876.00%
Yield Taxes 15,000 39,816 24,816 165.44%
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 37,000 37,452 452 1.22%
Penalties & Interest 170,000 169,257 (743) -0.44%
Total Taxes 2,331,303 2,619,936 288,633 12.38%
Licenses and Permits:
Motor Vehicle Permits 520,000 641,439 121,439 23.35%
Building Permits 6,000 7,631 1,631 27.18%
Other Licenses and Permits 12,100 17,983 5,883 48.62%
Total Licenses and Permits 538,100 667,053 128,953 23.96%
Intergovernmental Revenues 642,260 564,231 (78,029) -12.15%
Charges for Service:
Income from Departments 224,000 311,408 87,408 39.02%
Garbage/Reflise 50,000 35,160 (14,840) -29.68%
Water Department 808,016 565,751 (242,265) -29.98%
Sewer Department 608,540 717,799 109,259 17.95%
Airport 21,950 20,848 (1,102) -5.02%
Total Charges for Service 1,712,506 1,650,966 (61,540) -3.59%
Miscellaneous:
Sale of Property 1,000 20,599 19,599 1959.90%
Interest on Investments 50,000 61,859 11,859 23.72%
Rent of Property 29,000 36,925 7,925 27.33%
Insurance Reimbursements 55,000 39.819 (15,181) N/A
Transfer from Trust Funds 20,000 21.061 1,061 5.31%
Other Miscellaneous 23,000 38,276 15,276 66.42%
Miscellaneous - Capital Projects Fund 75,000 77,473 2.473 3.30%
Total Miscellaneous 253,000 296,012 43,012 17.00%
Other Financing Sources:
Transfer from Capital Reserve - General 144,700 144,629 (71) -0.05%
Total Other Financing Sources 144,700 144,629 (71) -0.05%
TOTAL REVENUES $5,621,869 $5,942,827 $320,958 5.71%
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Execuli\e $101,347 $99,578 $1,769 1.75%
Election/Registration 46,734 46,677 57 0.12%
Financial Administration 176,032 175.587 445 0.25%
Legal 20,000 16,927 3,073 15.37%
Personnel Administration 459,618 406,612 53,006 11.53%
Town Office of Planning and Zoning 69,268 69,982 (714) -1.03%
General Government Buildings 157,637 168,052 (10,415) -6.61%
Cemeteries 79,590 79,489 101 0.13%
Insurance 10,000 2,500 7,500 75.00%
Advertising & Regional Associations 3,517 4,478 (961) -27.32%
Other General Government 22,500 27,240 (4,740) -21.07%
Total General Government 1,146,243 L097,122 49,121 4.29%
Public Safety:
Police 567,450 576,034 (8,584) -1.51%
Emergency Communications 146,332 145,947 385 0.26%
Ambulance 142,930 135,654 7,276 5.09%
Fire 284,306 271,760 12,546 4.41%
Building Inspection 9,133 9,642 (509) -5.57%
Emergenc>- Management 1,854 1.334 520 28.05%
Total Public Safety 1,152,005 1,140,371 11,634 1.01%
Highways and Streets:
Public Works Garage 154,372 147,609 6,763 4.38%
Highways and Streets 413,601 427,469 (13,868) -3.35%
Bridges 4,000 4,121 (121) -3.03%
Street Lighting 64,447 63,859 588 0.91%
Airport 23,482 17.868 5,614 23.91%
Total Highways and Streets 659,902 660,926 (1,024) -0.16%
Sanitation:
Solid Waste Collection 50,000 36,621 13,379 26.76%
Sewer Department 369,000 362,598 6,402 1.73%
Total Sanitation 419,000 399,219 19,781 4.72%
Water Department 355,972 315,148 40,824 11.47%
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Under (Over) Budget
Budget Actual $ %
Health:
Health Administration 2,961 2,376 585 19.76%
Health Agency 20,829 20,700 129 0.62%
Total Health 23,790 23,076 714 3.00%
Welfare:
Welfare Administration 15,500 15,160 340 2.19%
Welfare Direct Assistance 55,000 46,442 8,558 15.56%
Total Welfare 70,500 61,602 8,898 12.62%
Culture and Recreation:
Recreation 129,869 125,559 4,310 3.32%
Library 144,593 144,593 0.00%
Patriotic Purposes 2,500 3,241 (741) -29.64%
Total Patriotic Purposes 276,962 273.393 3,569 1.29%
Conservation Administration 2,000 1.700 300 15.00%
Debt Service:
Pricipal LTD 320,400 320,400 0.00%)
Interest LTD 59,514 59,857 (343) -0.58%
Tax Anticipation Interest 100 100 100.00%
Water Fund Debt 82,483 82,483 0.00%
Sewer Fund Debt 226,979 226,978 1 0.00%
Debt Service 689,476 689,718 (242) -0.04%
Capital Outlay:
General Fund Articles 764,429 762,819 1,610 0.21%
Water Fund Articles 369,561 23,670 345,891 93.60%
Sewer Fund Articles 15,561 14.670 891 5.73%
Capital Projects Fund Articles 80,000 57,257 22,743 28.43%
Capital Outlay 1,229,551 858,416 371,135 30.18%
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $6,025,401 $5,520,691 $504,710 8.38%
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The following are extracts of the audit report, prepared by Plodzik & Sanderson, PA.,
of the Town of Newport for the year ended June 30, 1998. The complete audit is
available in the Town Office.
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INDEPENDENTA UDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Members of the
Board of Selectmen and Town Manager
Town of Newport
Newport, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of Newport as of
and for the year ended June 30, 1998 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose financial
statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of
Newport has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be
recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of Newport, as of June 30, 1998, and the results
of its operations and the cash fiows of its proprietary fund types and nonexpendable trust funds for the
year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements
of the Town of Newport taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements
listed as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not
a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Newport. Such information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial
statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general






Combined Balance Sheet - All Fund Types and Account Groups
June 30, 1998














Property, Plant and Equipment (Net)
Tax Deeded Property Subject to Resale
Other Current Assets
Other Debits
Amount to be Provided for
Retirement of General Long-Term Debt





























Proprietary Fiduciary Accoount Group Totals
Fund Type Fund Types General Long- (Memorandum





































LIABILITIES. EQUITY AND OTHER CREDITS
Liabilities
Accounts Payable $242,262
Accrued Payroll and Benefits 52,947
Retainage Payable 10,764
Intergovernmental Payable 707
Interfund Payable 58,093 16,372 541,574
Other Current Liabilities 1,340
Deferred Tax Revenues 3,727,935
Other Deferred Revenues 49,837 3,767 12,283
Deferred Compensation Benefits Payable \
General Obligation Debt Payable - Current
General Obligation Debt Payable
Compensated Absences Payable
Total Liabilities 4,133,121 20.139 564,621










Reserved for Special Purposes
Unreserved
Designated For Special Purposes
Undesignated













Proprietary Fiduciary Accoount Group Totals
Fund Type Fund Types General Long-
Term Debt
(Memorandum


































Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Tvpes and Expendable Tmst Funds






Licenses and Permits 667,053
Intergovernmental 868,963 $90,383 $162,191
Charges For Service 346,568 22,319
Miscellaneous 197,478 92,954 90,789
Other Financins Sources
Operating Transfers In 165,690 176,207 5,361
Proceeds of General Obligation Debt 14,000
395,863Total Re\enues and Other Financing Sources 9.802,324 258,341
Expenditures
Current
General Go\ emment 1,069,350
Public Saftev 1,129,880 36,225




Culture and Recreation 128,800 266,989
Conservation 700 1,226
Redevelopment and Housing 18,861
Debt Service 380.257 6,585
Capital Outlay 615,936 64,341 360,503
Intergovernmental 5,213,236
Other Financing Uses
Operating Transfers Out 145.593 11.836 808
Total Expenditures and Other Financing; Uses 9,449,353 406.063 361.311
Excess (Deficicncv) of Revenues and Other
FinancinR Sources Over (Under) Expenditures
and Other Financing Uses 352,971 (10,200) (102,970)
Fund Balances - Julv 1 1,179,014 139,345 327,002
Fund Balances - Julv 1 10.286 2.146 (169.646)
Fund Balances - June 30 $1,542,271 $131,291 $54,386



































Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis)
General and Special Revenue Funds


























Total Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Excess (Dericiency) of Revenues and Other
Financing Sources Over (Under) Expenditures
and Other Financing Uses
Increase in Reserved Fund Balances
Fund Balances - July 1
Fund Balances - July 1










































Special Revenue Funds (Memorandum Only)
Variance Variance
Favorable Favorable
Budget Actual (Unfavorable) Budget Actual (Unfavorable)
$7,267,940 $7,556,572 $288,632
538,100 667,053 128,953
$2,500 $5,173 $2,673 921,359 861,592 (59,767)
19,732 22,319 2,587 293,732 368,887 75,155
1,250 19,350 18,100 149,250 216,828 67,578















168,075 213,715 (45,640) 300,444 342,515 (42,071)
1,000 700 300



















Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses and
Changes in Retained Earnings/Fund Balances
All Proprietary Funds and Nonexpendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1998
Operating Revenues
Charges For Sales and Serivces
User Charges




Increase in Fair Value
Total Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses













Net Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses)
Net Income
Add Depreciation on Fixed Assets Acquired
by Grants. Entitlements and Shared Revenues
Externally Restricted for Capital Acquisition and
Construction that Reduces Contributed Capital
Retained Earnings/Fund Balances - July 1
Retianed Earnings/Fund Balances - June 30
Proprietary Fiduciary
Fund Type Fund Type Total
Enterprise Nonexpendable (Memorandum







































Combined Statement of Changes in Cash Flows
All Proprietary Funds and Nonexpendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1998
Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Cash Received From Customers and Users
Cash Payments to Employees and Suppliers




Net Cash Provided By Operating Activities
Cash Flows From Financing Activities
Principal Payments - Bonds
Capital Contributions and Advances
Acquisition and Construction of Capital Assets
Interest Paid
Reduction of Capital Assets
Net Cash Provided (Used) by Financing Activities
Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Purchase of Investment Securities
Proceeds from Sale and
Maturities of Investment Securities
Interest Income
Net Cash Provided (Used) in Investing Activities
Net Increase (Decrease) In Cash
Cash - July 1
Cash - June 30
Net Income
Adjustments to Reconcile Net Income to Net
Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities
Gain on Sales of Investments
Increase in Fair Value
Depreciation Expense
(Increase) Decrease in Receivables
Accounts
Interest
(Increase) Decrease in Tax Deeded Property
Subject to Resale
(Increase) Decrease in Due From Other Funds
(Increase) Decrease in Other Assets
Increase (Decrease) in Accounts Payable
Increase (Decrease) in Due to Other Funds
Total Adjustments













































































The notes to the fmancial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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NOTE I - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
A. Finnncini Repori'mg F.ntirv
The Town of Newport, New Hampshire, is a municipal corporation governed by an elected Board
of Selectmen and Town Manager. As required by generally accepted accounting principles, these
fmancial statements present the Town of Newport (primary government), and its component units.
Component units are organizations for which the primary government is fmancially accountable or
for which the nature and significance of their relationship with the primary government are such
that exclusion would cause the reporting entity's fmancial statements vto be misleading or
incomplete. Based on the foregoing criteria, no other organizations are included in the Town's
fmancial reporting entity.
B. Basis of Presentation - Fund Accounting
The accounts of the Town are organized on the basis of funds and account groups, each of which
is considered a separate accounting entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a
separate set of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund equity, revenues,
and expend iaires/expenses, as appropriate. The various funds are grouped by type in the fmancial
statements. The following fund types and account groups are used by the Town:
Governmental Fund Types
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the Town. All general tax
revenues and other receipts that are not allocated by law or contractual agreement to another fund
are accounted for in this fund. From the fund are paid the general operating expenditures, the fLxed
charges, and the capital improvement costs that are not paid through other funds.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for the proceeds of specific
revenue sources (other than expendable trust or major capital projects) requiring separate
accounting because of legal or regulatory provisions or administrative action.
Capital Projects Funds - Transactions related to resources obtained and used for the acquisition,
construction, or improvement of capital facilities not included in Enterprise Funds are accounted
for in Capital Projects Funds.
Proprietary Fund Types
Enterprise Funds - These funds are established to account for operations that are financed and
operated in a manner similar to private business enterprises, where the intent is that costs of
providing goods or services to Lhe general public on a continuing basis be financed or recovered
primarily through user charges.
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current year for the General, Airport Operating, Richards Free Library Funds and the Water and
Sewer Department Funds. Project-length financial plans are adopted for all Capital Project Funds.
Except as reconciled below, budgets are adopted on a basis consistent with generally accepted
accounting principles.
Management may transfer appropriations between operating categories as they deem necessary, but
expenditures may not legally exceed budgeted appropriations in total. All annual appropriations
lapse at year-end unless encumbered.
State statutes require balanced budgets, but provide for the use of beginning unreserved fund
balance to achieve that end. In the fiscal year 1997-98, $394,000 of the beginning General Fund
fund balance was applied for this purpose.
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts, and continuing appropriations
(certain projects and specific items not fully expended at year end) are recognized, is employed in
the governmental funds. Encumbrances are not the equivalent of expendinires and are therefore
reported as part of the fund balance at June 30 and are carried forward to supplement appropriations
of the subsequent year.
Amounts recorded as budgetary expenditures in the Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures
and Changes in Fund Balance - Budget and AcDial - General and Special Revenue Funds
(Exhibit C) are presented on the basis budgeted by the Town. The amounts differ from those
reported in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles in the Combined Statement
of Revenues, Expendimres and Changes in Fund Balances for All Governmental and Expendable
Trust Funds (Exhibit B) as follows:
Expendimres and Other Financing Uses
Per Exhibit C (Budgetary Basis)
Adjustments
Basis Difference
Encumbrances - June 30, 1997
Encumbrances - June 30, 1998




Guild Target Area Project
Ambulance Donations



















S 9.449.353 S 406.063
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E. Assets. Liabilities and Fund Equity
Cash and Equivalents
The Town Treasurer is required by State stamte to have custody of all monies belonging to the
Town and shall pay out the same only upon orders of the Town Manager, The Town Treasurer
shall deposit all such monies in solvent banks in the state or in participation units in the public
deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22. Funds may be deposited in banks
outside the state if such banks pledge and deliver to the state treasurer as collateral security for such
deposits in value at least equal to the amount of the deposit in each case.
State stanjtes authorize the Treasurer, with the approval of the selectmen, to invest excess funds in
obligations of the United States government, in the public deposit investment pool established
pursuant to RSA 383:22, in savings bank deposits of banks incorporated under the laws of the State
of New Hampshire or in certificates of deposits and repurchase agreements of banks incorporated
under die laws of the State of New Hampshire or in banks recognized by the State Treasurer. Any
person who directly or indirectly receives any such funds or monies for deposit or for investment
in securities of any kind shall, prior to acceptance of such funds, make available at the time of such
deposit or investment an option to have such funds secured by collateral having a value at least
equal to the amount of such funds. Such collateral shall be segregated for the exclusive benefit of
the town. Only securities defmed by the bank commissioner as provided by rules adopted pursuant
to RSA 386:57 shall be eligible to be pledged as collateral.
For financial reporting purposes, cash and equivalents include amounts in demand deposits and
money market ftinds, as well as certificates of deposit and short-term investments with original
manirities of 90 days or less.
The Town is authorized by State statute to invest Trust Funds, including Capital Reserve Funds,
in obligations of political subdivisions and stocks and bonds that are legal for investment by New
Hampshire savings banks except muaial funds unless the mutual funds are registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, qualified for sale in the State of New Hampshire in
accordance with the New Hampshire uniform securities act of the New Hampshire Secretary of
State's office, and have in their prospecuis a stated investment policy which is consistent with the
investment policy adopted by the Trustees of Trust Funds in accordance with RSA 35:9. The
Trustees may also invest trust funds in New Hampshire credit unions and in the public deposit
investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22. Capital Reserve Funds must be kept in
separate accounts and not intermingled with other funds.
The Town does participate in the New Hampshire Public Deposit Invesunent Pool. Based on GASB
Statement No. 3, investments with the Pool are considered to be unclassified. At this time, the
Pool's investments are limited to short-term U.S. Treasury and U.S. Government Agency
obligations, State of New Hampshire municipal obligations, cenificates of deposit from Al/PI-rated
banks, money market muaial funds (maximum of20% of portfolio), overnight to 30-day repurchase
agreements and reverse overnight repurchase agreements with primary dealers or dealer banks.
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Under the terms of GASB Statement #31, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain
Investments andfor External Investment Pools, the Pool is considered to be a 2a7-like pool which
means that it has a policy that it will, and does operate in a manner consistent with the SEC's
Rule 2a7 of the Investment Company Act of 1940. This rule allows SEC-registered mutual funds
to use amortized cost rather than market value to report net assets to compute share prices if certain
conditions are met. Therefore, the Town reports its investment in the Pool at amortized cost which
would equal the Pool's share price.
The Trustees of Trust Funds file annual reports with the New Hampshire Attorney General.
During the fiscal year, the entity realized a net gain/loss of $31,806 from the sale of investments.
The calculation of realized gains/losses is independent of the calculation of the net increase/decrease
in the fair value of investments. Realized gains and losses on investments that had been held in
more than one fiscal year and sold in the current year may have been recognized as an increase or
decrease in the fair value of investments reported in the prior year. The net increase/decrease in
the fair value of investments during fiscal year 1998 was $43,733. This amount takes into account
all changes in fair value (including purchases and sales) that occurred during the year.
Investments are stated at fair value as of the balance sheet date. The fair value is based on the
quoted market price for all investments. The money market investments with a remaining maturity
at time of purchase less than one year are reported at amortized cost. These include commercial
paper, banker's acceptance, and U.S. Treasury and agency obligations.
Receivables
Revenues for the most part are recorded when received, except for the following items for which
receivables have been recorded:
a. Tax revenue is recorded when a warrant for collection is committed to the Tax Collector.
However, a reserve has been recorded in the amount of $37,735 representing future potential
abatements of the cuaent and prior years' tax levies.
As prescribed by law, the Tax Collector places a lien on properties for all uncollected property
taxes in the following year after taxes are due. The lien on these properties has priority over
other liens and accrues interest at 18% per annum.
If property is not redeemed within the 2-year redemption period, the property is tax-deeded to
the Town.
b. Interest on investments is recorded as revenue in the year earned.
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c. Certain grants received from other governments require that eligible expenditures be made in
order to earn the grant. Revenue for these grants is recorded for the period in which eligible
expenditures are made.
d. Various service charges (ambulance, water and sewer) are recorded as revenue for the period
when service was provided. The receivables for such services are shown on the balance sheet
net of an allowance for estimated uncollectibles.
Interfiind Receivables and Payables
During the course of normal operations, the Town has transactions between funds, including
expendimres and transfers of resources to provide services and fund capital outlay. The
accompanying governmental, proprietary, and fiduciary fund fmancial statements reflect such
transactions as transfers. To the extent that certain transactions have not been paid or received as
of June 30, balances of interfund amounts receivable or payable have been recorded.
Inventories
Inventories are valued at cost using the first-in, first-out method. The consumption method is used
to account for inventories. Under the consumption method, inventories are recorded as
expendimres when consumed rather than when purchased. Reported inventories in the
governmental funds are equally offset by a fund balance reser\'e which indicates that the assets are
not available for appropriation even though they are a component of reported assets.
Prepaid hems
Certain payments to vendors reflect costs applicable to future accounting periods and are recorded
as prepaid items.
Property. Plant and Equipment
Property, plant, and equipment acquired for proprietary funds is capitalized in the respective funds
to which it applies.
Property, plant, and equipment is stated at cost. Where cost could not be determined from the
available records, estimated historical cost was used to record the estimated value of the assets.
Assets acquired by gift or bequest are recorded at their fair market value at the date of transfer.
Depreciation of exhaustible fixed assets used by proprietary funds is charged as an expense against
operations, and accumulated depreciation is reported on the proprietary funds balance sheets.
Depreciation has been provided over the estimated useful lives using the straight-line method of
depreciation.
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Vehicles and Other Improvements 40
Deferred Revenue
The government reports deferred revenue on its combined balance sheet. Deferred revenue arises
when a potential revenue does not meet both the "measurable" and "available" criteria for
recognition in the current period. Deferred revenue also arises vvhen resources are received by the
government before it has a legal claim to them, as when grant monies are received prior to the
incurrence of qualifying expendinjres. In subsequent periods, when both revenue recognition
criteria are m^et, or when the government has a legal claim to the resources, the liability for deferred
revenue is removed from the combined balance sheet and revenue is recognized.
Long-Term Liabilities
General Obligation Debt - General obligation bonds, notes, capital leases, and other forms of long-
term debt supported by general revenues are obligatioPiS of the Town as a whole. Accordingly,
such unmatured obligations of the Town are accounted for in the General Long-Term Debt Accour.:
Group.
Compensated Absences - Employees m.ay accumulate a ILmited amount of earned but unused vested
benefits, which will be paid to employees upon separation from the Town's service. In
Governmental Fund Types and Fiduciary Fund Types, the cost of vested benefits paid or expected
to be liquidated with expendable available financial resources are reported as an expencir-re and
fund liability of the fund. Amounts of vested or accumulated leave benefits that are not expected
to be liquidated with expendable available financial resources are reponed in Lhe general long-term
debt account group. No expenditure is reported for these am.ounts.
Fund Equiry
The portion of fund balance which has been legally segregated for a specillc furare use. or which
indicates that a portion is not appropriable for expend irures, is shown as reserved. The following
reserves were used by the Town during the year:
Reserved for Endowments - represents the principal balance of Nonexpendable Tr-s: Funds which
must be held for investm.ent purposes only.
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Reserved for Encumbrances - is used to account for open purchase orders, contracts and other
commitments at year end for which goods and services have not been received.
Reserved for Inventory - represents inventory which, under the consumption method, does not
represent expendable available resources, even though it is a component of net current assets.
Reserved for Tax Deeded Property - represents propenies for which the Town has acquired deeds
through the tax lien process, and expects to sell during the subsequent year.
Reserved for Special Purposes - is used to account for the unencumbered balance of restricted
funds. These include the uncommitted balances of bond proceeds, grant revenues, the Town's
Expendable Trust Funds, and the income portion of the Town's Nonexpendable Trust Funds.
F. Total Columns (Memorandum Only') on Combined Statements
Amounts in the "Total (Memorandum Only)" columns in the combined financial statement line
items of the fund types and account groups are presented for analytical purposes only. The
summation includes fund types and account groups that use different bases of accounting, includes
interfund transactions that have not been eliminated and the caption "amounts to be provided,"
which is not an asset in the usual sense. Consequently, amounts shown in the "Total (Memorandum
Only)" columns are not comparable to a consolidation and do not represent the total resources
available or total revenues and expenditures/expenses of the Town.
NOTE 2 - STEWARDSHIP, COMPLIANCE, AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Excess of Expenditures Over Appropriations
The following governmental funds had an excess of expenditures over appropriations for the year ended ^
June 30, 1998:
Special Revenue Funds
Airport Operating S 2,172
Richards Free Library 50.053
Total S 52.225
Overexpendinjres occurred primarily due to the receipt and expenditure of unanticipated funds.
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NOTE 3 - ASSETS
A. Cash and Equivalents
At year end, the Town's cash deposits categorized according to risk assumed were as follows:
Category 1 Includes deposits that are insured (Federal Depository Insurance).
Category 2 Includes deposits that are uninsured, but are collateralized by securities held by the
pledging financial institution, its trust department or agent in the Town's name.

















Investments made by the Town are summarized below. The investments that are represented by
specific identifiable investment securities are classified as to credit risk into three categories as
follows:
Category I Includes investments that are insured or registered, for which the securities are held
by the Town or its agent in the Town's name.
Category 2 Includes uninsured and unregistered investments, for which the securities are held
by the Town, broker, counter party's trust department or agent in the Town's name.
Category 3 Includes uninsured and unregistered investments, for which the securities are held
by the broker, counter party, counter party's trust department, or agent, but not in
the Town's name.
Most of the Town's investments are under the management of Charter Trust Company who is the
Town's agent for these funds. These investments are designated as Category 3 because they are
held by an agent of the bank but not in the Town's name.
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1 2 3 Value
















The property tax year is from April 1 to March 31 and all property taxes are assessed on the
inventory ta.ken in April of that year. The net assessed valuation as of April 1 , 1997, upon which
the 1997 propeny tax levy was based was $252,129,719.
The Town subscribes to the semi-annual method of tax collection as provided for by RSA 76:15-a.
Under this method, tax bills are sent on or around June 1 and November 1 of each year, with
interest accruing at a rate of 12% on bills outstanding for more than 30 days.
The June 1 billing is considered an estimate only and is one half of the previous year's tax billing.
The remaining balance of taxes due is billed in the fall after the State Department of Revenue
Administration has calculated and approved the Town's tax rate for the fiscal year.
In connection with the setting of the tax rate. Town Officials, with the approval of the New
Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration, establish and raise through taxation an amount
for abatements and refunds of property taxes, known as overlay. This amount is reported as a
reduction in tax revenue and is adjusted by management for any tax reserves at year end. The
property taxes collected by the Town include taxes levied for the Newport School District and
Sullivan County District, which are remitted to these governmental units as required by law. The
ultimate responsibility for the collection of taxes rests with the Town.









TOWN OF NEWPORT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30. 1998
As prescribed by law, within 18 months of the date assessed, the Tax Collector places a lien on
properties for all uncollected propeny taxes. The lien on these properties has priority over other
liens and accrues interest at 18% per annum. If property is not redeemed within the 2-year
redemption period, the property is tax-deeded to the Town.
During the current fiscal year, the Tax Collector on September 24, 1997 and March 25, 1993
placed a lien for all applicable taxes and rents.
Taxes receivable at June 30, 1998, are as follows:
Properrv' Taxes
Levy of 1998 $1,168,737
Unredeemed Taxes funder tax lien')
Levy of 1997 339,592
Levy of 1996 195,917
Levy of 1995 5.697
Voluntary Liens 15,691
Yield Taxes 16,427
Less: Reserve for estimated uncollectible taxes G7.735)
Total Taxes Receivable S 1.70^.326
D. Other Receivables
Receivables as of June 30, 1998, are as follows:
Trust
Special Capital and
General Revenue Projects Enterprise Agencv Total
Receivables
Interest i S $ S S 3.767 S 3,767
Accounts 84,513 42,182 17,125 364.675 508,4^5
Intergovernmental 84.215 8,562 195,280 1,057.493 1,345.55
Due from Invest-
ment Services 188,809 188,809
Allowance for Uncol-
lectible Amounts (53.695) (53.695)
Net Total Receivables $115.033 $50.744 $212.405 SI. 422. 168 $192.576 $1.992.92_6
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JUNE 30, 1998
E. Interfiind Receivables/Pavables
Individual fund interfund receivable and payable balances at June 30, 1998 are as follows:
Fund
General Fund







































The following is a summary of the property, plant and equipment of the Water and Sewer

































TOWN OF NEWPORT. NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 1998
NOTE 4 - LIABILITIES
A. Deferred Reyenue
Deferred revenue at June 30, 1998, consists of property taxes and other revenue collected or levied








Special Revenue Fund - Town Wide Program
Deferred revenue of $3,767 at June 30, 1998 consists of grant money for which qualifying
expenditures have not been made.
Capital Projects Fund - Pleasant Street Housing Rehabilitation
Deferred revenue of $12,283 at June 30, 1998 consists of grant money for which qualifying
expendiaires have not been made.
B. Long-Term Debt
The following is a summary of the Town's general long-term debt transactions for 'he fiscal year
ended June 30, 1998:
General Long-Term Debt
Account Group
Balance, Beginning of Year
Retired
Net increase in compensated
absences payable
Balance, End of Year
Richards Free Library
Balance, Beginning of Year
Bonds/Notes Issued
Bonds/Notes Retired






















8.230 S -0- 8.230
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Balance, Beginning of Year
Retired
Balance, End of Year
Sewer Fund
Balance, Beginning of Year
Retired






















































Water Treatment Plant Bonds
Sewer Department
Sewer Treatment Facilities Bonds $2,522,000 1988









Total General Long-Term Debt
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30. 1998
Annual Requirements To Amortize Governmental Fund Debt
The annual requirements to amortize all general obligation debt outstanding as of June 30, 1998,
including interest payments, are as follows:
















$ 2,857 S 590 S 3,447
3,109 338 3,447
2.264 74 2.338
S 8.230 $ 1 .002 S 9.232
Totals $ 768.600 S 148.604 S 917.204
Annual Requirements to Amortize Richards Free Library Debt






Annual Requirements To Amortize Enterprise Fund Debt

















$2,155,172 S 1.055.131 53.210,303
TOWN OF NEWPORT. NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30. 1998
All debt is general obligation debt of the Town, which is backed by its full faith and credit.
Enterprise Fund debt will be fUnded through user fees. All other debt will be repaid from general
governmental revenues.
NOTE 5 - OTHER INFORMATION
A. Defined Benefit Pension Plan
Plan Descripiion and Provisions
The Town of Newport participates in the New Hampshire Retirement System (System) which is the
administrator of a cost-sharing multiple-employer contributory pension plan and trust established
in 1967 by RSA 100-A:2 and is qualified as a tax-exempt organization under Sections 401 (a) and
501 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code. The plan is a contributory, defined benefit plan providing
service, disability, death and vested retirement benefits to members and their beneficiaries.
Provisions for benefits and contributions are established and can be amended by the New
Hampshire State Legislature. The System issues a publicly available financial report that may be
obtained by writing the New Hampshire Retirement System, 4 Chenell Drive, Concord, NH
03301.
Description of Funding Policy
The System is financed by contributions from both the employees and the Town. Member
contribution rates are established and may be amended by the State legislaOire while employer
contribution rates are set by the System trustees based on an actuarial valuation. All employees
except police officers and firefighters are required to contribute 5% of earnable compensation.
Police officers and firefighters are required to contribute 9.3% of gross earnings. For the year
ended June 30, 1998, the Town contributed 3.812% for police officers, 5.822% for firefighters and
4.282% for other employees. The contribution requirements for the Town of Nev^port for the years
1996, 1997, and 1998 were 556,129, 553,656 and 575.069, respectively, which were paid in full
in each year.
The State of New Hampshire funds 35% of employer costs for firefighters and police officers
employed by the Town. The Stnte does not participate in fundmg the employer cost of other Town
employees. GASB Statement 24, "Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain Grants and
Other Financial Assistance" requires this amount to be reponed as a revenue and expenditure in
the Town's financial statements. This amount 512,544 has been included on Exhibit B - Combined
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances for All Governmental and
Expendable Trust Funds and is reconciled to the budgetar)' expenditures in Note ID.
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B. Deferred Compensation Plan
The Town offers its employees a deferred compensation plan created in accordance with Internal
Revenue Code Section 457. The plan permits the employees to defer a portion of their salary until
fiiture years. The deferred compensation is not available to employees until termination,
retirement, death, or unforeseeable emergency. The plan assets and a corresponding liability to
employees for deferred compensation is recorded in an agency fund. Plan assets are reported at
fair market value. The plan is administered by an independent company, and the Town remits all
compensation deferred to this administrator for investment as requested by the participant
employees.
C. Postemployment Healthcare Benefits
The Town does not provide postemployment healthcare benefits except those mandated by the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA). The requirements established by
COBRA are fully funded by employees who elect coverage under the Act, and no direct costs are
incurred by the Town.




Balance- July 1, 1997 5 3,147,978
Capital Contributed - 142,833
Depreciation Applied to
Contributed Capital (108.512 )
Balance - June 30, 1993 S3.1S2.304
Water Department
Balance- July 1, 1997 $ 581,736
Capital Contributed 136,622
Depreciation Applied to
Contributed Capital (21.997 )
Balance - June 30, 1998 S 696.361
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NOTE 7 - SEGMENT INFORMATION FOR PROPRIETARY FUNDS
Enteq^rise Funds
The Town maintains two Enterprise Funds which provide water and sewer services,







Depreciation Reducing Capital Contributions
Property, Plant, and Equipment Additions
Net Working Capital
Total Assets
Bonds and Other Long-Term Liabilities















NOTE 8 - SUMMARY DISCLOSURE OF SIGNIFICANT CONTINGENCIES
A. Litigation
There are various claims and suits pending against the Town'which arise in the normal course of
the Town's activities. In the opinion of management, the ultimate disposition of these various
claims and suits will not have a material effect on the fmancial position of the Town.
B. Grants
Amounts received or receivable from grantor agencies are subject to audit and adjustment by
grantor agencies, principally the Federal government. Any disallowed claims, including amounts
already collected, may constioite a liability of the applicable funds. The amount of expenditures
which may be disallowed by the grantor cannot be determined at this time although the Town
expects such amounts, if any, to be immaterial.
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NOTE 9 - RESTATEMENT OF FUND BALANCES
In compliance with GASB Statement #31, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain Investments
andfor External Investment Pools, investments are reported at fair value. In the past year, prior to the
effective date for the statement, investments were reported at cost. The beginning fiind balance has
therefore been restated as follows to reflect this difference in reporting:
Nonexpendable Trust Funds
6/30/97 Fund balance, as previously reported $ 664,004
Increase due to change in fair value 134.385
6/30/97 Fund balance, as restated S 798.389
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Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants &. Audiiors
193 Nonh Nfnin Srreer « Cnncord « New Hampshire » 03301-50^? » ffl?-225-69Q6 . FAy-224-13'^0
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDITIONS AND OTHER MATTERS
To the Members of the
Board of Selectmen and Town Manager
Town of Newport
Newport, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the Town of Newport for the year ended June 30, 1998, we
considered the Town's internal control stmcmre in order to determine the scope of our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the fmancial statements. Our review of these
systems was not intended to provide assurance on the internal control structure and should not be relied
on for that purpose.
Under the standards established by the American Instinjte of Certified Public Accountants, reportable
conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or
operation of the internal control strucoire that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town's
ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial data consistent with the assertions of
management in the financial statem.ents. A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a
relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities, in amounts that would be material in relation
to the financial statements being audited, may occur and not be detected within a timely period by
employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. Our consideration of the
internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all maners m the internal control strucoire that
might constinjte reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable
conditions that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.
We are pleased to report that, during the course of our review of internal controls, no material
weaknesses in the Town's accounting systems and records were identified.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management and others within the
administration. This restriction is not intended to limit distribution of this report, which is a matter of
public record.
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POLICE FACILITY CAPITAL PROJECT FUND
Beginning Balance - July 1, 1997
Interest
Disbursements










Cash on Hand - June 30, 1998
Checking
Certificate of Deposit









CORBIN ROAD TREE FUND:
Beginning Balance - July 1, 1997
Interest





GREEN ROAD CDBG TARGET AREA FUNDS:
Beginning Balance - July 1, 1997
Interest
Disbursements
Cash on Hand - June 30, 1998
PLEASANT STREET CDBG TARGET AREA FUNDS:






Cash on Hand - June 30, 1998
Checking - Rehabilitation
Savings - Construction
Savings - Construction Escrow
Cash on Hand - June 30, 1998
TOWN WIDE CDBG TARGET AREA FUNDS:





























1998 TOWN WIDE CDBG TARGET AREA FUNDS:
Receipts






















































Cash on Hand - June 30, 1998
ACCESS FEES




































Cash on Hand - June 30, 1998
ACCESS FEES























Beginning Balance - July 1, 1997
Receipts:
Charges for Service
State ofNH - Aeronautics
Interest
Disbursements
Ending Balance - June 30, 1998
Checking
Certificate of Deposit

















Senior Deputy Tax Collector Deputy Tax Collector
Elaine Van Dusen, CDTC Kaara K. Gonyo, CDTC
Dear Newport Taxpayers,
The tax department staffwould like to address the following with you:
Revaluation Results: We were very happy to s6q lower property assessments as a result
ofthe recent town wide revaluation process. The lower tax assessments resulted in lower
tax bills and happier taxpayers.
Collections: This year was the best year for collections we have ever seen. We attribute
lower bills and more escrowing as the two main factors. Ifyou do not escrow your taxes
and you find it difficult to pay on due dates, please consider contacting your lending
institution and discussing the benefits of setting up an escrow account.
Claremont Law Suit: As you know, legislative proposals are still being worked on.
Hopefully, legislators will meet the deadline for a resolution. We all hope that the
resolution will be a relief for all taxpayers.
Annual County Meeting: Newport and Charlestown serve as the co-coordinators for
the Sullivan County Tax Collectors. The annual meeting was hosted by Newport in the
Board of Selectmen's room on September 25, 1998. Our agenda was, welcoming the
new tax collectors, discussing new laws, and honoring the Goshen's retiring tax
collector. The meeting was well attended and enjoyed by all.
Partial Payments: As a reminder to all, ifyou find it easier to pay taxes a little at a time
we are always willing to receive your taxes in any amount at any time. You may divide
your amount due and make weekly or monthly payments either in person or by mail. If
you choose to mail amounts to us please enclose a self addressed stamped envelope so
we may mail receipts to you for updating your payment history.
Upcoming year: As always, the staffthanks you for your continued cooperation and we
look forward to serving you in the coming year. As we mail the tax bills and other
statements, through out the year, please contact us with any questions or concerns you




REPORT OF UNCOLLECTED TAXES
1998 1997 Prior
Uncollected Taxes - July 1, 1997:
Property Taxes
Yield Taxes
Elderly & Disability Liens
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Elderly & Disability Liens
Prepaid Property Taxes
Overpayments























Uncollected Taxes - June 30, 1998:
Property Taxes
Yield Taxes























REPORT OF UNREDEEMED TAXES
1997 1996 Prior
Unredeemed Taxes - July 1, 1997: $349,591.87 $255,943.82
Liens Executed $434,029.44 26,438.50
Interest and Costs 3,294.76 27,477.54 84,467.92










Abatements 25.50 925.87 4,322.59
Deeded to Toun 3,668.82 5,091.87 6,613.41
Unredeemed Taxes - June 3C1, 1998: 339,591.76 195,917.75 5,697.15
TOTAL CREDITS $437,324.20 $403,507.91 $340,411.74
PROPERTY TAX LIEN HISTORY
Year of Total Tax % of Taxes























TEN YEAR TAX RATE COMPARISON
1989-1998
%of %of %of













1990 15.59 58.3% 8.38 31.3% 2.79 10.4% 26.76
1991 14.31 54.7% 9.00 34.4% 2.86 10.9% 26.17
1992 14.84 56.3% 8.99 34.1% 2.54 9.6% 26.37
1993 15.98 58.3% 8.96 32.7% 2.46 9.0% 27.40
1994 16.18 57.4% 9.72 34.5% 2.30 8.2% 28.20
1995 17.18 59.0% 9.70 33.3% 2.22 7.6% 29.10
1996 17.05 59.2% 9.57 33.2% 2.18 7.6% 28.80
1997 17.29 59.4% 9.55 32.8% 2.29 7.9% 29.13








Tara Kavanagh George W. Hildum III
GENERAL mFORMATION
The Assessing Office is located at 15 Sunapee Street in the Town Office building. Office
hours are Monday - Friday fi"om 8:00am to 5:00pm. Ifyou need to review the Town's tax
maps, access your property assessment record, or conduct property related research, the
office staff can assist you. We urge you to stop in and try your hand at accessing your
property record on our lobby computer.
The Assessor holds office hours two days per month. To schedule an appointment with
the Assessor call the Assessing Office at 863-6407. Please contact us with any property
related questions or concerns you may have. We look forward to working with you in the
future.
Please remember, the assessing year begins on April 1st and closes out the following
March 3 1 st. Your annual property tax bills are based upon the condition ofyour property
as ofApril 1 st. It is important to obtain building permits for any property related changes
- i.e. additions to existing buildings, as well as demolitions of outbuildings.
As always, the Assessing Department wishes to thank all the taxpayers for their continued
feedback, support and assistance in keeping the Town's appraisal records accurate.
SOME IMPORTANT FILING DEADLINES
March Isf. Last day to file for Veterans Tax Credit, Blind Exemption, & 5%
Elderly Deferral.
March Ist: Deadline to apply for prior year property tax abatements.
April J5th: Last day for filing Institutional Exemption.
April 15th: Deadline for filing Current Use Applications.
August 1st: Last day to apply for Elderly Exemption.
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ASSESSOR'S REPORT























































Current Use $1,705,212 $1,703,205 -0.118%
Residential 146,403,600 144,419,800 -1.355%
Commercial/Industrial 66,601,800 68,448,200 2.772%
Utilities 4,314,100 4,570,900 5.953%
Exemptions (1,636,700) (1,445,500) -11.682%
Net Taxable Valuation $217,388,012 $217,696,605 0.142%
Tax Exempt $30,657,100 $28,381,800 -7.422%
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Cemetery Street Cemetery 24,500
567 Oak Street 0019-2165 Future Cemetery 22,500
North Newport 0020-0056 Vacant 34,900
8 Airport Road 0020-2364 Airport 423,100
Sugar River 0020-2471 Vacant 20,600
Reeds Mill 0021-1001 Vacant 6,400
Sugar River 0025-001 Vacant 10,400
Old Hurd 0025-2367 Vacant/Gravel Pit 15,500
Summer Street 0027-0131 Vacant/Conservation Easement 7,200
North Main 0027-0170 Vacant 8,800
365 North Main 0027-0443 Vacant 9,500
268 North Main 0027-1583 Vacant
^
75,300
North Main 0027-1753 Vacant 28,300
Off Rte 10 0027-1832 Vacant/Stp Easement 1,210
North Main Street 0027-2121-2 Stp Lagoons 325,400
Summer Street 0027-2365 Water Tower 67,400
Putnam Road 0028-2468 Sewer Treatment Plant 4,075,600
Spruce Street 0029-0861 Vacant 400
Cheney Extension 0029-2470 Wilmarth Park 40,600
428 Sunapee Street 0031-2502 Pine Grove Cemetery 90,500
Sunapee Street 0031-2505 Cemetery 22,500
Sunapee Street 0032-2508 Vacant 5,700
Sugar River 0033-1113 Waste Treatment Lagoons 144,800
Sunapee Street 0034-2518 Pump House 1,300
Sugar River 0036-1523 Vacant 66,600
Sunapee Street 0036-1635-1 Pump House 2,600
Sugar River 0037-2410 Vacant 2,200
65 Belknap Street 0042-1268 Recreation Building 216,400
North Main Street 0043-0506 Town Common 85,900
40 Pine Street 0044-0084 Vacant 18,700
Pine Street 0044-0112 Vacant 19,500
Meadow Road 0045-0027 Vacant 2,500
Elm Street 0045-0121 Vacant 35,000
Mechanic Street Rear 0045-0202 Vacant 200
20 Main Street 0045-0258 Town Hall/Opera House 559,100
20 Main Street 0045-0258 District Court 188,400
32 Main Street 0045-0258 Police Station 33,300
15 Sunapee Street 0045-0258 Town Office 211,000
1 1 Sunapee Street 0045-0258 Fire Station 379,700
59 Sunapee Street 0045-0400 Vacant 45,900
47 Central 0045-0590 Vacant 7,600
2 Arnold Campbell Dr 0045-1818 Police Station 2,300
59 Main Street 0045-1818 Police Station 543,000
Pearl Street 0045-2022-1 Vacant 1,200
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Meadow Road 0045-2509 Ambulance Building 119,200
Meadow Road 0045-2510 Vacant/Floodplain 39,300
Mechanic St Rear 0045-2511 Vacant 1,400
Various 0046-1118 Right-Of-Way 54,600
Sunapee Street 0046-2348 Pumping Station Easement 9,500
Various 0048-0325 River Right-Of-Way 200
Maple Street 0048-2498 Cemetery 37,100
Chandlers Mills Rd 0052-2427 Vacant 2,300
Chandlers Mills Rd 0052-2493 Vacant 2,300
Chandlers Mills Rd 0052-2494 Vacant 2,300
John Stark Highway 0053-1747 Vacant 6,000
22 Fairway Drive 0063-1127 Tax Deeded Property 13,200
Breakneck Road 0063-1516 Vacant 51,300
449 South Main Street 0063-1735 Public Works Garage 628,800
Pollards Mills 0063-2388 Water Department 52,400
Blaisdell Road 0064-0817 Vacant 400
South Main Street 0076-0544Bd/ Pump House 2,000
Unity Road-Unity M13F3-457 Water Treatment Plant 466,300
Unity Road-Unity M8J8-734 Clorination Building 85,200
The Board of Selectmen reviewed the Town property list in 1998 to detennine if any of the
properties no longer had value to the Town and could be sold. All properties were deemed
to have value to the Town.
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SUMMARY OF 1998 PROPERTY REVALUATION
In October 1998, the Town completed its revaluation of property effective April 1, 1998.
The process went along with just a few minor problems, thanks to the hard work and
professionalism of the Town's Assessing and Tax Departments and Corcoran Consulting
Associates, Inc, and the patience and cooperation of the property owners.
Newport had its last revaluation in 1988, during the real estate boom. Those taxable
values were estimated to be 127% of market value at the time of the 1998 revaluation.The
revaluation showed that the 1988 taxable values were actually 118% of market value.
Bringing the taxable values to 100%) of market value resulted in a decrease in the total





































Total Utilities 3,733,800 4,314,100 15.542%
Less: Blind/Elderly Exempt
Property Inclu.icd Above (1,838,700) (1,636,700) -10.986%










Total Tax Exempt $28,381,800 $30,657,100 8.017%
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Karlene W. Stoddard, Town Clerk Adelaide Kozlik, Deputy Town Clerk
REGISTRATIONS: 1998 saw us gearing up for the new plate issue which began January
1999. People with passenger and vanity plates are required to purchase the new style
plates. The new plate fee is $5.00. Citizens who have all numbers plates can keep these
same numbers or they can chose to get a different number from us. If they choose to
keep the same numbers, plates will be mailed to them from the state warehouse once the
registration is completed. If the current plates have letters and numbers, the same
configuration can be kept. However, the state will consider it a vanity plate and a charge
of $25.00 a year extra would apply. We do the state portion on passenger plates up to
8000 pounds renewals, transfers, motocycle plates and trailer plates.
NEW TITLE LAW : RSA 261 :3(K) has been amended so that the 10 year Model Year
exempted vehicle will eventually increase to 15 years. Effective Jan 1, 1999, the 1989
Model Year vehicle will not become exempt until 2003.
VOTP^G : We had the State Primary in September and the State General Election in
November. We continue to register new voters during office hours with the proper ID.
We also have same day voter registration.
BOOK RESTORATION: Two more of our older Vital Records (1898 - 1906 and
1916 - 1918) were restored in 1998. This brings the total restoration to 12 books.
VITALRECORDS : The law has changed concerning Marriage Licenses. The new law
allows people to purchase their Marriage License in any New Hampshire Town and still
can be married anywhere in the state.
DOGS : We are still having problems with getting people to come in to register their
dogs. We have over 500 dogs on our records that are still unregistered. The time period
for registering the dogs is May 1 to April 30.
1998 TOWN CLERK DEPARTMENT COLLECTIONS:
Auto Registrations (8199) $651,912.50
Dogs ( 768) 3,414.00
Miscellaneous* 47.927.38
Total $703,253.88
*Miscellaneous includes UCC filings. Marriage Licenses, Vital Record copies. Filing
fees and Transfer Station Cards.
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1998 Newport Town Meeting
May 12, 1998— Summary
Article 1. Elected Bennie Nelson and Gary Nichols Selectmen for three year
terms.
Article 2. Elected William Howard Dunn Moderator for a two year term.
Article 3. Elected Ella Casey Supervisor of Checklist for a six year term.
Article 4. Elected Louise Hastings Trustee of Trust Funds for a three year term.
Article 5. Adopted Zoning Amendment #1 which amended Zoning Maps 1 and 2.
Article 6. Voted $903,430 for replacement of 2.5 million gallon water tank.
Article 7. Voted to sell former Police Station building.
Article 8. Voted to sell any real estate acquired by Tax Collector's deed.
Article 9. Voted to dispose of surplus equipment and vehicles.
Article 10. Voted to modify the elderly exemptions.
Article 11. Voted August I prior to the setting of the tax rate as the deadline for
filing for elderly exemptionfrom the property tax.
Article 12. Voted to reaffirm 1997 Town Meeting vote to withdraw from the
Sullivan County Disposal District on June 1, 2007.
Article 13. Voted an operating budget of $4,953,399.
Article 14. Voted $29,000 for computer upgrades for compliance with the year
2000.
Article 15. Voted $22,500 for a van for the Recreation Department.
Article 16. Passed over.
Article 17. Voted $157,769 for road projects.
Article 1 8. Voted $40,000 for second phase of Main Street Project.
Article 1 9. Voted $ 1 1 ,000 for Opera House rehabilitation projects.
Article 20. Voted $96,308 for Water Projects.
Article 2 1 . Voted $46,935 for an in-channel grinder for Sewer Treatment Plant.
Article 22. Voted $20,000 for paving tie-down area at the airport.
Article 23. Voted $3 1 ,898 for a youth officer to work within the Newport School
District.
Article 24. Passed Over.
Article 25. Voted to accept the donation of a restored Antique "McClintock Street
Clock" and to find a mutually suitable location and accept money for it's
installation.
Article 26. Passed Over.
Article 27. Voted $30,000 for repairing and Paving at Newport Middle School.
Article 28. Rejected motion to abandon ownership of Class VI road on Page Hill
Road.
Article 29. Voted $5,000 to rehabilitate Maple Street Cemetery.
Article 30. Voted to accept reports of or appoint any committees necessary to
transact the business of the Town. Also to adjourn the meeting.
Karlene W. Stoddard, Town Clerk
190
Good Government Starts With You!
Application for Appointment to Town Committee
If you are interested in serving on a town board or committee, please fill out this form
and mail or deliver it to the Town Office, 15 Sunapee Street, Newport, NH 03773. If
you have questions, call the Town Manager's Office at 863-1877. There are currently
vacancies on the following committees:
Conservation Commission, Heritage Commission, Planning Board,
Rec Advisory Council, Solid Waste District, and Zoning Board.
Name Home Telephone
Address
Interested in which town board/committee
Remarks
'
Filling out this form does not assure appointment.
Appointments are made by the Board of Selectmen
when there is a vacancy.
Ifyou have special qualifications for













All Night Watch of Embers.
